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DIRECTORIESS H E L F 
D I R E C T 0 R Y 
T E N N E S S E E M U N I C I P A L  
0 F F I C I A L S 
Reeda Gail Parker, Editor 
M UNICIPAL TECHNICAL ADVISORY SERVICE 
DIVISION OF UNIVERSITY EXTENSION 
THE UNIVERSITY OF TENNESSEE 
In cooperation with the 
TENNESSEE M UNICIPAL LEAGUE 
F O R E W O RD 
This 1964-65 Directory of Tennessee Municipal Officials is the 2oth issue 
of the directory series. It has been compiled, for the most part, from 
questionnaires sent to all cities. Although every effort has been made to 
make the information for each city complete and correct, for 22 cities that 
did not return the questionn�ires it was·necessary to rely upon latest 
information available in our files . 
To all city recorders and other officials who have contributed 
information we are deeply grateful . Without the willing and prompt co­
operation of these officials, publication of the directory would have been 
difficult, if not impossible . 
Connnents and suggestions as to how future issues of the directory can 
be further improved will be appreciated. They may be sent to either of the 
following: 
Herbert J. Bingham 
Executive Secretary 
Tennessee Municipal League 
226 Capitol Boulevard 
Room 306 
Nashville 3, Tennessee 37219 
M. U .  Snoderly 
Acting E xecutive Director 
Municipal Technical 
Advisory Service 
Box 8500, University Station 
Knoxville, Tennessee 37916 
ADDRESSES OF INTEREST TO MUNICIPAL OFFICIALS 
MUNICIPAL TECHNICAL ADVISORY SERVICE 
M. U. Snoderly, Acting Executive Director 
The University of Tennessee 
Box 8500, University Station 
Knoxville, Tennessee 37916 
Phone: 524-2981 Ext. 284 
NASHVILLE OFFICE, MUNICIPAL TECHNICAL 
ADVISORY SERVICE 
Robert A. Lovelace 
Consultant on MunicipaJ. Management 
226 Capitol Boulevard, Room 306 
Nashville 3 ,  Tennessee 37219 
Phone: 2 56-3447 
BUREAU OF PUBLIC ADMINISTRATION 
Lee s. Greene, Director 
Ayres Hall, Room 320 
The University of Tennessee 
Knoxville, Tennessee 37916 
Phone: 524-2981 Ext. 597 
DEPARTMENT OF OLD AGE AND 
SURVIVCRS INSURANCE 
H. Gordon Nichol, Director 
Cordell Hull Building, Room 326 
Nashville 3 ,  Tennessee 37219 
Phone: 741-2311 
DEPARTMENT OF PUBLIC HEALTH 
Julian R. Fleming, Director 
Division of Sanitary Engineering 
Cordell Hull Building, Room 602 
Nashville 3, Tennessee 37219·..J 
Phone: 741-2281-2282-2283 
STATE PLANNING COMMISSION 
Harold V. Miller, Executive Director 
Room C2-208, CentraJ. Services Building 
Nashville 3, Tennessee 37219 
Phone: 741-2166 
STATE BO.ARD OF EQUALIZATION 
Carlton N. Martin 
Executive Secretary 
508 State Office Building 
Nashville 3 ,  Tennessee 37219 
Phone: 741-2451 
TENNESSEE TAXPAYERS ASSOCIATION 
DonaJ.d W. Jackson, Executive Secretary 
Conunerce Union Annex, Rooms 504-508 
315 Fourth Avenue, North 
Nashville 3 ,  Tennessee 37219 
Phone: 242-1854 
STREAM POLLUTION CONTROL BO.ARD 
S. Leary Jones, Director 
Cordell Hull Building, Room 620 
Nashville 3 ,  Tennessee 37219 
Phone: 741-2275 
DIVISION OF VOCATIONAL EDUCATION 
Homer s. Elkins 
Instructor-Coordinator 
Fire Service Training 
215 Chestnut Street 
Chattanooga, Tennessee 
Phone: .AMhurst 6-8163 
STAFF DIVISION FOR INDUSTRIAL 
DEVELOPMENT 
W. Dan CaJ.gy 
Governor's Staff Director for 
IndustriaJ. Development 
Cordell Hull Building, Room 240 
Nashville 3, Tennessee 37219 
Phone: 741-�540-2549 
TENNESSEE INSPECTION BUREAU 
C. N. Mullican, State Manager 
4304 Harding Road 
P. O. Box 127 
Nashville 3 ,  Tennessee 37202 
Phone: 298-3333 
DEPARTMENT OF HIGHWAYS 
David M. Pack, Commissioner 
Highway Building, Room 817 
Nashville 3, Tennessee 37219 
Phone : 741-2848 
TENNESSEE COUNTY SERVICES ASSN. 
James Tipton, Executive Director 
106 YMCA Building 
Nashville 3, Tennessee 37219 
Phone: cHapel 2-5591 
DIVISION OF WATER RESOURCES 
DEPT. OF CONSERVATION & COMMERCE 
Raleigh W. Robinson, Director 
Cordell Hull Building, Room 331 C 
Nashville 3, Tennessee 37219 
Phone: 741-2572 






Robert A. McNees 
Mayor, Oak Ridge 










J. Travis Price 
Mayor, Springfield 
DIRECTORS 
W. D. Frizzell 
City Manager 
Union City 
Joe W. Lovell 
West Tennessee 
Y. D. Moore 
Mayor, McKenzie 
Manager, Water & Sewer Dept. 
Murfreesboro 
President, TPWA 




President, TMFOA Ross H. Spears, Jr. 
Mayor, Johnson City 
John S. Ridley 
Mayor, Swyrna 
Dan J. Scott 
Mayor, Humboldt 
F. E. Pitts 
Mayor, Dyersburg 
Claude A. Armour 
Vice-Mayor, Memphis 





J. W. Parker 
Director, Housing 




Herbert J. Bingham 
226 Capitol Boulevard 
Room 306 
Nashville 3, Tennessee 
Phone: 255-6416 
GUIDE TO USE OF THIS DIRECTORY 
After the name of each city is the county name, in parentheses, in which the 
city is located. Next is a letter showing in which grand division of the state 
the city is located, East, Middle, or West. The figure following this letter is 
the population (see third paragraph, this page ). Next is the fiscal year ending; 
for example, "F.Yr.5/3111 means the fiscal year ends May 31. There follows the 
date of the next election; for example, "Elec. 5/65" means the next election will 
be in May 1965. The last entry on this line is the telephone number of the city 
hall or office. 
On the second line is shown the time and place of the meetings of the govern� 
ing body and the zip code. On the third line is shown any closing of city offices 
(other than the usual Saturday afternoon and Sunday ) . This information was not 
obtainable for some cities. 
Population data are presented on the following two pages; on one in alpha­
betical order and on the other in descena.ing order according to populs.tion. r.J.1hese 
population figures are as of July l, 196h, as used by the State of Tennessee for 
distributing State-shared taxes. The next page lists cities by counties under the 
three grand divisions of the state. 
Municipal elections in Tennessee are held throughout the year, and changes 
are therefore constantly occurring. Changes are announced each month in Tennessee 
Town & City magazine, the official magazine of the Tennessee MunicipaJ. League. 
The magazine is sent free to municipeJ. officials; others desiring to subscribe m�y 




































Civil Defense Director 
Connnissioner of Education 
Connnissioner of Fire 
Commissioner of Fina.nee 
Commissioner of Health 
Commissioner of' Police 





Chief of Police 
,City Recorder 
Housing Board Chairman 
Director of Finance 
Director of Housing Authority 
Director of Personnel 
Director of Public Safety 
Director of Public Works 
Director of Planning & Zoning 
Director of Welfare 






































Assistant City Manager 
Purchasing Agent 
Power Boa.�d Chairman 
Planning Co:mm.lssion Chm. 
Plumbing Inspector 
Recreation Boa.rd Chairman 
Recreation Director 
City School Superintendent 
Secretary 
Superintendent of Gas System 
Superintendent of Parks 
Superintendent of Streets 
Supt. of Sewage Plant 
Supt. of Utilities 
Supt. of Water Works 
Tax Assessor 
'l1reasurer 
Utili ti.es Board Chairman 
Vice Mayor 
Water Board Chairman 
POPULATIONS OF TENNESSEE MUNICIPALITIES 
as used for distributing State-shared taxes, 1964-65 
Adair 53 Clarksville 22,021 Gadsden 281 
Ada.ms .. 517 Cleveland 17,429 Gainesboro 1,021 
Adamsville 1,046 Clifton 708 GaJ.latin 7,901 
Alamo 1,665 Clinton 4,943 Garland 168 
Alcoa 6,395 CoaJ.mont 458 Gates 291 
Alexandria 599+ Collierville 2,020 Gatlinburg 2,303 
II ;/,a, rc/-r ,,51 
.Algood 1,545 Collinwood 596 Germantown l, lo4 
Altamont 552 Columbia 21,241 Gibson 297 
Ardmore 195 Cookeville 10,062 Gleason 900 
Arlington 1,005 Copperhill 631 Goodlettsville 3,163 
Ashland City 1,400 Cornersville 654 Gordonsville 249 
Athens 12,103 Cottage Grove 130 Grand Junction 446 
Atoka 357 Covington 5,944 Graysville 838 
Atwood 461 Cowan 1,979 Greenback 285 
Auburnto•m 256 Crossville 4,668 Greenbrier 2,052 
Baileyton 206 Cumberland City 314 Greeneville 12,973 
Bartlett 508 Cumberland Gap 291 Greenfield 1,779 
Baxter 853 Dandridge 829 HaJ.ls 2,102 
Beersheba Springs 577 Dayton 3,668 Harriman 10,054 
Bell Buckle 551 Decatur 681 Hartsville 2,147 
Belle Meade 3,,082 Decaturville 571 Henderson 2,691 
Bells 1,232 Decherd 1,771 Henning 466 
Benton 638 Denmar k 58 Henry 283 
Berry Hill 1,551 Dickson 5,028 Hickory Valley 179 
Bethel Springs 533 Dover 736 HohenwaJ.d 2,804 
Big Sandy 492 Dowelltown 279 Hollow Rock 592 
Bluff City 948 Doyle 484 Hornbeak 307 
Bolivar 3,338 Dresden 1,675 Hornsby 228 
Bradford 924 Ducktown 741 Humboldt 9,285 
Brighton 652 Dunlap 1,618 Huntingdon 3,130 
Bristol 20,809 Dyer 1,909 Huntland 500 
Brownsville 6,041 Dyersburg 13,114 Iron City 511 
Bruceton 1,449 Eagleville 363 Jackson 35,027 
Bulls Gap 682 East Ridge 19,570 Jamestown 1,727 
Burns 386 Elizabethton l0,896 Jasper 1,450 
Byrdstown 613 Elkton 199 Jefferson City 4,550 
Callloun 706 Englewood 1,574 Jellico 2,210 
Camden 2,774 Enville 250 Johnson City 32,803 
Carthage 2,021 Erin 1,156 Jonesboro 1,148 
Cedar Hill' 414 Erwin 4,881 Kenton 1,095 
Celina 1,228 Estill Springs 865 KimbaJ.1 716 
Centertown 169 Etowah 3,223 Kingsport 33,334 
Centerville 2,318 Fairview 1,017 Kingston 4,319 
Chapel Hill 630 Fayetteville 7,170 Knoxville 179,973 
Charleston 764 Forest Hills 2,101 Lafayette 1,900 
Charlotte 551 Franklin 6,977 LaFollette 7,130 
Chattanooga 130,090 Friendship 399 LaGrange 217 
Church Hill 2,159 Friendsville 606 Lake City 1,914 


White Pine 1:,035 South Carthage 615 Liberty 336 
Gainesboro 1,�1 Byrdstovm 613 Michie 330 
Fairview 1,017 Friendsville 606 Tennessee Ridge 324 
Munford 1,014 Alexandria 599 Cumberland City 314 
Arlington 1,005 Red Boiling Springs 597 Hornbeak 307 
Rutherford 983 Collinwood 596 Oakland 306 
McEwen 979 Hollow Rock 592 Scotts HHl 298 
Sharon 966 Trimble 581 Gibson 297 
Bluff City 948 Beersheba Springs 577 Morrison 294 
Trezevant 944 Ridgetop 572 Cumber land Gap 291 
Loretto 929 Decaturville 571 Gates 291 
Bradford 924 Wartrace 569 Rives 291 
Watertown 919 Lynchburg 564 Greenback 285 
Pigeon Forge 917 New Johnsonville 559 McLemoresville 285 
Gleason 900 Altamont 552 Henry 283 
Luttrell 880 Bell Buckle 551 Townsend 283 
Spencer 870 Charlotte 551 Gadsden 281 
Estill Springs 865 Bethel Springs 533 Dowelltown 279 
Wes trr,ore land 865 Adams 517 Sardis 274 
Baxter 853 Iron City 511 Pleasant Hill 267 
Graysville 838 Barltett 508 Auburntown 256 
Dandridge 829 Huntland 500 Enville 250 
New Tazewell 808 Big Sandy 492 Gordonsville 249 
Sneedville 799 White Bluff 486 Vanleer 234 
Tellico .Plains 794 Doyle 484 Hornsby 228 
Rutledge 793 Oakdale 470 Richard City 224 
Monteagle 775 Henn ins 466 Yorkville 218 
Charleston 764 Atwood 461 LaGrange 217 
Whiteville 757 Middleton 461 Baileyton 206 
Ducktovm 741 Coalmont i�58 Viola 206 
Dover 73h Stanton 458 Toone 2� 
Medina 722 Samburg 451 Elkton 199 
Kimball 716 Lobelville 449 Ardmore 195 
Clifton 708 Ridgeside 448 Mitchellville 184 
Calhoun 706 Grand Junction 446 Rossville 183 
Spring Hill 689 Petersburg 423 Hickory Valley 179 
Bulls Gap 682 Puryear 4o8 Orme 
' 171 
Decatur 681 Mason 407 Centertown 169 
Niota 679 Friendship 399 Garland 168 
Troy 662 Saltillo 397 Saulsbury 141 
Cornersville 654 Burns 386 Cottage Grove 130 
Brighton 652 Watauga 370 Normandy 119 
St. Joseph 641 Moscow 368 Slayden 101 
Benton 638 Eagleville 363 Medon 97 
Copperhill 631 Lynnville 362 Parrottsville 91 
Chapel Hill 630 Ramer 358 Silerton 84 
Maury City 624 Atoka 357 Denmark 58 
Maynardville 620 Milledgeville 350 Adair 53. 
TOTAL 1,931,883 
TENNESSEE CITIES AND TOWNS 
by Grand Divisions of State and by Counties 
July 1964 
EAST TENNESSEE EAST TENNESSEE EAST TENNESSEE 
Anderson Count;y: Jefferson Countl Sullivan Count;y: 
- Clinton Dandridge Bluff City 
Lake City Jefferson City Bristol 
Norris White Pine Kingsport 
Oak Ridge Johnson Count;y: Unicoi Count;y: 
Bledsoe Countl Mountain City Erwin 
Pikeville Knox Count;y: Union Count;y: 
Blount Count;y: Knoxville Luttrell 
Alcoa Loudon Countil'.: Maynardville 
Friendsville Greenback Washinston Count;y: 
Maryville Lenoir City Johnson City 
Tmmsend Loudon Jonesboro 
Bradle;y: Count;y: Marion Countl 
Charleston Jasper 
Cleveland Kimball 
Campbell Count;y: Orme 
Jellico Richard City 
LaFollette South Pittsburg 
Carter Cciunt;y: Whitwell 
Elizabethton McMinn Coun� 
Watauga Athens 
Claiborne Count;y: Calhoun 
Cumber land Gap Englewood MIDDLE TENNESSEE 
New Tazewell Etowah 
Tazewell Niota Bedford Count;y: 
Cocke County Meiss Count;y: Bell Buckle 
Newport Decatur Normandy 
Parrottsville Monroe Count;y: Shelbyville 
Cumberland Count;y: Madisonville Wartrace 
Crossville Sweetwater Cannon Count;y: 
Pleasant Hill Tellico Plains Auburntmm 
Grain5er Count;)'.: Mor5an Count;)'.: Woodbury 
Rutledge Oakdale _Cheatham Count:z:: 
Greene Count;)'.: Polk Count;y: Ashland City 
Baileyton Benton Cla;y:_ Count;y: 
Greeneville Copperhill Celina 
Tusculum Ducktovm Coffee Countx 
Hamblen Count;y: Rhea Count;)'.: Manchester 
Morristovm Dayton Tullahoma 
Hamilton Count:z:: Graysville Davidson Count;y: 
Chattanooga Spring City Belle Meade 
East Ridge Roane Count:t: Berry Hill 
Lookout Mountain Harriman Forest Hills 
Red Bank-White Oak Kingston Goodlettsville 
Ridgeside Oliver Springs Lakewood 
Signal Mountain Rockwood Nashville 
Hancock Countl Scott Count;y: Oak Hill 
Sneedville Oneida DeKalb Count;y: 
!!awkins Count;y: Sevier Count;y: Alexandria 
Bulls Gap Gatlinburg Dowelltown 
Church Hill Pigeon Forge Liberty 
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MIDDLE TENNESSEE MIDDLE TENNESSEE 
Maur;y County Williamson County 
Columbia Fairview 
Mt. Pleasant Franklin 
Spring Hill Wilson Count;y 


















Springfield WEST TENNESSEE 
Rutherford County 
Eagleville Benton Countl 
Murfreesboro Big Sandy 
Smyrna Camden 
Se�uatchie Countl Carroll Countl 
Dunlap Atwood 
Smith Count;y Bruceton 
Carthage Hollow Rock 
Gordonsville Huntingdon 
South Carthage McKenzie 
Stewart County McLemoresville 
Cumberland City Trezevant 
Dover Chester County 
Sumner Count:t: Enville 
Gallatin Henderson 
Mitchellville Crockett County 
Portland Alamo 
Westmoreland Bells 
Trousdale Countl Friendship 
Hartsville Gadsden 
Van Buren Countl Maury City 
Spencer Decatur County 
W�rren Count;y: Decaturville 
Centertown Parsons 
McMinnville D;t:er County 
Morrison Dyersburg 
Viola Newbern 
Wayne Count;y Trimble 
Clifton Fa;y:ette Countl 
Collinwood LaGrange 
Waynesboro Moscow 




























































































CITY OF *ADAIR Madison -W- Elec. 




'l1. J, Williams /)we..n w;11iarn.s CR 
�Gwen-W±H±aJna m. R. · w: ,,,�,..,, s Mgr 
M1 R. Willia:rns- rn. R. r:"oj�er Atty 
*Address: Jackson, Tennessee 
Phone 427�10 Jackson 
Zip Code 3 301 
Clint O. Williams 
Vanden Griffin 
Jack Manhein 
CITY OF ADAMS (Robertson) -M- 517 F.Yr.6/30 Elec.5/65 Phone 2311 
First Tuesday each month, 7:00 p.m., at Community Clubhouse Zip Code 37010 






TOWN OF ADAMSVILLE McNair -W- 1 046 F.Yr.4 0 Elec.10 6 







L. A. Blanton 
J. D. Abernathy 
Hillard. Roten 
J. S. Jarrett 
Mrs. D. L. Gibson 
J. M. Phillips 






First Tuesday each month, 7:30 p.m., at City Hall 








E. O. Prather, Jr. 
Billy Camp _ 
-Ben- S.o.uder: C;;;.-.rr , .{_ ,J k.P "' ' l 
-R--A......-Byrd Rcu( t1JV<' c L(..r 
















V -&=F.:;=tT e;_r;:,maw ..,--J:r..  
TOWN OF ALCOA (Blount) -E- 6,395 F.Yr.6/30 Elec.6/65 Phone 982-4190 (Maryville) 
Second and fourth Thursday each month, 7:30 p.m., at Municipal Building 
Offices close Saturday all day, all year Zip Code 37701 
V-m-;..1 i>i\u. l r;. Wo-r I e � 
Mayo 0-;--W.-Brumf±e� Eng-BI David W. Switzer 
Gennn -Paul R. Hicks FC Fred L. Griffitts 
Connn Gaylord Lambdin HOff Dr. Trent Vandergriff 
Mgr Ross F. Walker PCCh Joel Bailey 
(:aCR- Jg James Clodfelter ScS R. M. Robinson '-A.oP Robert L. Carroll RD W. Bailey 
tty Joe C. Gamble* EMgr ,c. E. Dyer 
lJBCh C • F. Hord 
*Address: Bank of Maryville Bldg., Maryville, Tennessee 
1 
MIDDLE TENNESSEE MIDDLE TENNESSEE 
Maur;y County Williamson County 
Columbia Fairview 
Mt. Pleasant Franklin 
Spring Hill Wilson Count;y 
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V -&=F.:;=tT e;_r;:,maw ..,--J:r..  
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1 
TOWN OF ALEXANDRIA (DeKalb) -M- 599 F.Yr.6/30 Elec. 
Fourth Tuesday each month, 7 : 30 p.m., at City Hal.l 







w. V. Odum 
C. O. Smith 
Douglas Wills 
H. A. Caplinger 







*Address: Smithville, Tennessee 
Phone 529-2981 . 
Zip Code 37012 
J. P. Huffman 
Mrs. Joe Huffman 
McAllen Foutch* 
James Avant 
J. P. Huffman 
1 
TOWN OF ALGOOD Putnam -M- 1 4 F. Yr. 6 0 Elec. 6 6 
Fourth Thursday each month, 7 : 00 p.m., at City Hal.l 
Offices close Wednesday afternoon, al.l year 
Mayor . Ne'el·e-C.ocly @ow t Ll �u) 
Ald Quinton C. McGee 
Ald Har.J.ey-II-iek-s f1_(j.... 0.. tlt1 nt J) 
Ald Shirley Hawkins 
Ald Juan Chapman 







Mrs. James C. Buck 
&J:aude-Wtrl'iams t1Ja. v. ,1!'-" > Q--
Ross Williams 
Aubrey McCrawle� .+-n:n.. ]i!}:).O: 1, ·i nL {1 I 'u·>(/.,(.,I...; J.;'!;e� s <.S..a..i."  ps rm. w . tr-
C;fy of fill ARDT<fcotrc5S) -(fl-
�u �tlt-l . .J 
kc..orptJra.kd JI· 3-(.pi./(L""''( ..h�-
mayor- 6scar C. (}ern-f 














Hugh Willard Fults 
H. B. Williams 
J. F. Payne 
TOWN OF ARDMORE (Giles) -M- 1 F.Yr.12 l Elec.11 6 Phone 
Zip Code 3 First Thursday each month, 7 : 30 p.m., at City Hal.l 






C. P. Forbes 
Elzie L. Bailey 
George Hickey 
Morgan Mims 





*Address: Pulaski, Tennessee 
2 





TOWN OF .ARLINGTON Shelb -W- l 00 F.Yr.12 1 Elec.12 6 
First Monday each month, : 00 p.m., at Town Office 







c. w. Bond 
M. S. Wilson 
W. N. Caruthers · 
Stanley D. Osborne 
Sam Wilson 






p ' ' " 
Zip Code 
L. T. Hughes 
P. J. Henry 
Mrs. w. N. Caruthers 
Frank Shepard 
M. L. Herring 
)') I J I ) . 1!..1 • v <.I 
( 
TOWN OF ASHLAND CITY (Cheatham) -M- 1,400 F.Yr.12/31 Elec.12/65 Phone 79'2-4211 
First Tuesday each month, 7:00 p.m., at City Hall Zip Code 37015 








Vollie E. Harris 
J. C. Balthrop 
F. C. Stratton, III 




CITY OF ATHENS McMinn -E- 12 10 








Mayor Leroy B. Anderson UBCh 
V-May t."", Richard-Wa11- J ' 1..- t ' "  1 • PCCh 
Coun ..Pel-1-x-HaFrod cc. q,, 1/1 '-\ ,__,. CoP 
Coun �James E. Johnson . FC 
Coun R. Danny Hays Jg 
Mgr-PA William J. Garrett ScS 
tty Kenneth Higgins SU _ 
D]\"in-Tr Fat-P.ie..ia-Pa-rent9,1 r. • .  c1..U11 CD 
HBCh._ > Rober-t-Harri-1-1 Rt-!i'l · ...  i • ,.;_, 1 .  '� .-..; SS 
DHt- � >W:i�iiam·-D;-Johnson }b \'' }ii wt:, .-BI-PI 
HOff Dr. John H. Lillard RD 
SP Kalon Chandler DFZ 
10 Jeanette Cunningham RBCh 





James H. West 
V. E. Harris 
Eugene Simpkins 
Ralph Spangler 
A. L. Roberts 
Zip Code 37303 
Vernon Wade 
Roy Nankivell, Jr. 
Ray Johnson 
Bill Knox 
Wallace D. Hitch 
W. F. Whitaker 
TtJ M J....� {J /e(' 
Max Carroll 
J. o. Cagle 
Bill Knox 
Ben Wilson 
-w.--Rey-Newsem;-Jr. fl. Rf..( SS(! JI /Ylaran 
-Erank....Buttram 8 ·v ·L, /Lt� 
0 
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TOWN OF ATOKA Ti ton -W-















Phone TE 7- 642 




J., -A. Billings 
TOWN OF ATWOOD (Carroll) -W- 461 F.Yr .12 64 Elec. 6 Phone 





B. W. Allison 
J runes Halford 
C .  M. B.ell 




TOWN OF AUBURNTOWN Cannon -M- 2 6 F .  Yr . 6 0 






R. M. Hitt Ald 
Marvin Davenport Ald 
T .  E .  Jones Sec 
M.  J. Sununar · , . CD 
-V-e:rnon-Kenned--y /f/r< ;r ( ' ..J (p)!d��Jl, Tr 
James Marshall 
Elmer Morris 
B. C . McGregor 
Phone 
Zip Code 3701 
J, H. Jones 
I. B. Gaither 
Marvin Davenport 
G. W.  Kennedy 
T. E .  Jones 
TOWN OF BAILEYTON (Greene ) -E- 206 F.Yr.6 0 Elec.6 6 Phone 
Second Monday each month, 7:30 p.m., at Recorder's home Zip Code 377 3 
�.J c/.1. R Mf- W-t.L-r?,.,a./ 
Mayor .J:.y3:e-Ra.el:.'C.e Mar J. R. Mottern 
Ald .J;.utbe:r: Patten R� a.di11-m.aJ SWW Lyle Pierce 
Ald Edg�eI> R�MJ., � SS T. H. Kilday 
Ald Frank Weems ,J o('.if/i.± Atty Robert H. Bailey* 
Ald Hack J::o� � �...; PCCh Robert H .  Bailey 
CR Miss Bonita Jones 
*Address: 120 E. Center Street, Kingsport, Tennessee 
4 
Second Thursday each month, :00 p.m., at Town Hall Zip Code 3 005 












D. J, Guillop;f Osca<" T Y�k!> 
-e, Ea Barnett o . .:5. Fv...1/er­
:g, E, McPherson (;./e,.. Re/c! 
:w,,.ga lluffman fad B rewc..r 
Joe Freeman 






James E .  Austin 
Charles Nunally 
Robert Elmore 






....Jelu� 11. C.&or8e, .Jr. oJ,'!> Ro(JJe..,­
Catherine P. Warner 
Woodson Nea:l: Thtu'rnan Cu;pentef 
A. G. Warner, Jr. 
J., C. PaiHie 
Lawrence Maxwell 
Luke C. Hensley 




TOWN OF BEERSHEBA SPRINGS (Grundy) -M- 577 F . Yr . 6/30  Elec.8/65 Phone McMinn.OX 2-2221 




Lyndon Hillis J t;_ Mgr-CR John R lchardson cllc-0 J. "-' FC James F. Brown 
Zip Code 37305 
J:a.mee--FL;-£rown /JJ . W. IJA.a-u.n...J 
Stanley Brown 
TOWN OF BELL BUCKLE (Bedford) -M- 551 F.Yr.10/30 Elec.l0/65 Phone 275-4221 
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Stanley Brown 
TOWN OF BELL BUCKLE (Bedford) -M- 551 F.Yr.10/30 Elec.l0/65 Phone 275-4221 




















CITY OF *BELLE MEADE (Davidson) -M- 3,082 F .Yr . 12/31 Elec . Phone 297-6041 





Sam Davis Bell 
John H .  Teas 
Marion G. Smith 




Zip Code 37200 
M .  B .  Howell, Jr . ** 
Robert C .  Webster 
HewMd E�� r. g tu& .. �vJ 
*Address :  4705 Harding Road, Nashville, Tennessee 
**Address : 4408 Sheppard Place, Nashville 5, Tennessee 
TOWN OF BELLS (Crockett ) -W- 1 2 2 F .Yr . 6  0 Elec . 
First Monday each month, 3 : 30 p .m. , at City Hall 
Mayor Eddie Barnes CoP 
Ald John H .  Croom FC-CD 
Ald C .  Rex Mehr, Jr . ScS 
Ald Richard Freeman sww 
Ald Hugh Lewis CR 
Ald Hiram Henderson PCCh 
TOWN OF BENTON Polk -E- 6 8 F . Yr . 6  0 Elec . 6  66 
First Friday each month, : 00 p .m. , at City HaJ.l 
Offices close Thursde.y afternoon, aJ.l year . us�· � �v,.,1 -H. C, W-:i:±sen ty)tta-. � SS 
Comm Louis Culpepper CoP 
Comm J .  H .  Hammons CR-Jg 
6 
Earl Marlowe 
C .  Rex Mehr, Jr . 





Zip Code 37309 
Fletchers Caruth 
Gary Patterson 
J .  H .  Hammons 
CITY OF *BERRY HILL (Davidson) -M- 1,551 F .Yr . 12/31 Elec .3/66 Phone 297-4521 
First and third Wednesday each month, 7 : 00 p .m., at City Hall Zip Code 37200 





Ralph P .  Rosa 
Dr. L. W. Noel, Jr. 
Clarence W. Watson 






John M .  Grissim (} �a Ca,J i. Fu..J 
Robert K. Hill, Jr . 
·X·Address : 698 Thompson Lane, Nashville, Tennessee 
6 







·J'.ames-A....-&:l:nes C. .J, �if, Ald 
Waldemar Williams . Ald 
.foe Bi�een 9-. '/,(), Clu..� CR 
.R�ahols J.J.&.wzu.eL 'ff)a,.n,u,a}_ CoP 
aell.Chklvv tfiuJ�) W�Ss 
.Gox.-de:a-0.!.N.eal� W• w. CJt<>jvt\'-""'o.1 Atty 
Zip Code 3 315 
II. II. Ellis Tn� ...J� 
J. s. Powers (} 
WaJ.dema.r Wil�ams ' 
-J. F. ¥:ttmk �u,a) a. � 
A. A .  Horton 
-J...-Lou4-s-.Aa-a.ms J.il.,,..,) w1i:1z-uJ 
TOWN OF BIG SANDY (Benton) -W- 492 F .Yr .6/30 Elec . 4/65 Phone 593-g5ll 






4.Jl.-:RewG..� /(�..; /:JA,a./1.11--n v 
Elmer Cowell 
Paul McCampbell 
O. P. Lindsey 





*Address : Camden, Tennessee 
�h= 6ra:hanr q. '· / /u -Ma:x-BeatGa mMl.I. 0� ,o,t;:z/ui� 
Bradley Frazier* 
C, C. I.ewe:r>--y 
TOWN OF BLUFF CITY (S@ivan). -E- 948 F.Yr. 6/1 Elec . 6/65 Phone 
Second and fourth Thursday each month, 7 :60 p.m., at City HaJ.l · Zip 'Code 37618 







L .  B .  Webb, Sr, CR-TA 
Pau_l Sams CoP 
.JGe-Ea.ul-M0fl'e3..J.. � 1-k�sww 
� C� · . - (} SSP 
CGrM0G-J:cl.--3:an � �1.AA 1v SS 
H. C .  Jessee FC-Mgr 
FC-
rnr- · 
Second Tuesday each month, 7 : 30 p.m . ,  
Mayor Harlan Thomas FC-SG 
V-May� Mahlon Brown EMgr 
Coun A.  B. Fortune HOff 
Coun 7 Hall Brooks PBCh 
Coun John V .  Anderson, Jr. CD 
Coun g , Frai:i.k--JJ&ff4..a- � . IJ()A,{..{f} ._)�SS 
Coun Joe Ham SWW-SSP-PI 
Coun Joe West Williams WBCh 
Tr-CR-Jg Joe McCoy CoP 
PCCh 9-� �,,,,.) RD Atty E .  J, Harris HBCh 
Acct-Sec Mrs. Lenora Hazlegrove DH 
BI-PA Joe McCoy 
7 
M. W .  Fulghum 
Beryl F .  Williams 
� tJtJJ.La..e-v 
De�wey �i ten ton 
Moorman McAnulty 
Leo Smith 
B. c. Jones 
0_.. ·r Fre:nlt Do!!:i::-i-& ..J. /J · IJJ.a..llv, Oscar Daniels 
Marion Creekmore 
John V. Anderson, Sr. 
L. A .  Shappley 
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Pau_l Sams CoP 
.JGe-Ea.ul-M0fl'e3..J.. � 1-k�sww 
� C� · . - (} SSP 
CGrM0G-J:cl.--3:an � �1.AA 1v SS 
H. C .  Jessee FC-Mgr 
FC-
rnr- · 
Second Tuesday each month, 7 : 30 p.m . ,  
Mayor Harlan Thomas FC-SG 
V-May� Mahlon Brown EMgr 
Coun A.  B. Fortune HOff 
Coun 7 Hall Brooks PBCh 
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Coun Joe Ham SWW-SSP-PI 
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Beryl F .  Williams 
� tJtJJ.La..e-v 
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Moorman McAnulty 
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B. c. Jones 
0_.. ·r Fre:nlt Do!!:i::-i-& ..J. /J · IJJ.a..llv, Oscar Daniels 
Marion Creekmore 
John V. Anderson, Sr. 
L. A .  Shappley 
TOWN OF BRADFORD (Gibson) -W- 924 F .Yr . 12/31 Elec . 
First Monday each month, 7 : 30 p .m., at City Hall 
0ffices close Wednesday all day, all year 
Mayor J. Thomas Taylor CR 
Ald Bill Pierce Clk 
Ald R. F .  Green Atty 
Ald H .  O .  Cash SWW 
Ald Knox Smith SS 
Ald H .  L. Walker FC 
Ald C .  H .  Leech CoP 
Phone 742-�46� Zip Code 3 31 
Dale Pate 
Knox Smith 
J .  C .  Nowell 
Knox Smith 
H .  0 .  Cash 
Bill Cash 
Clyde Smith 
TOWN OF BRIGHTON (Tipton) -W- 652 F.Yr . 8/31  Elec . Phone GR 6-9639 















W .  C .  Tipton 
Serey Marshall 
CITY OF BRISTOL (Sullivan) -E- 20,809 F .Yr .5/31 Elec . 6/65 Phone 764-1622 
Tuesday each week, 2 : 00 p .m . ,  at City Hall Zip Code 37620 












.s.tagy--.J� ( CP ) 
Edward F .  Musick (CFin ) 
Maurice Conn (CPW) 
Craig H .  Caldwell 
Miss June Sparger 
Mack Godsey 
Clarence W .  Richards 















H .  K .  Elmore � . � J'.of� �  
�MeGpeek'6-y:. � �. � 
J�hn -Leena-rd c.Q.  R  
W.  J .  Bricker 
D .  F .  Adkisson 
Burley L .  Frye 
C. E .  Y.ance 
Mrs. Earl Coalson 
Larry Carter 
CITY OF BROWNSVILLE (Haywood) -W- 6,041 F .Yr . 6/30  Elec .6/66 Phone 772-1212 
Second Tuesday each month, 7 : 30 p . m., at City Hall Zip Code 38012 
Offices close Wednesday all day, May through August 
Mayor Dr . J. K .  Welch, Jr. SU 
Ald Billy Joyner PC Ch 
Ald Jimmy Halbrook PB Ch 
Ald Fred Jones PI 
Ald Charles H .  Overton, Jr . SP 
Clk S .  M .  Duckworth SS 
CoP Darrell Bull TA 
FC C .  Battle Shaw HOff 
Atty John W. Norris BI 
8 
F .  T .  Edmonds 
Dr. T. C .  Chapman 
A .  S .  Rose 
C .  T .  Callery 




T .  R .  Bridgewater 
!QWN OF BRUCE'I'ON 1Carro11) -W- 12449 F .Yr.8/31 Elec.8/64 Phone 385-2401 





Mayor Sam Siegel CR-� J-g. F. W. Turner 
Ald T .  M. Miller Atty Jimmy Lee Taylor 
Gene Lowe eww- F • W, 'l\wae-:r:> Ald 
Ald w. B. Keeton, Sr. CoP Guy= CQJ.e �� of� 
Ald w. T. Franklin FC Troy Smothers 
Ald M. o. WaJJ. GB- Mike C�s 




Ma.rshaJ . S. Stuart Comm 
A. E. Lampley Comm 
Som B!'8� ()) . J. � CR 
G. C. Bishop 
Ben M. Bishop 
E. H. Meek, Sr. 
T?WN OF BYRDSTOWN J.Pi_c]t�t_'iJ -M- 613 . F �.f:F..?J3}.31 Elec "8j 61.?- Phone 










G. D. Byrd 
E. J. CantreD . 
Ciayron Asbury 
TOWN OF CAIJIOUN _(M.£Minn) -E- 706 F.Yr.6)30 Elec.5/65 Phone 
Second Tuesday each monthj 8: 00 p.m., aJG--�c"""onmrun-�i� t;...;; y�Cf- en.
;;.
,t�e-r
...;.;.;;;;,.;;.:;�Z":"ip--:C=-od-=-e--3·"""73_0_9 ___ _ 
Mayor 
V-May 





. J_., �:�e�::��e3:1: �� mf{!�i�J 
TOWN OF BRADFORD (Gibson) -W- 924 F .Yr . 12/31 Elec . 
First Monday each month, 7 : 30 p .m., at City Hall 
0ffices close Wednesday all day, all year 
Mayor J. Thomas Taylor CR 
Ald Bill Pierce Clk 
Ald R. F .  Green Atty 
Ald H .  O .  Cash SWW 
Ald Knox Smith SS 
Ald H .  L. Walker FC 
Ald C .  H .  Leech CoP 
Phone 742-�46� Zip Code 3 31 
Dale Pate 
Knox Smith 
J .  C .  Nowell 
Knox Smith 
H .  0 .  Cash 
Bill Cash 
Clyde Smith 
TOWN OF BRIGHTON (Tipton) -W- 652 F.Yr . 8/31  Elec . Phone GR 6-9639 















W .  C .  Tipton 
Serey Marshall 
CITY OF BRISTOL (Sullivan) -E- 20,809 F .Yr .5/31 Elec . 6/65 Phone 764-1622 
Tuesday each week, 2 : 00 p .m . ,  at City Hall Zip Code 37620 












.s.tagy--.J� ( CP ) 
Edward F .  Musick (CFin ) 
Maurice Conn (CPW) 
Craig H .  Caldwell 
Miss June Sparger 
Mack Godsey 
Clarence W .  Richards 















H .  K .  Elmore � . � J'.of� �  
�MeGpeek'6-y:. � �. � 
J�hn -Leena-rd c.Q.  R  
W.  J .  Bricker 
D .  F .  Adkisson 
Burley L .  Frye 
C. E .  Y.ance 
Mrs. Earl Coalson 
Larry Carter 
CITY OF BROWNSVILLE (Haywood) -W- 6,041 F .Yr . 6/30  Elec .6/66 Phone 772-1212 
Second Tuesday each month, 7 : 30 p . m., at City Hall Zip Code 38012 
Offices close Wednesday all day, May through August 
Mayor Dr . J. K .  Welch, Jr. SU 
Ald Billy Joyner PC Ch 
Ald Jimmy Halbrook PB Ch 
Ald Fred Jones PI 
Ald Charles H .  Overton, Jr . SP 
Clk S .  M .  Duckworth SS 
CoP Darrell Bull TA 
FC C .  Battle Shaw HOff 
Atty John W. Norris BI 
8 
F .  T .  Edmonds 
Dr. T. C .  Chapman 
A .  S .  Rose 
C .  T .  Callery 




T .  R .  Bridgewater 
!QWN OF BRUCE'I'ON 1Carro11) -W- 12449 F .Yr.8/31 Elec.8/64 Phone 385-2401 





Mayor Sam Siegel CR-� J-g. F. W. Turner 
Ald T .  M. Miller Atty Jimmy Lee Taylor 
Gene Lowe eww- F • W, 'l\wae-:r:> Ald 
Ald w. B. Keeton, Sr. CoP Guy= CQJ.e �� of� 
Ald w. T. Franklin FC Troy Smothers 
Ald M. o. WaJJ. GB- Mike C�s 




Ma.rshaJ . S. Stuart Comm 
A. E. Lampley Comm 
Som B!'8� ()) . J. � CR 
G. C. Bishop 
Ben M. Bishop 
E. H. Meek, Sr. 
T?WN OF BYRDSTOWN J.Pi_c]t�t_'iJ -M- 613 . F �.f:F..?J3}.31 Elec "8j 61.?- Phone 










G. D. Byrd 
E. J. CantreD . 
Ciayron Asbury 
TOWN OF CAIJIOUN _(M.£Minn) -E- 706 F.Yr.6)30 Elec.5/65 Phone 
Second Tuesday each monthj 8: 00 p.m., aJG--�c"""onmrun-�i� t;...;; y�Cf- en.
;;.
,t�e-r
...;.;.;;;;,.;;.:;�Z":"ip--:C=-od-=-e--3·"""73_0_9 ___ _ 
Mayor 
V-May 





. J_., �:�e�::��e3:1: �� mf{!�i�J 
TOWN OF CAMDEN Benton) -W- 2 74 F.Yr.6 0 Elec.6 6 
First Monday each month, 7:30 p.m., at City Hall 








Tom H. Hardy Atty 
W. C. Leekhe:rt Ih . �. �,_) CoP 
.Weldes Gi?ee-r fl. ff,  FC-SWW 
D. A. Hughes CD 
f1;r;i, J, g a Btt�PW&l'-th 'f;� d�D 
C$M:;L 'Jordan � Ctn"�}.v.AJ PCCh 
£d Lift/e,.. U RBCh 
Frank Hollis 
Aubrey Pafford 
Charles S. Wyatt 
Elvin Johnson 
Dean Presson 
C. L. Barker 
Robert McConnell 
TOWN OF CARTHAGE (Smith) -M- 2,021 F.Yr.6/30 Elec.5/66 Phone 8 
Third Thursday each month, 7:00 p.m., at City Hall Zip Code 37030 









Reggie L. Honey 
William J. Petty 
Paul Poynter 
W. M. Tuley, Jr. 
Dr. Hugh E. Green 
Glenn A. Pettross 
Max Long 








Will T. McClellan 
Edward Turner 
Rubye K. Moore 
Walter Malone 
Ben H. Thomas 
Jim Wheeler (\. 
Garmack-Ke�' YMllt4J 
TOWN OF CEDAR HILL (Robertson) -M- 414 F.Yr.6/30 Elec.ll/65 Phone 4311 
Third Tuesday each month, 7:00 p.m., at Club House Zip Code 37032 
Mayor 
Comm 
J. W. Lowe 
J. A. Davidson 
Comm 
C...R 
TOWN OF CELINA (Cla ) -M- 1 228 F.Yr.6 0 Elec.6 6 








J. H. Overstreet HOff 
J �ena�sel'l �/IA.r1� J/uvmut�SWW 
J P, Dale l<tttplv §. �d; Mar 
.Lebex t S ull±van I,. cl. ti;� CoP 
Claude E. Hamilton Atty 
C. M. King CD 
J-. P. Dale 
William R. Byrne 
w �')(--- rz. (3rt-V 
Dr. Champ Clark 
Landon B. Anderson 
J. D. Donaldso111 Ettge�wms 'r). . "1 . 
J. H. Reneau, II 
J. D. Donaldson 
TOWN OF *CENTERTOWN {Warren) -M- 169 F.Yr.4/30 Elec.3/65 Phone 939-2191 
First Monday each month, 7:00 p.m., at Mayor's home Zip Code 37110 
Mayor -J.. W. W±ll�ms�m IJ� J � �omm W J.Jiv Cf� /j�"YLc-.J 
Comm .We��.Ge �� �.dtw 
*Address: Box 117, Route l, McMinnville, Tennessee 
10 
' 
.) !,OWN OF CENTERVILLE (Hickman) -M- 2,318 F.Yr.9/30 Elec.10/6)! Phone 729-3721 
Tuesday after first Monday each month, 7:00 p.m., at City Hall Zip Code 37033 











Emery-B-. &i±-1 Cla.A0,,a if. r'Ja:t;A) Ald 
Burnace T. Bates CR-Jg 
Irvan B. Beale CoP 
Grady Breece FC 
W. W. Bogle CD 
Go- P. Bates '13,U_,e __ f)A;.,,11c°"'J RD 
Charles Minick SU 
James .B, �es � CP.u...IM., 911. BI 
Donnie Loveless Atty 
John Shipp ft'c h 
Guy Smithson 
John W. Hatcher 
Abner C. Breece 
W. S. Lawson 
J. W. Shouse 
B. T. Bates _ 
Buf'ord Gill , 
Ra±:i*l CGGper J;h;.,dt-t;;-- � 11.ft,,...,,,J 
Claude B. Stephenson 
,A ' L.� , ' t7"l n t..,, L.U/' / ;;t.U,uri , ..,; 
� 
TOWN OF CHAPEL HILL Ma.rshaJ.l -M- 6 0 F.Yr.6 0 Elec.8 6 Phone 64-28 









Garrett H. Lawrence 
Joe Gabard 







Mrs. A. S. Perryman 
Whitney Ste�a;tl 
Cliff PaW:- �.u. ;�'), Earl Barnes 0 
Joe Gabard 
TOWN OF CHARLESTON (Bradley) -E- 764 F. Yr.6/30 Elec. t/t /,, Phone �3 I,, - /) t.j o � 
First and third Tuesday each month, 7:30 p.m., at City Hall Zip Code 37310 
Mayo�Jim Ailey 
Co:rmn� "Frank Bryan/, 
Connn Garland Pope 




Lowry G. Weeks 
Clifford Helton 
Ray Murray 
.CITY OF CHARI.OTTE Dickson -M- l F.Yr.12 l Elec.6 6 Phone 2. 11 
Meetings on call, at City Hall 
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10 
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Ray Murray 
.CITY OF CHARI.OTTE Dickson -M- l F.Yr.12 l Elec.6 6 Phone 2. 11 
Meetings on call, at City Hall 


























CITY OF CHATTANCOGA Hamilton ) -E- l 0 0 0 F . Yr . 6  0 Elec . 6 Phone 26 -6681 
Tuesday each week, 2 : 00 p . m. , at City Hall 
Mayor Ralph Kelley 
V-May S .  D .  Petersen (CE ) 
Connn George Mcinturff 
Connn A .  L. Bender (CPW) 
Comm J a.mes E .  Turner (CF, 
Dir . of Pub-








Charles L. Griffin 
W .  H .  Zachry 
Dr. Marion M. Young 
Harlan Whitfield 
Frank Dowler 
















Zip Code 37 00 
Eugene M .  McGovern . 
Reee��hey8M f. {;j .  �v 
Ellis Spencer 
C .  B .  Souders 
R .  R .  Gouldy 





W ,  S .  Teppenpaw 
Benjamin E .  Carmichael 
S .  R .  Finley 
Eugene N .  Collins 
CITY OF CLARKSVILLE Mont omer -M- 22 021 F . Yr . 12 1 Ele c . 12 64 Phone 647-1 7 
First Thursday each month, 7 : 30 p . m. , at City Hall Zip Code 370 0 
Offices close Saturday all day, all year 
Mayor Charles Crow SWW 
V-May Charles R .  Jones Atty 
Coun Ed Sneed CD 
Coun John P. Balthrop CoP 
Coun Berkley Clark EMgr 
Coun J .  D .  Hanley Eng-SU 
Coun George B. Lowry FC 
Coun Lewis Ellarson HOff 
Coun Roy Dozier ScS 
Coun Joseph Trahern SS 
Coun Mike Savage Jg 
Coun Harry Law BI 
Coun Riehard R, Powers O#V IJ P. NrJJJ��u"''" RD 
-rr-. p -rr· ,..GR'-CFin 14-ltoi::i. M. Ceoley- rnr�. ma r1e CCh ""-.. t JI, Z 'de-ha n/ 'P8Ch � jJ .  w .  �� � ·  I 1JPz... 
tur... flll\4. CJ�u/ � 12 
Walter C .  Gr�y 
Charles V .  Runyon
O. 1 �flk-G-wm-:i:agham flMw �. 
Charles Vaden 
J .  F .  Perry 
J ,  T .  Cunningham, Jr . 
Gordon Keel 
M .  M .  Green 
T .  M .  Oakley . ) 
Graham GI'-3:sson ( �-J...J Ollv' 
Collier Goodlett, Jr. 
Carl Sawyer 
Frank M. Ditmore 
Rufus Johnson 
UJ .  £. �� CJ <n 
�(l..,.J (jn,� 
I, QJ.TY OF CLEVELAND (Bradley) -E- 17,429 F . Yr .9/30 Elec .10/6}.f 
Second Monday each month, 3 : 00 p . m. , at City Courtroom 












William K.  Fillauer Eng-SS 
Harrison Fair (CP, CSt ) BI 
George R .  Taylor ( CFin ) FC 
-�y-te!i!-)k'enne:t' /1 7/ns /eiscs 
Mrs . Virginia Goodner SWW 
Harlan Painter Lib 
Luther Goodwin PCCh 
W .  W.  Jacobs Jg 
J .  B .  Lambdin Tr 
Morris W .  Greene PI 
Zip Code 37311 
Oscar L .  Giles 
W. H .  Shultz 
L .  F .  McDaris 
T .  C .  Bower 
.Rl olfd Hi.tmp� #&; .' C 'ias • 
Ruth Chambers 
Albert Goins 
Earle G .  Murphy 
Doyle Clark 
Clement Wiley 
CITY OF CLIFTON (Wayne) -M- 708 F . Yr . 8/31  Elec .9/64 Phone 
First and third Friday each month, 7 : 30 p .m. , at Hassell and Dowdy Office 
Offices close Wednesday a.;i.1 day, all year Zip Code 38325 ' 
Mayor �Edward Neville, Jr . CR 
V-May......-- Eil-w�Q.-li!T-Bhi'=3.�s·s � A vn-iw)A tty 
Comm �arroi-:I.IJtutMiv � Cl>.Xn�CoP 
Mgr Ernest Thacker, Jr . FC 
Joe A .  Kelley 
R .  R .  Haggard, Jr . 
'"1h-E-Ba1>l R. I( ,/µ �v/2-
James Evans 
5 
TOWN OF CLINTON Anderson -E- 4 4 F .Yr . 6  0 Ele c . 12 6 Phone 4 7-0424 










.,.Dp, J, �Res A,.,clrecJ fl ,  b'.JmbteFC.­
-€:ha1les W. Sweet VJ,i/1om F. .!JayJo"'-ScS 
Ray L .  Hill �ss-BI-HI 
Edwin L. Brown PCCh 
Byron Hale i-CoP 
Char.lea G .  Seivers RBCh 
Lloyd L.  Hall -1m 
D .  P .  Covington UBCh 
Jim Underwood CD 
H .  L. Sparkman HBCh 
Second Monday' each month, 7 :  0 p . m. , 3 
Mayor Lewis Meeks 
Comm Herman Lappin 




Charles D. May 
H .  L.  Morrow 
Oliver HerreAl ..,.-­� 'I o(1wc {/)0-(,,(A.A e.y.;beP-{Aeot!ftg-) ;;(mm L/ G • 
L .  B .  Parker Slani�y 
George Margrave 
J .  L .  Henniss 
Edwa!'d UnElePWeea Bernci. ,..J. F. Y�nd!.'j r:.r� 
Wallace Cantrell 
Phone 
Zip Code 37313 
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�(l..,.J (jn,� 
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Offices close Wednesday a.;i.1 day, all year Zip Code 38325 ' 
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TOWN OF CLINTON Anderson -E- 4 4 F .Yr . 6  0 Ele c . 12 6 Phone 4 7-0424 










.,.Dp, J, �Res A,.,clrecJ fl ,  b'.JmbteFC.­
-€:ha1les W. Sweet VJ,i/1om F. .!JayJo"'-ScS 
Ray L .  Hill �ss-BI-HI 
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J .  L .  Henniss 
Edwa!'d UnElePWeea Bernci. ,..J. F. Y�nd!.'j r:.r� 
Wallace Cantrell 
Phone 
Zip Code 37313 
TOWN OF COLLIERVILLE (Shelby) -W- 2,020 F . Yr . 4/30 
Second Tuesday each month, 2 : 00 p . m . , at C�Hall 
Mayor A .  G .  Nevil l e ,  J r .  .,,). CR 
Ald Willers LivingB.J:on· RM.wt u :�'" FC 
Al d Jame s Russell HOff 
Ald H. W. Cox , Jr . Mar 
Ald E .  L .  Hurdle SWW-BI -SS 
Ald Martin Newby Jg 
Tr Fred H. Medling p��h 
Elec . 5/65 Phone 853-2 254 
Zip Code 38017 
Maureen M. Gaither 
Lewis Baker 
Dr. W i l l iam Outlan 
G. R. Dyer 
Clarence House 
Will iam Allen 
CL . j . 1J'(J>�1 (},,v '  
CITY OF COLLINWOOD (Wayne) -M- 596 F . Yr . 9/30 Elec . Phone 
First and third Tue sday each month, 6 : 00 p . m . , at V .  F .  W .  Hall Zip Code 38450 






James M� �u UJ · /J.u.L; CR 
� IY\,t.1......,vi;:_ I� CoP 
.C-E..-iaGk-sen � �clJ � CD 
-Reber t 5 took'stre1�·t''Y  lJ"'\ �""� 
Fr.-�1:1.i;.ns rR(J,wtir.v �._; 
Ed Lakey 
· 
W .  C .  Smith 
9' · :J  ��) 
CITY OF COLUMBIA {Maury) -M- 21,241 F . Yr . 6 /30 Ele c . 1 1 /65 Phone 388-4400 












James H. Dowdy 
W .  C .  Fraser 
J .  A. Lynn 
Tom W .  Crowe 
E .  S .  Bartlett 
Robin Courtney 
Herman Roach 
A. F .  Oake s ,  S r .  














CITY OF COOKEVILLE {Putnam) -M- 1 0a062 F . Yr . 6 /30 














W .  S .  Johnson 
Kenne th Dyer 
W .  M. Mann 
Bethel Newport 
.Owe.I n �le('flld (\ 
Donal d  Ferrell 
If"; w. Ktttre I1 
tl-8-red =Madd:trk � 


















E .  P .  Fox 
John A. Cobb , Jr . 
W .  B .  Bledsoe 
J. Dawson Frierson, J r .  
Fred Chappel 
-Stephen P .  Lang-a {Ju,aJ f?ruzJ� 
Zach Cathey 
Robert L .  Maddux 
Brud Spickard 
Allen H. Fras� 
�- -R� 1h.1. .. 1 � R,., , fi JJ rn o..ol� .,. �  m .  ms. /dA.uJ 
Elec . Phone , 526- 2323 
Zip Code 38501 
Dero Brown 
M .  L .  Mathis 
I .  B. Brooks 
Holla Burgess 
Ho l l a  Burge s s  
Clara S tarnes 
W .  R .  Holland 
Di l lon V .  Thomas 
Maurice Haste 
Frank Moss 
E .  C .  Reeves 
M. P .  Quillen 
in . B . �� 
g . :J. � 
g].TY OF COPPERHILL (Polk) -E- 631 F .Yr.9/30 Elec .12/64 .Phone 274 Thursday each week, 7 : 00 p .m., at City Hall Zip Code 37317 Offices close Wednesday aJ.l day, January through November 
Mayor :aobert s I SpEWf!§e jl,.<I n I<' (}.  8e;m ..,.. Clk V�Ma� E .  V .  Brackett CoP 
Ald Carl Arp FC 
Ald �. E .  TaJ.lent SS-SWW 
Ald E, R, liewts- Fd Swan�on CD 
Ald Bob Kilpatrick 
P/' I 
TOWN OF CORNERSVILLE MarshaJ.l -M- 6 4 F .  Yr ... 6J 













Mrs . G .  F .  Henson _ 
Jappa Lowery 
W .  E .  Tallent 
Charles Turner 
S .  E .  Sharp 
Phone 
Zip Code 370 7 
Second Tuesda each month, 7 : 00 p .m., at Rainey and Emerson Store Zip Code 3 22 , j, c:Q� .. 9v · Mayor t>t-t-&P 
Aid E. W. CaJ.l 
Ald J .  R .  Smith 
Ald Thelma Bell 





�,and fourth Tuesday each month, 7 : 30 p .m., tJfric'es close Saturday aJ.l day, aJ.l year 
Mayor -a:ack-Gttt17ma;n � !J/�-nf...tty 
Ald M .  D .  McLennan SG 
Ald Oney J ,  Naifeh &,;.. iJ.'C-BI 
Ald 'Bro-I.:r.-e-;-Bterman c.Luclv .� ScS 
Ald 
,Jack C .  Sanford � /1 SS Ald Jack-Wi�i ne.r-4.ng,ten �v 001'4-"CD Ald R .  A .  Baxter, Jr . , U SWW 
CR Clyde Y.  WaJ.ker TA 






J .  R .  E .  Snow 









Sam D .  Fee 
.Ghailes-irlndsey .Prr:: sf" n  .S�an �le­
Leo Wingate 
..J-. UJ .  ms B�/ )µ. 
C.A.�Ua.J � 
TOWN OF COLLIERVILLE (Shelby) -W- 2,020 F . Yr . 4/30 
Second Tuesday each month, 2 : 00 p . m . , at C�Hall 
Mayor A .  G .  Nevil l e ,  J r .  .,,). CR 
Ald Willers LivingB.J:on· RM.wt u :�'" FC 
Al d Jame s Russell HOff 
Ald H. W. Cox , Jr . Mar 
Ald E .  L .  Hurdle SWW-BI -SS 
Ald Martin Newby Jg 
Tr Fred H. Medling p��h 
Elec . 5/65 Phone 853-2 254 
Zip Code 38017 
Maureen M. Gaither 
Lewis Baker 
Dr. W i l l iam Outlan 
G. R. Dyer 
Clarence House 
Will iam Allen 
CL . j . 1J'(J>�1 (},,v '  
CITY OF COLLINWOOD (Wayne) -M- 596 F . Yr . 9/30 Elec . Phone 
First and third Tue sday each month, 6 : 00 p . m . , at V .  F .  W .  Hall Zip Code 38450 






James M� �u UJ · /J.u.L; CR 
� IY\,t.1......,vi;:_ I� CoP 
.C-E..-iaGk-sen � �clJ � CD 
-Reber t 5 took'stre1�·t''Y  lJ"'\ �""� 
Fr.-�1:1.i;.ns rR(J,wtir.v �._; 
Ed Lakey 
· 
W .  C .  Smith 
9' · :J  ��) 
CITY OF COLUMBIA {Maury) -M- 21,241 F . Yr . 6 /30 Ele c . 1 1 /65 Phone 388-4400 












James H. Dowdy 
W .  C .  Fraser 
J .  A. Lynn 
Tom W .  Crowe 
E .  S .  Bartlett 
Robin Courtney 
Herman Roach 
A. F .  Oake s ,  S r .  
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Ald E, R, liewts- Fd Swan�on CD 
Ald Bob Kilpatrick 
P/' I 
TOWN OF CORNERSVILLE MarshaJ.l -M- 6 4 F .  Yr ... 6J 













Mrs . G .  F .  Henson _ 
Jappa Lowery 
W .  E .  Tallent 
Charles Turner 
S .  E .  Sharp 
Phone 
Zip Code 370 7 
Second Tuesda each month, 7 : 00 p .m., at Rainey and Emerson Store Zip Code 3 22 , j, c:Q� .. 9v · Mayor t>t-t-&P 
Aid E. W. CaJ.l 
Ald J .  R .  Smith 
Ald Thelma Bell 





�,and fourth Tuesday each month, 7 : 30 p .m., tJfric'es close Saturday aJ.l day, aJ.l year 
Mayor -a:ack-Gttt17ma;n � !J/�-nf...tty 
Ald M .  D .  McLennan SG 
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,Jack C .  Sanford � /1 SS Ald Jack-Wi�i ne.r-4.ng,ten �v 001'4-"CD Ald R .  A .  Baxter, Jr . , U SWW 
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J .  R .  E .  Snow 









Sam D .  Fee 
.Ghailes-irlndsey .Prr:: sf" n  .S�an �le­
Leo Wingate 
..J-. UJ .  ms B�/ )µ. 
C.A.�Ua.J � 
TOWN OF COWAN (Frankl in) -M- 1,979 F . Yr . 6 /30 Elec . 8/65 Phone 932-7318 
First Monday each month, 7 : 30 p . m . , at City Hall Zip Code 37318 



















Howard G .  Bet � g &8ri Fa�e.i:- �u,J 1.J .. W 
W .  H. Smith · 
J .  N .  Will iams 
Vaughn Davis 
J .  H.  Hawkins 
Char les Abbott 
Robert Lee Amacher 
Bill W i l l iams 
Mrs . Bede Champ ion 
CITY OF CROSSVILLE (Cumberland) -E - 4,668 F . Yr . 6/30 Elec . 1 2 /64 Phone 484 - 5113 
Third Thursday each month , 6 : 1 5 p . m . , at City Hall Zip Code 38555
 
�Q..-S.k.adden Uonn Doa lc.. v 
Carl Sutton I 
�h-Ha+-1: ftrthu.f G. /Je; ff; S � n 
J A. Be&n" �W IJ"'� 
W .  M.  S tone 
CoP 
FC 




Robert S tewart . � , 
.R0e&P4:-W..-Hood ljl� 
Dick Brady, J r .  









.Ilx..-&-.-W-.-Sma.r-t- CJ: �t. f!u_IV/J �:!'.'¥�  
TOWN OF CUMBERLAND CITY (Stewart) -M- 314 F . Yr . 1 /65 Elec . 1 /6 6  Phone 
Zip Code 37050 First Wednesday each month, 7 : 30 p . m . , a t  City Hall 
Mayor -..G. L t.�s.,-S-r . ��. Ald A. M. Parchman 
Ald F .  A. Martin k)a;/J:4 CR T. R .  Parchman 
Mar Hester Clements Ald Carl Mann 
Ald Alex Dougherty Tr Mrs . Fannie May Parchman 
TOWN OF CUMBERLAND GAP (Claiborne) -E - 291 F . Yr . 1 0 /64 E l ec . 1 0/64 Phone 
First Monday each month, 7 : 30 p . m . , at School Building Zip Code 







J.u:du,,V k. � ..... .J �t>;-J-11-. 
Sam Bowman 
Joe S .  Collins 
Lu tlle r-Bwens ().. . �. &Mrrvl� 
W i l l iam R .  Mo��  . .  � . 
{(_�;I_ f .   






Charl ie Smith 
Joe S .  Robinson 
James E s tep 












H .  B .  Jarnigan, Sr . 
R .  E .  Farrar, Jr . 
Robert Baker 
T.  C .  Greene 










Cecil R .  Chambers 
L. R .  Sherrod , 
-G-r-�:1:ert.t. � I� ... � 
John C .  Miller, Jr. 
-Fat--F,l,_ynn � ,{) tU:f:i., ._.; 
CITY OF DAYTON Rhea -E- 668 F .Yr .6  O Elec .11 6 Phone -1818 
First and third Monday each month, : 10 p .m . ,  at City Hall 
Offices close Wednesday afternoon, all year 

























C .  P .  Swafford 
Dr .  J.  J .  Rogers 
Ralph Blevins 
Condon Wasson 
TOWN OF DECATUR (Meigs) -E- 681 F.Yr .10/31 Elec . 4/65 Phone 334-5846 First Monday each month, 7 : 30 p .m. , at Town Of'fice Zip Code 7 22 Offices close Wednesday afternoon after tenth of the month 
3 3 
Mayor R . S • Lillard CoP G .  H. Parris 
Ald ll� BQf!&SB Ge.orje.- Me. y sww L. Ald B.  Massengill Jack Wade FC c .  E .  Rockholt 
Ald �e Haro ld laymen Atty J.  D. Culva.house 
Ald Kay Jennings WBCh H .  H .  Cline 
Ald Kenneth Ford CR-Tr Mrs .  Florene Gordon 
Ald l\ • W • M�en24-e V: r3 , llJ//son IA Ge.. o 'j e- !Cey 
TOWN OF DECATURVILLE Decatur -W-
Second Tuesday , each month, 7 : 30 p .m. , 
Mayor Will T.  Rogers 
Ald Guy Butler 




d Hollis Raney 
Fred Pratt 
1 F . Yr.12 1 Elec .12 64 Phone 8 2-20 4 







E.  H .  Wylie 
ll!aemas-Ielmserr �  A�. - .0 
G� 1 e ;eorQ.ugh.. �t, ;;(= 
J .  L. England 
Mrs . Ruth W. Rogers 
/(� 'fl .  m� <P.t � k..J 
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Condon Wasson 
TOWN OF DECATUR (Meigs) -E- 681 F.Yr .10/31 Elec . 4/65 Phone 334-5846 First Monday each month, 7 : 30 p .m. , at Town Of'fice Zip Code 7 22 Offices close Wednesday afternoon after tenth of the month 
3 3 
Mayor R . S • Lillard CoP G .  H. Parris 
Ald ll� BQf!&SB Ge.orje.- Me. y sww L. Ald B.  Massengill Jack Wade FC c .  E .  Rockholt 
Ald �e Haro ld laymen Atty J.  D. Culva.house 
Ald Kay Jennings WBCh H .  H .  Cline 
Ald Kenneth Ford CR-Tr Mrs .  Florene Gordon 
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TOWN OF DECATURVILLE Decatur -W-
Second Tuesday , each month, 7 : 30 p .m. , 
Mayor Will T.  Rogers 
Ald Guy Butler 




d Hollis Raney 
Fred Pratt 
1 F . Yr.12 1 Elec .12 64 Phone 8 2-20 4 







E.  H .  Wylie 
ll!aemas-Ielmserr �  A�. - .0 
G� 1 e ;eorQ.ugh.. �t, ;;(= 
J .  L. England 
Mrs . Ruth W. Rogers 
/(� 'fl .  m� <P.t � k..J 
TOWN OF DECHERD (Frankl in) -M- 1,771 F . Y r . 6/30 Ele c . 7/65 Phone 923-5181 
First Monday each month, 7 : 30 p . m. , at C i ty Hall Zip Code 37324 
Mayor Will iam T .  Brown CoP -R0y-Robe-J:1-t-s � J..J • f!o-<� 
Ald H1 Hs FeFguse-n '6. D .  /�1..vrJ; (/v.FC F ;  M. Crownover 
Ald Sumner Rose ('\. •� . t SWW Joe Davidson . '11'Vl <}� Ald Piteeto�P>e.i:n rviv JJ .  l(,�J /Jfe . Lib Mx:s. B. .J..-erm.rm>vet' -��'l"V Q 
Ald Richard Powel l  Atty� Wa�-es* ..,le. 
CR-Jg Billy Starnes Wi3C. h --�tJ.�  4-- A.u.r�I  
*Addre s s :  Winche s ter,  Tenne s se e  
TOWN OF DENMARK Mad ison -W- 5 8  F . Yr . 6  3 0  E le c .  






S .  A. Carter 
Mrs , ,,:J .  L .  Will iamson 




, /; ti.;)� U-�t..vJ 
Phone 
C .  E .  Harris 
Wil l A. Hardee 
J .  A. Tyson 
TOWN OF DICKSON (Dickson) -M- 5,028 F . Yr . 9 /30 Elec . 9 /65 Phone 446-2400 
First Monday each month, 7 : 00 p . m . , at Municipal Building Zip Code 37055 
Mayor Le land G. I shmael Jg-CR Doyle Larkins 
Ald Dr.  W .  A .  Crosby Clk 
Ald Albert Ray EMgr C .  N .  Dunegan 
Ald Ray Brazzell FC Claude Ragan 
Ald Edwin Walker sww-ss Van Corlew 
Ald Buford Reed Lib Mrs .  A .  N .  Hines 
Ald J .  Walton Donegan CD Murray Crow 
Ald Will iam Gilmore Atty Robert S .  Clement 
Ald Winfrey Wills Tr Mary Diamond 
CoP John Baggett 
"i'BC.-1-) � d..u-<.JJ 
TOWN OF DOVER (Stewart) -M- 736 F . Yr . 2/28 E le c .  Phone 232 -5907 
Se cond Monday each month� 7 : 00 p . m . , at City Recorder ' s  O f fice Zip Code 37058 
O f fices c l ose Wednesday a fternoon, all year 
Mayor w .  H .  Tippit CR Mrs .  George R .  Barrow 
V-May w .  D .  Howe l l  Mar Mack He ster 
Ald Woodrow Dill FC Frank Martin 
Ald Clay Groves SS Ira Atkins 
Ald J .  T .  Scurlock sww Will R.  Brigham 
PC Ch Thoma s R .  S i l l s  
18 
,!9WN OF DOWELLTOWN (DeKalb) -M- 279 �ni.� Tuesday each month, 7 : 30 p .rn. , F .  Yr . 6/30 Elec . $1/ t � Phone at City Hall Zip Code 37059 
Mayor W, A. Cathcart 
Ald P ,  R .  Duggin 
Ald J .  R .  Turner 
Ald Harman Banks 
Ald Glen Coffee 







John D .  Vandergriff 
Carl Boyd Banks 
Bill Gothard 
J .  R .  Turner 





C .  Ray Ward 
Chester Miller 
Roy Womack 





J .  s. Goddard 
Charles N .  Raper 
Willie H .  Clouse 
Charles R .  Taylor 
1 
TOWN OF DRESDEN Weakle -W- l 67 
First Tuesday each month, 7 : 30 p .m . ,  








. J-� f<._(,{.,(._kuJ 
at City Hall 
A:blen J .  Strawbri- d�e- CoP 
ReymGaGl.-v:a'l:lgha m .  R. ctf..?...,,1�BI 
S . T .  Bowlin SWW 
T.. W. Fisher .(b,i.., � W. WJ4nJHOff 
�a:l,.pa-W.r:.;,ga.t;. f, . g' �IA ipi Joe Anderson / Atty 
J .  O .  Alexander, Jr . 
Zip Code 3 225 
J�e-Me-Wa�� w. � . 1'-...Ju 
R .  EI D.r-y;sdaJ.e /'t') I c.. c� 
E .  C .  McAlister 
Laws Rushing 
C .  T .  Spikes 
Grooms Herron 
CITY OF DUCKTOWN (Polk) -E- 741 F . Yr . 12 1 Elec .12 6 First Thursday each month, 7 : 00 p .m . ,  at City Hall 



























Elec.5/65 Phone 949-2115 
Zip Code 37327 
Mrs-:-Wa:t'rdtrBreWfl- n � · (f(a.-,..,....,, Iv IYJ�'J.. 
T .  A .  Greer, Jr . 
Miss Betty Worley 
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CITY OF DYER (Gibson) -W- 1,909 F . Yr . 6/30 Elec . 6/65 Phone 3431 
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C .  C .  Berry CR 
Garland Nicho l son, J r .  O 
Atty 
-B&9-R&b-i.n.sea J� _.A.1...L/l-IJ FC 
T. C .  Karnes Mar 
-Br. l)avid-R&l>-i-a-sen au� B&-1w S S  
W • �Ewell CJLM uv ..f. h-� SWW 
·W 1 D .  'fh0mase:i('. n, .:;_/�� TA 
Horace McEwen CD 
Turner Mingl e  'P�C...h 
Mis s  Modene Al len 




Turner Ming l e  
Robert L .  Webb 
fJt:Lr1,,nU1 n . .I J:kl-u_,_¥ 
CITY OF DYERSBURG (Dye r) -W- 13,114 F . Yr . 6 /30 E l e c . 1/66 Phone 285-2642 













F. E .  Pit ts 
Paul Brads haw 
David W .  Lanier 
Nap Brigham 
Will iam Guy Yarbro 
Marshall Wallace 
Noble Davis 
R .  S .  S e l l ers 
Ralph Palmer 














TOWN OF EAGLEVILLE (Rutherford) -M- 363 F . Y r . 1 2 /3 1  




W .  H .  Dyer 
Fred Smithson (CF) 





James Howe l l  
Shel ton Carter 
C l inton Ke s terson 
Latta Richards 
W .  0 .  Warren 
J .  P .  Crawford 
Mrs .  Frank B. Craddock 
Ralph Lawson (Acting) 
John Fisher 
L .  A. Pinckley (\,, .
. � f2_ .  �LL�J 
Elec . 1 2 /65 Phone 
Zip Code 37060 
Rus s e l l  Pucke t t  
Eugene Crick 
Jordan Redmon 
TOWN OF EAST RIDGE (Hamil ton) -E- 19,570 F . Yr . 3 /31 Elec . 4 /65 
Phone 698- 1 5 14 
Zip Code 37400 Second Thursday each month, 7 : 30 p . m . , a t  Town Hall 









-'J;0m-Sh�eT G .  /..)) . W h '1 l e..... Atty 
�nson.,-l:i:... Cu r b l  s Hi¥.sOrClk-Tr 
-w�Mex-W·a-tt ().),' J / / am ;la /s i e n  RBCh 
C, W.,-Wh#e LJ, 1) .  to < I e Y SSP 
Clarence L. Bailey RD 
Charles L .  Thrailkill SS 
Harvey L .  Wade CD 
Wil l iam B .  Luther F� 
20 
Charle s  W .  Lusk, Jr . 
��Bat-� {A)1 (/1 a 17'1 
Ralph Swafford 
George T .  Weaver 
Joe W .  Esch 
M.  L .  Smith 
W i l l iam Senter 
R�lfh 'l& n cle. r5r�s.s 
Phone 













William G.  Frost 
James W .  Hunnicutt 
Bert Johnson 
C .  J .  Wagner 
Dick Bain 
Dr .  D .  M .  Sholes 
Vince Jessee 
W. Paul Crumley 




TOWN OF ELKTON Giles -M- 1 
First Monday each month, 7 : 00 p .m . ,  
Mayor J .  S .  Rainey, Sr . 
Ald Forrest Bates 
Ald Vernon Park 
Ald Macon Bruce 
Ald V .  L .  Rodgers 























C .  B .  Allen 
Peter W. Hampton 
Bemis Tatem 
Jim Clear, Jr . 
Mrs .  Ethel Nance 
John R .  Campbell 
G:l:a.y M Roae. ....} /U,i 
B.  W .  Birchfiel 
Phone 
Zip Code 3 
Joe D .  Crony 




P/ 3 1  1 
TOWN OF ENGLEWOOD (McMinn ) -E- 1, 574 F .  Yr .5if3e- Elec .12/6µ' Phone 997-6224 










C .  A .  Goodin (CH )  
Charles Holden (CF� CP ) Raymond Roach ( CPW} 
Douglas Watts (CFin) 














TOWN OF ENVILLE (Chester) -W- 2 0 F . Yr . 6  O Elec . 8  
First Friday each month, 7 : 30 p .m. , at City Hall 






J .  H .  Frazier 
R .  B. Johnson · 
Sam O 'Neal 
W .  V .  J"ohnson 







Charles C .  Guinn* 
Dr . John H .  Lillard** 
Howard Guffey 
Zip Code 3 332 
E .  E .  Jackson 
Travis Canaday 
� µ . ot.  �-
John J • ROS s 
- f -
CITY OF DYER (Gibson) -W- 1,909 F . Yr . 6/30 Elec . 6/65 Phone 3431 
Second Monday each month, 7 : 30 p . m. , at City Hall Zip Code 38330
 










C .  C .  Berry CR 
Garland Nicho l son, J r .  O 
Atty 
-B&9-R&b-i.n.sea J� _.A.1...L/l-IJ FC 
T. C .  Karnes Mar 
-Br. l)avid-R&l>-i-a-sen au� B&-1w S S  
W • �Ewell CJLM uv ..f. h-� SWW 
·W 1 D .  'fh0mase:i('. n, .:;_/�� TA 
Horace McEwen CD 
Turner Mingl e  'P�C...h 
Mis s  Modene Al len 




Turner Ming l e  
Robert L .  Webb 
fJt:Lr1,,nU1 n . .I J:kl-u_,_¥ 
CITY OF DYERSBURG (Dye r) -W- 13,114 F . Yr . 6 /30 E l e c . 1/66 Phone 285-2642 













F. E .  Pit ts 
Paul Brads haw 
David W .  Lanier 
Nap Brigham 
Will iam Guy Yarbro 
Marshall Wallace 
Noble Davis 
R .  S .  S e l l ers 
Ralph Palmer 














TOWN OF EAGLEVILLE (Rutherford) -M- 363 F . Y r . 1 2 /3 1  




W .  H .  Dyer 
Fred Smithson (CF) 





James Howe l l  
Shel ton Carter 
C l inton Ke s terson 
Latta Richards 
W .  0 .  Warren 
J .  P .  Crawford 
Mrs .  Frank B. Craddock 
Ralph Lawson (Acting) 
John Fisher 
L .  A. Pinckley (\,, .
. � f2_ .  �LL�J 
Elec . 1 2 /65 Phone 
Zip Code 37060 
Rus s e l l  Pucke t t  
Eugene Crick 
Jordan Redmon 
TOWN OF EAST RIDGE (Hamil ton) -E- 19,570 F . Yr . 3 /31 Elec . 4 /65 
Phone 698- 1 5 14 
Zip Code 37400 Second Thursday each month, 7 : 30 p . m . , a t  Town Hall 









-'J;0m-Sh�eT G .  /..)) . W h '1 l e..... Atty 
�nson.,-l:i:... Cu r b l  s Hi¥.sOrClk-Tr 
-w�Mex-W·a-tt ().),' J / / am ;la /s i e n  RBCh 
C, W.,-Wh#e LJ, 1) .  to < I e Y SSP 
Clarence L. Bailey RD 
Charles L .  Thrailkill SS 
Harvey L .  Wade CD 
Wil l iam B .  Luther F� 
20 
Charle s  W .  Lusk, Jr . 
��Bat-� {A)1 (/1 a 17'1 
Ralph Swafford 
George T .  Weaver 
Joe W .  Esch 
M.  L .  Smith 
W i l l iam Senter 
R�lfh 'l& n cle. r5r�s.s 
Phone 













William G.  Frost 
James W .  Hunnicutt 
Bert Johnson 
C .  J .  Wagner 
Dick Bain 
Dr .  D .  M .  Sholes 
Vince Jessee 
W. Paul Crumley 




TOWN OF ELKTON Giles -M- 1 
First Monday each month, 7 : 00 p .m . ,  
Mayor J .  S .  Rainey, Sr . 
Ald Forrest Bates 
Ald Vernon Park 
Ald Macon Bruce 
Ald V .  L .  Rodgers 























C .  B .  Allen 
Peter W. Hampton 
Bemis Tatem 
Jim Clear, Jr . 
Mrs .  Ethel Nance 
John R .  Campbell 
G:l:a.y M Roae. ....} /U,i 
B.  W .  Birchfiel 
Phone 
Zip Code 3 
Joe D .  Crony 




P/ 3 1  1 
TOWN OF ENGLEWOOD (McMinn ) -E- 1, 574 F .  Yr .5if3e- Elec .12/6µ' Phone 997-6224 










C .  A .  Goodin (CH )  
Charles Holden (CF� CP ) Raymond Roach ( CPW} 
Douglas Watts (CFin) 














TOWN OF ENVILLE (Chester) -W- 2 0 F . Yr . 6  O Elec . 8  
First Friday each month, 7 : 30 p .m. , at City Hall 






J .  H .  Frazier 
R .  B. Johnson · 
Sam O 'Neal 
W .  V .  J"ohnson 







Charles C .  Guinn* 
Dr . John H .  Lillard** 
Howard Guffey 
Zip Code 3 332 
E .  E .  Jackson 
Travis Canaday 
� µ . ot.  �-
John J • ROS s 
- f -
CITY OF ERIN (Houston) -M- 1�156 F . Yr . 8/31 Elec . 8/64 Phone 289 -4403 
First Tue sday each month, 7 : 30 p . m . , at City Hall Zip Code 37061 











�&!'��I! /.J. "' .  
Dr . Albert Mitchum 
John Barber 
H. D. Mobley 
Frank Vinson 
Ralph Boone 
Char les E .  Parchman 
T .  D .  Spencer 
C .  E .  Marable 
...J C Bunnell V. A. Rye. 









Mrs .  Nelma Dixon 
W ,  C .  Kno t t ,  J r . ().,.. _ 
/ 11 I . , Elaert J>mmawa.y '(flu:)o ln� 
A. B. E lliott () j 1 �er t L , Ca'1ri:.ett () . o . t lfu. ll 
J.erlm Barber f!a..Q../ /r) D "  k1.-. 1 c·) 
...ir.-R:-ete�a.i:n '"'1Yl µ'O �u 1Y).!.. �<4-
T. IL Spenee-r <fi'-h r:_/ R,cv.};._v.) � 
Dr . 0 .  S .  Luton 
CITY OF ERWIN (Unicoi) -E- 4,881 F . Y r . 6/30 Elec . �/&� Phone 743 -6321 
Second and fourth Monday each month , 5 : 15 p . m . , at Municipal Building Zip Code 37650 









R .  W. McNabb 
E .  E .  Woodruff ( Dr,·n) 
Ro land Mccurry (CF) 
Joe Hendren 
Joe Frazier 
James E .  Peterson 
J. R. Dunbar, Sr . 
E .  E .  Woodruff 
Atty DeWitt Tucker 
CoP L .  T .  Guinn 
EMgr - 5 VI' w' H. L .  Reeves 
Eng J .  A .  Goforth 
SS � 
FC �G. II. --t.Rema.s. 9""-?rLwJ <P . Jl;t.J_ 1,-,,v 
HI 41. E , Campbel 1 r'Y)o <- Ju (j)_f. i' Cl� 
'fl3C), -tu�J.i E. E, l;JrrJ-b'-'ff 
Hot?' /j OJvUA c;A a- . w-y 5 � 90. ... ,)/) c_ tt---<l. L.;t..r 
TOWN OF ESTILL SPRINGS (Franklin) -M- 865 F . Yr . 1 2 /31 Elec. 1 0 /64 Phone 649-4120 
First Thursday each month, 7 : 00 p . m . , at City Hall Zip Code 37330 
· 








C .  E .  Hall ? . �n 'Rl��ean· f!./J. � 






P .  A. Kirby 
Jess Moore 
E .  P. Elder 
��Q.. (?d c/),�tJ 
Lawrence Jones 
CITY OF ETOWAH (McMinn) -E - 3,223 F . Yr . 1 1 /30 Elec . 1 2 /64 Phone 623-2023 








Will iam H. Powel l  PBCh 
-:J•;'"effhrud�(�FtlT} f/ / le. 'fl  P. CoP 
Haro ld Delay .swayt'le.. PCCh 
Hemer 'i', M.cJ.unk.in �.,IJ,..,., ;M Fras e ScS 
.Jew� Tame.$ r; Fr o .s t:  SWW-EMgr 
Dan Ivins SS -FC-CD 
G-bax.J.e.S-C-.-Gui-nR .I I . . I BI w�v '1"h ,  �\..(MN RD 
2 2  
J: () .  m (Nr> 5 e, r  . �Ju '"-i:a.rnest E Bea-Mi.m"tl ti<,trlv 1.J' 
-A±-1-en P . Swa.;ine /..; , T. od!.> "� /1 b Y 
Matney Reed 
Will iam Huddleston 
J . E .  Rule , .JI-:. GG+don--:I-Rem&e /(�) )) . ;UL(� 
Ra y C..o �  
CITY OF FAIRVIEW Williamson -M- 1 01 F .Yr .6  0 Elec.8 6 





M. T .  Taylor, Jr . CoP Alien Harrison CR Bruce W. Jack.son 
Bobby Joe Goodwin Atty William Willis* d���J�:r::;f}<J&?v' PCCh A .  D .  Davidson 
*Address : 214 Union Street, Nashville, Tennessee 
Fifth of each mont , : 30 p .m. , at Municipal Building 











J, B, Haml:in fPcw.l i.3�� SWW 
���imam fJ, If. 'IJcJC_/l<N Atty 
' Cbarles Vance CoP-HO:ff 
M.  D .  Crabtree EMgr 
Bob Finley FC 
-B�:&tehana:n J.km.kl/ td, o?1'uv.•ScS 
Paul Ba4enheI> �� f< . aAdf:1�.JRBCh-RD 
Freeman Towry ' PBCh 
Lester Simms CD 
E.  L. Payne BI 
?{'(} h 
CITY OF -l<-FOREST HILLS Shelby -M- 2 101 F .  Yr .12 
Third Thursday each month, 7 : 00 p.m., at City Office 





Robert Chilton** , J Atty -llr /,,I K..dl...._ PCCh-CD 
EG-Ke-� Wt->V j?, <YtJ.ft-f.A/ ff. CR 
Charles N .  Longhurst 
Charles Talley 
Tom o .  Bagley 
Ottis Dye · 
Floyd S • Nelson 




William E .  Barnes 
I .  C .  Pullias 
J-11�"'� /,, IJ(Li_ l<(f 
Phone 2 
Zip . Code 
John Grissim 
Charles A .  Yancey 
Mrs . Julia Baker 
*Address : Morehead Center, 4012 Hillsboro Road, Nashville, Tenn . 
**Address : 321 4th Avenue, South, Nashville, Tennessee 
5' 
TOWN OF FRANKLIN Williamson -M- 6 F .Yr.10 1 Elec.10 6 Phone 
















R.  N .  Moore 
J .  W. Little 












R .  M. Liggett 
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Morgan Hood. 
John L. Smith 
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&ui.,-t;_.J f:tLe.t.1 i..,) 
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· 
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M. T .  Taylor, Jr . CoP Alien Harrison CR Bruce W. Jack.son 
Bobby Joe Goodwin Atty William Willis* d���J�:r::;f}<J&?v' PCCh A .  D .  Davidson 
*Address : 214 Union Street, Nashville, Tennessee 
Fifth of each mont , : 30 p .m. , at Municipal Building 
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John Grissim 
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5' 
TOWN OF FRANKLIN Williamson -M- 6 F .Yr.10 1 Elec.10 6 Phone 
















R.  N .  Moore 
J .  W. Little 












R .  M. Liggett 
Cletus McWilliams 
Morgan Hood. 
John L. Smith 
Emmet T .  Strickland 
Morton Fisher 
Miss Mary Kate Shea 
Robert H .  King 
J .  C .  �hor¥ 
&ui.,-t;_.J f:tLe.t.1 i..,) 
CITY OF FRIENDSHIP (Crockett) -W- 399 F .Yr . 6/30 





Dr . L . A. White 









Elec . 3/66 Phone 677-4000 
Zip Code 38034 
CI!i\Y . .  OF FRIENDSVILLE (Blount) -E- 606 F . Yr . 5 /31 Elec . 5/65 Phone 
Third Saturday each month, 7 : 30 p .m. , at Veteran ' s  Building Zip Code 37737 
� f. u) m.u.-tJMJ 
Mayor Evan Hopper Connn &tn:c.e / . 
Connn Clarence Curtis Clk Fred Franklin , 
Comm .W..-H-:-Bm!s-l:ey C-ho de s JJ ai m  i J 
0.bfr\rr) t,h a r le �  rnorjan 
. I 
TOWN OF GADSDEN (Crockett) -W- 281 F . Yr . 12/31 Elec . 3 /65 Phone 784 -1349 (Humboldt) 







Jesse L. Antwine 
Jeff Thomas Davis 
Charles Loyd ' 
Theo Mitchell 
Cecil Norville 






Carroll P. Young 
J .  L .  Antwine 
Frank Latham 
Herman G .  Emison 
A. L .  Ferguson 
TOWN OF GAINESBORO (Jackson) -M- 1,021 F .Yr . 9/1 Ere c . 8/65 Phone 268-2941 








close Saturday all d8{, all year 
-Ward Du,pe-r-J./�l f���lj,, ' CoP-SWH•S� Ben Jackson 
John-Paul-An�e-r-sen /3(,,ll '( tf. /J FC Albert Tuck�r 
Benton H. Quarles Atty R. L .  Johnson 
Jack L .  Meadows , , � RBCh Ch
arles Settle 
G., W • . �ackson /)JJ.l.J-,u) v.tU-}-- CD Robert Fox 
!:Plre10b:t-Ri-chirdson- U . SG Donald Mcformick 
/:,� () . �clw.mJ JYIW- S.'> 'f �o J J{ 
24 
CITY OF GALLATIN (Suroner -M- 01 F .Yr.12 l Elec.12 6 



















Mrs . Bettye Scott 















T .  E .  Durham 
Joe St . Charles 
W.  M .  Parker () -A. B , '9erlf:.'J:rts-� vr>t.,l.A.) /?Jc t·L J,.A,, !N#">J 
John M .  Franklin "t 
Miss Ora Pearl Moore 
Mrs . R .  C .  Bradford 
6ene Windham &d.. IA)� 
WoodaJ.l Murrey, Jr . 
E .  C .  Brown 
TOWN OF *GARLAND Ti ton -W- 168 F .Yr . 6  0 Elec .8  6 






R .  E .  Dickey 
J .  L .  Hensley 







Zip Code 3 019 
Charles Morris 
Ollion Bilderback 
Mrs.  Elizabeth Shankle 
Woodrow Max 
*Address : Route 1, Covington, Tennessee 
1 
TOWN OF GATES Lauderdale ) -W- 2 1 F .Yr . 6  0 Elec .6  6 






C .  J .  Baker 
E .  S .  Cates 
Royce Baker 







C .  J .  Baker 
Carl Robison 
E .  S .  Cates 
S/ t ltJ  
Halls ) 
CITY OF GATLINBURG (Sevier ) -E- 2,303 F . Yr . 6/30  Elec .Of65.._...Phone 436-4525 
First Tuesday after first of month, and first Tuesday after 15th of month, 








,W. L .  Mills 




Walter W. Mynatt 








R .  B. Hailey 
W.  B .  Ogle 
Ralph Shilling 
M .  M.  Whittle 
Joe Manley . � �i::d Johnatoa- /j.tJ� <L • 
l<J�nt..-> 
CITY OF FRIENDSHIP (Crockett) -W- 399 F .Yr . 6/30 
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W.  M .  Parker () -A. B , '9erlf:.'J:rts-� vr>t.,l.A.) /?Jc t·L J,.A,, !N#">J 
John M .  Franklin "t 
Miss Ora Pearl Moore 
Mrs . R .  C .  Bradford 
6ene Windham &d.. IA)� 
WoodaJ.l Murrey, Jr . 
E .  C .  Brown 
TOWN OF *GARLAND Ti ton -W- 168 F .Yr . 6  0 Elec .8  6 






R .  E .  Dickey 
J .  L .  Hensley 







Zip Code 3 019 
Charles Morris 
Ollion Bilderback 
Mrs.  Elizabeth Shankle 
Woodrow Max 
*Address : Route 1, Covington, Tennessee 
1 
TOWN OF GATES Lauderdale ) -W- 2 1 F .Yr . 6  0 Elec .6  6 






C .  J .  Baker 
E .  S .  Cates 
Royce Baker 







C .  J .  Baker 
Carl Robison 
E .  S .  Cates 
S/ t ltJ  
Halls ) 
CITY OF GATLINBURG (Sevier ) -E- 2,303 F . Yr . 6/30  Elec .Of65.._...Phone 436-4525 
First Tuesday after first of month, and first Tuesday after 15th of month, 








,W. L .  Mills 




Walter W. Mynatt 








R .  B. Hailey 
W.  B .  Ogle 
Ralph Shilling 
M .  M.  Whittle 
Joe Manley . � �i::d Johnatoa- /j.tJ� <L • 
l<J�nt..-> 
CITY OF GERMANTOWN (Shelby) -W- 1,104 F . Yr . 6/30 Elec . 1 1/65 Phone " 884 - 7222 










B .  C .  Jones 
G. P .  Friedel 
W. F. Bowld 
Richard Watson A n 1 1 � WilHaro-lh--w.M-t-e � . I\. 1-HrffW' 
Hugh s .  Ford 
�a--Loa Patl�rt 












Dr . E. T. Yancey· 
Rev . W .  A. Nance 
0 .  H. Miller,  Jr . 
David McGeehee 
Mrs .  Henriette Quinn 
TOWN OF GIBSON (Gibson) -W- 297 F . Yr . 12/31 Elec . 1/65 Phone 787 -62ll 
Meetings on call only, 7 : 30 p . m. , at Bank of Gibson Zip Code 38338 









S .  R. Bass 
Carthel Hassel 
Roger Hinch 
F .  C .  Fly 
Phone 648-5426 TOWN OF GLEASON (Weakley) -W- 900 F . Yr . 6/65 Elec . 5/65 
Zip Code 38229 First Thursday each month, 7 : 00 p . m. , at City Hall 







C .  H. Huggins IJ / �  CR 
.IW;e.J..d-He-pp�I' turrrl-t� CoP 
Will iam Atkins FC 
Lewis Taylor d i RD 
-'tomm.y_.S.aw�s cJ1-rttfdl /Jtuu3� Atty 
Jim Dunning 
"' t/1� 





CITY OF GOODLETTSVILLE (Davidson) -M- -3-r1'6� F . Yr . 6 /30 Elec . 9 /64 Phone UL 9 -1125_ 





H. S .  Moss 
J, E. Galbreath 
�G;:::R:.,-;M�r,..y-





J .  B. (Jack) Hunnicutt 
Edd B .  Young 
Billy Hitt 





Hollis Blair Ald 
Hugh Lee Dillard Ald 
Robert Nixon Clk 
N • L. Angie inl!iJ) Rftu.A �TA 
Ivy Agee, Jr . 
Earl Paschall 
Ivy Agee, Jr . 
Jinnny Ray 
TOWN OF GRAND JUNCTION Hardeman -W- 446 F .Yr .6  O Elec.2 6 Phone 
First Monday each month, 7 : 30 p .m. , at City Hall 








J ,  H .  Richardson 
Jack Watson 
Eddie Dixon 
A.  L .  Bruce 







H .  L.  Hess, Jr . 
Eddie Dixon 
Frank Sutton 
J .  H. Richardson 
J .  Simon Smith 
q 
3 039 
TOWN OF GRAYSVILLE Rhea -E- 8 8 F . Yr .6  O Elec . 6 Phone Da 42 
First Monday each month, 7 : 30 p .m. , at City Hall 
Mayor T .  0 .  Cox :\ Ald 
V-May�Ji!.red-A-b&tien W. �. 1(a_-y },yv (c_pJ CR-SWW Ald____...-- --....YHarold Swafford U Atty 
Ald John Alexander Tr-FC 
Ald Clyde Fine Mar 
Ald Milton Everette 
TOWN OF GREENBACK Loudon -E- 28 








B. J .  Earhart 
'T. f. .JGe. Powell 
Hugh C . Gallagher 
Gary Young O, . WeeaP0w-NeweeT'I'"Y � J.d • IJ0c..\J 
Phone 
Zip Code 377 2 
Sam King, Sr. 
Ira Hodge 
TOWN OF GREENBRIER (Robertson) -M-
First Monday each month, 7 : 00 p .m. ,  
2,052 F .Yr .8/31 Elec.8/64 Phone 643-4531 
May:xj, R. � �� 
AJ.d �7lV }, • lJ� 
Ald Jehn-L.-J.u&t.-:i:ee 9-· £ .  
Ald ake L. Justice 
Ald Tom Hodges 
Ald John D. Bedwell 
Ald Sam Hackney 
at City Hall Zip Code 37073 
CR-TA 





Mrs . Joan Williamson 
W....--F, B� o) a. n ('.A,./ /) /ut--u 'If-. 
Hugh L .  Fisher U 
Jerry Williams 
Edward Suter 
CITY OF GERMANTOWN (Shelby) -W- 1,104 F . Yr . 6/30 Elec . 1 1/65 Phone " 884 - 7222 










B .  C .  Jones 
G. P .  Friedel 
W. F. Bowld 
Richard Watson A n 1 1 � WilHaro-lh--w.M-t-e � . I\. 1-HrffW' 
Hugh s .  Ford 
�a--Loa Patl�rt 












Dr . E. T. Yancey· 
Rev . W .  A. Nance 
0 .  H. Miller,  Jr . 
David McGeehee 
Mrs .  Henriette Quinn 
TOWN OF GIBSON (Gibson) -W- 297 F . Yr . 12/31 Elec . 1/65 Phone 787 -62ll 
Meetings on call only, 7 : 30 p . m. , at Bank of Gibson Zip Code 38338 









S .  R. Bass 
Carthel Hassel 
Roger Hinch 
F .  C .  Fly 
Phone 648-5426 TOWN OF GLEASON (Weakley) -W- 900 F . Yr . 6/65 Elec . 5/65 
Zip Code 38229 First Thursday each month, 7 : 00 p . m. , at City Hall 







C .  H. Huggins IJ / �  CR 
.IW;e.J..d-He-pp�I' turrrl-t� CoP 
Will iam Atkins FC 
Lewis Taylor d i RD 
-'tomm.y_.S.aw�s cJ1-rttfdl /Jtuu3� Atty 
Jim Dunning 
"' t/1� 





CITY OF GOODLETTSVILLE (Davidson) -M- -3-r1'6� F . Yr . 6 /30 Elec . 9 /64 Phone UL 9 -1125_ 





H. S .  Moss 
J, E. Galbreath 
�G;:::R:.,-;M�r,..y-





J .  B. (Jack) Hunnicutt 
Edd B .  Young 
Billy Hitt 





Hollis Blair Ald 
Hugh Lee Dillard Ald 
Robert Nixon Clk 
N • L. Angie inl!iJ) Rftu.A �TA 
Ivy Agee, Jr . 
Earl Paschall 
Ivy Agee, Jr . 
Jinnny Ray 
TOWN OF GRAND JUNCTION Hardeman -W- 446 F .Yr .6  O Elec.2 6 Phone 
First Monday each month, 7 : 30 p .m. , at City Hall 








J ,  H .  Richardson 
Jack Watson 
Eddie Dixon 
A.  L .  Bruce 







H .  L.  Hess, Jr . 
Eddie Dixon 
Frank Sutton 
J .  H. Richardson 
J .  Simon Smith 
q 
3 039 
TOWN OF GRAYSVILLE Rhea -E- 8 8 F . Yr .6  O Elec . 6 Phone Da 42 
First Monday each month, 7 : 30 p .m. , at City Hall 
Mayor T .  0 .  Cox :\ Ald 
V-May�Ji!.red-A-b&tien W. �. 1(a_-y },yv (c_pJ CR-SWW Ald____...-- --....YHarold Swafford U Atty 
Ald John Alexander Tr-FC 
Ald Clyde Fine Mar 
Ald Milton Everette 
TOWN OF GREENBACK Loudon -E- 28 








B. J .  Earhart 
'T. f. .JGe. Powell 
Hugh C . Gallagher 
Gary Young O, . WeeaP0w-NeweeT'I'"Y � J.d • IJ0c..\J 
Phone 
Zip Code 377 2 
Sam King, Sr. 
Ira Hodge 
TOWN OF GREENBRIER (Robertson) -M-
First Monday each month, 7 : 00 p .m. ,  
2,052 F .Yr .8/31 Elec.8/64 Phone 643-4531 
May:xj, R. � �� 
AJ.d �7lV }, • lJ� 
Ald Jehn-L.-J.u&t.-:i:ee 9-· £ .  
Ald ake L. Justice 
Ald Tom Hodges 
Ald John D. Bedwell 
Ald Sam Hackney 
at City Hall Zip Code 37073 
CR-TA 





Mrs . Joan Williamson 
W....--F, B� o) a. n ('.A,./ /) /ut--u 'If-. 
Hugh L .  Fisher U 
Jerry Williams 
Edward Suter 
TOWN OF GREENEVILLE (Greene) -E- 12,973 F . Yr . 6/30 Elec . 6/65 Phone 638-3138 











James N .  Hardin > / " 9 Eng 
George-T-:-B±tner 0\ . .-t · i.:.f1/, v , FC �ylot Hort fc:.t-t!.. J., u..ttr�J I PCCh-CD 
Jack D .  Pierce l C.. P w) PBCh 
Charles Hutchins ( C f )  C 1) ScS 
O. C .  Armitage SWW 
Thomas Leanard CoP 
Leon E .  Easterly RBCh 
R .  A .  Parrack BI 
Dwane B. Reed TA 
-.Q, A. Bowman �\ l�'"" ,tl. 
Kenneth Roberts 
13 .  !{ 
f knt ,. . . Paul Metcalf Y /..! ;"\ ' Ge&Itge 'f. B±tne r ,, c � 
Homer N .  Mincy , I\ A -> wJ .Wm. �, M&Am:ir� � · • \c.> o-t.\J7Ylf4 
A. L .  Shepherd 
Robert C .  Austin 
Earl Roberts 
Fox S .  Bullen 
Phone 235-3131 TOWN OF GREENFIELD (Weakley) -W- 1,779 F . Yr. 6/30 Elec . 8/65 
Zip Code 38230 First Tuesday each month; 7 : 00 p . m . , at City Hall 
Offices close Wednesday afternoon, all year 
Mayor Samuel Williams Coun 
V-May Joseph Barton CR 
Coun Carey Swain Atty 
Coun C .  T .  Rawls CoP 
Coun Harold Mosley FC-CD 
Coun Dale Wright sww 
Coun Dr . Ira Porter Lib 
Coun J::>e Bates Eng 
Robert Caudle 
Ward R. Johnston 
P. B. Harris 
Harvel Berry 
Bill Dudley 
Mrs .  Ruth Kimery 
Ray Radford 
Phone 234-7031 TOWN OF HALLS {Lauderdale) -W- 2,102 F . Yr . 5 /31  Elec . 5 /65 
Zip Code 38040 First Monday each month, 7 : 00 p . m. , at City Hall 










-D. E. {4'8*ke.r (pa.,u..(.; (/1YLdl1.-1J 
I:ryinn-V'u�en /� tl t � l A N e.-L·� 
Bil lie Viar 
E . 0 .  Dew, J r .  













Mrs . Charles Al sobrook 
Paul Moore 
� �J,t ..J.-K..-Gruldson W .  H .  Woodly 
J .  C .  Escue 
Dale Overton 
Noel Sherrod 




CITY OF HARRIMAN Roane -E- 10 0 4 F . Yr . 6  O Elec .6  6 Phone 
First and second Tuesday each month, 7 : 30 p .m. , at Council Room 
Offices close Saturday all day, all year 
Mayor Elmer-I:r.--Eb3::en A• 8. J� CoP 
V-May '---- Hex-Wa:l=is W<1..d1.- II. J.kn..t..c1e..uLl-PCCh Ald -.........._ )James-G.-1ong ��<u..- .�f!J<./.l--c,..,,SS 
Ald .Joe-To-St-a.nley 11 , • t.  / . Llr'? · ,  /.�JJ;Mgr 
Ald D,  A. Robinson FC 
0-pad�g;bey IJ.,._a L:{L >I C? (.../ 
Bennie F .  Hamilton 
Boi-s-Eldwara:s-fA-c� 
-*'• P. Oeasi:and.j-J'r . J/;;,� ,&, � 
James D. Mathis (o...tl. :�0 ) 
Ald -Beb-In-MH--ler I ; ·  '. . . '1 ; 'LL; ScS 
Ald E. H, Fr-4-tts UJ .  � . Y\'c � � • t... .v Tr 
Codnr-BI John S .  Henley RBCh 
Clk Margaret Turbyville 1 . , RD Jg - &:ten-E-;-J:Jmrgte y· /-« /, • ,.,;d � ' ,HBCh 
Atty George H .  Lockett (' SWW 
Pf3� J, 
�a.ck. / .... '(• p..J ('. ,. 1 �0 
Neva Brmm , 
_JameS-C---Leng ;.:> ;  U.. 4 .  d , " ,._) 
Shields Smith 
Fain Bennett 
A .  G .  Stuehser 
I_}, I._./ &r: .J , ,. _; / I ' c./ ( [; 
TOWN OF HARTSVILLE Trousdale -M- 2 14 F .Yr . 6  0 Elec . 10 64 Phone 74-2 6 
First Tuesday each month, 7 : 00 p .m. , at City Hall Zip Code 3707 








C .  D. Harper (CFin ) 
Gayle Gregory (CPW ) 
George Holder (CP) 
Mrs . Gladys M. Carter 
Raymond Witcher 
Clayton Parker 
r e -· H?(• h James Cunningham 







r)'l) -Y / ,  / ·  
��a�rd:- lJ;;mes 
Grover T. Lentz 
E .  D .  Freedle 
Cancel L .  Dixon 
Dr .  I .  N .  Kelley 
James Spann 
M. B. Harris 
,r 
TOWN OF HENDERSON (Chester -W- 2 6 1 F .Yr . 6  0 Elec . 9  ql.j. Phone 
Second Thursday ea.cb rr.onth, �.mi,  at City Hall 









William E .  Burkhead 
Dr . D .  C • King , 
..P�W. AreRG&±-1 IJ . J( . .....,'' t c  
Dr. Casey Carrington 
Joe Rainey ;, Howard-Mitchell Oc..�·- f. 't 









TOWN OF HENNING (Lauderdale -W- 466 F .Yr .4  0 
First Monday each month, 7 : 30 p .m. , at City Hall 
Offices close Wednesday all day, all year 







' Reb�rt Ha Sea.tes 
GeeFge-Nash ( ' . / ,  
John Caldwell r 
H-.-E...-BPand:on ;,' f 1 t. 
Tommy Burns 
Herbert Robbins 








, / 1 I './)IJ.t-'V ' <-111/ 1 
Luther Scott 
Gene A .  Maness 
A. R .  Orr 
William E .  Burkhead 
Warren Garner 
Charles R .  Fitts 
Walter-Briggs I 
Mrs . Thomas E.  Burns 
Leroy Sellers 
W ,  H .  Bradford f Walter- Br4.ggs ,, 
Joe H .  Walker 
I I ( 
I J 
TOWN OF GREENEVILLE (Greene) -E- 12,973 F . Yr . 6/30 Elec . 6/65 Phone 638-3138 











James N .  Hardin > / " 9 Eng 
George-T-:-B±tner 0\ . .-t · i.:.f1/, v , FC �ylot Hort fc:.t-t!.. J., u..ttr�J I PCCh-CD 
Jack D .  Pierce l C.. P w) PBCh 
Charles Hutchins ( C f )  C 1) ScS 
O. C .  Armitage SWW 
Thomas Leanard CoP 
Leon E .  Easterly RBCh 
R .  A .  Parrack BI 
Dwane B. Reed TA 
-.Q, A. Bowman �\ l�'"" ,tl. 
Kenneth Roberts 
13 .  !{ 
f knt ,. . . Paul Metcalf Y /..! ;"\ ' Ge&Itge 'f. B±tne r ,, c � 
Homer N .  Mincy , I\ A -> wJ .Wm. �, M&Am:ir� � · • \c.> o-t.\J7Ylf4 
A. L .  Shepherd 
Robert C .  Austin 
Earl Roberts 
Fox S .  Bullen 
Phone 235-3131 TOWN OF GREENFIELD (Weakley) -W- 1,779 F . Yr. 6/30 Elec . 8/65 
Zip Code 38230 First Tuesday each month; 7 : 00 p . m . , at City Hall 
Offices close Wednesday afternoon, all year 
Mayor Samuel Williams Coun 
V-May Joseph Barton CR 
Coun Carey Swain Atty 
Coun C .  T .  Rawls CoP 
Coun Harold Mosley FC-CD 
Coun Dale Wright sww 
Coun Dr . Ira Porter Lib 
Coun J::>e Bates Eng 
Robert Caudle 
Ward R. Johnston 
P. B. Harris 
Harvel Berry 
Bill Dudley 
Mrs .  Ruth Kimery 
Ray Radford 
Phone 234-7031 TOWN OF HALLS {Lauderdale) -W- 2,102 F . Yr . 5 /31  Elec . 5 /65 
Zip Code 38040 First Monday each month, 7 : 00 p . m. , at City Hall 










-D. E. {4'8*ke.r (pa.,u..(.; (/1YLdl1.-1J 
I:ryinn-V'u�en /� tl t � l A N e.-L·� 
Bil lie Viar 
E . 0 .  Dew, J r .  













Mrs . Charles Al sobrook 
Paul Moore 
� �J,t ..J.-K..-Gruldson W .  H .  Woodly 
J .  C .  Escue 
Dale Overton 
Noel Sherrod 




CITY OF HARRIMAN Roane -E- 10 0 4 F . Yr . 6  O Elec .6  6 Phone 
First and second Tuesday each month, 7 : 30 p .m. , at Council Room 
Offices close Saturday all day, all year 
Mayor Elmer-I:r.--Eb3::en A• 8. J� CoP 
V-May '---- Hex-Wa:l=is W<1..d1.- II. J.kn..t..c1e..uLl-PCCh Ald -.........._ )James-G.-1ong ��<u..- .�f!J<./.l--c,..,,SS 
Ald .Joe-To-St-a.nley 11 , • t.  / . Llr'? · ,  /.�JJ;Mgr 
Ald D,  A. Robinson FC 
0-pad�g;bey IJ.,._a L:{L >I C? (.../ 
Bennie F .  Hamilton 
Boi-s-Eldwara:s-fA-c� 
-*'• P. Oeasi:and.j-J'r . J/;;,� ,&, � 
James D. Mathis (o...tl. :�0 ) 
Ald -Beb-In-MH--ler I ; ·  '. . . '1 ; 'LL; ScS 
Ald E. H, Fr-4-tts UJ .  � . Y\'c � � • t... .v Tr 
Codnr-BI John S .  Henley RBCh 
Clk Margaret Turbyville 1 . , RD Jg - &:ten-E-;-J:Jmrgte y· /-« /, • ,.,;d � ' ,HBCh 
Atty George H .  Lockett (' SWW 
Pf3� J, 
�a.ck. / .... '(• p..J ('. ,. 1 �0 
Neva Brmm , 
_JameS-C---Leng ;.:> ;  U.. 4 .  d , " ,._) 
Shields Smith 
Fain Bennett 
A .  G .  Stuehser 
I_}, I._./ &r: .J , ,. _; / I ' c./ ( [; 
TOWN OF HARTSVILLE Trousdale -M- 2 14 F .Yr . 6  0 Elec . 10 64 Phone 74-2 6 
First Tuesday each month, 7 : 00 p .m. , at City Hall Zip Code 3707 








C .  D. Harper (CFin ) 
Gayle Gregory (CPW ) 
George Holder (CP) 
Mrs . Gladys M. Carter 
Raymond Witcher 
Clayton Parker 
r e -· H?(• h James Cunningham 







r)'l) -Y / ,  / ·  
��a�rd:- lJ;;mes 
Grover T. Lentz 
E .  D .  Freedle 
Cancel L .  Dixon 
Dr .  I .  N .  Kelley 
James Spann 
M. B. Harris 
,r 
TOWN OF HENDERSON (Chester -W- 2 6 1 F .Yr . 6  0 Elec . 9  ql.j. Phone 
Second Thursday ea.cb rr.onth, �.mi,  at City Hall 









William E .  Burkhead 
Dr . D .  C • King , 
..P�W. AreRG&±-1 IJ . J( . .....,'' t c  
Dr. Casey Carrington 
Joe Rainey ;, Howard-Mitchell Oc..�·- f. 't 









TOWN OF HENNING (Lauderdale -W- 466 F .Yr .4  0 
First Monday each month, 7 : 30 p .m. , at City Hall 
Offices close Wednesday all day, all year 







' Reb�rt Ha Sea.tes 
GeeFge-Nash ( ' . / ,  
John Caldwell r 
H-.-E...-BPand:on ;,' f 1 t. 
Tommy Burns 
Herbert Robbins 








, / 1 I './)IJ.t-'V ' <-111/ 1 
Luther Scott 
Gene A .  Maness 
A. R .  Orr 
William E .  Burkhead 
Warren Garner 
Charles R .  Fitts 
Walter-Briggs I 
Mrs . Thomas E.  Burns 
Leroy Sellers 
W ,  H .  Bradford f Walter- Br4.ggs ,, 
Joe H .  Walker 
I I ( 
I J 
TOWN OF HENRY (Henry) -W- 283 F .Yr . 12 /30 Elec . 5/65 
Second Tuesday each month, 7 : 30 p . m . , at Town Hall 
Mayor ...!J:hama TayJ.or-.. � ci'��a,o} Ald 
Ald �asting.s l(, m, �uv>� CR 
Ald J, O. Ghand-le-r C ,U) ,  B� SWW 
Ald R. L. DH\widdie �� (i,�vMar 
TOWN OF HICKORY VALLEY (Hardeman) -W- 1 79 F . Yr .  
Meetings held on call 
Mayor John Oldham Ald 
V-May Thomas Fawcett Ald 
Ald Paul Woods Clk 
Ald Mar 
Ald J immie Chambers Atty 
*Address : Bo1 ivar , Tennessee 
Phone 
Zip Code 38231 
R.  D. McCoy /l ( · / d 1 ,R-.--M-r-J).U.lhunty- R. (Ji .  � 1(,{.u-ul..11-LU 
Marvin Wright 
-;:; JAJ) James R. Crews. � . cl. � tt.u.. 
Elec . Phone 
Zip Code 38042 
Stanton White, S r .  
W .  0 .  Davis 
Robert Haralson 
Emanuel Kel ley 
E .  G. Harris* 
C ITY OF HOHENWALD �Lewis2 -M- 22804 F . Yr . 6/30 Elec . 5 /67 Phone 796-3131 
First Tuesday each month, 7 : 00 p .m. , at City Hall Zip Code 
Mayor W.  C .  Keaton Eng W .  G.  Darden 
V-May Dol Willis FC E .  s .  Pol lock 
Coun Carlos Holland HO ff Dr . B. J .  Smith 
Coun Dr. I .  G .  Hur t ,  Jr . Mar W.  A. Bates 
Coun Clyde Black ss -sww R .  c .  Spann 
CR-TA R .  c .  Spann SG Hubert C .  Milan 
Atty D .  D .  Humphrey, J r .  CD R .  W .  Bouldin 
PCCh E .  M .  Adcox Clk Billy C .  Cothran 
TOWN OF HOLLOW ROCK (Carrol l) -W- 592 F . Yr . 6/30 Elec .  Phone 





� /Jhv d . 6Ji.l1M,V Ald 
-W. M. I>eva\H:-& w .  1$. )J6.tlttd-� Ald 
Philip Pru::k Rµ_ti1d( 1.:!){ J l J lt. • ;l':(:;, CR 
-W-..-lh-He-i=.a 9lln> t  � v  CP.v;t,unJ Atty 
re.. 













J .  Kenson Williams Ald 
'D, L. Bra:ckJ:�y lJCLJvtui,, ���d 
G-,-w-;--itayes � o..Ll c.wJ I:)� OAJ.d 
Dewey Darnell _ � CR 





TOWN OF HORNSBY (Hardeman -W- 228 F .Yr . 6  0 Elec .l 6 
\ 
First Thursday each month, 7 : 30 p .m . ,  at City Hall 
Mayor Robert W. Chandler Ald H .  S .  McClintock 
Ald Buford Kirk Ald Woodrow Herriman 
Ald Jinunie Baker Ald Joe Johnson 
Ald R .  H .  Hodge CR Buford Kirk 
Ald Clifford Crawford CoP Malcom Weaver 
CITY OF HUMBOLDT (Gibson) -W- 9,285 F .Yr .12/31 E!ec .12/65 Phone 784-2511 
Mayor Dan J .  Scott Atty 
Ald Ernest Griggs CoP 
Ald Joe Fly FC 
Ald Miss Annie Lou Cox ScS 
Ald Nathan E. Couch SS 
Ald Barthel Gray EMgr 
Sec-CD Joe Fly SG-SWW 
BI B.  H .  Shepard PCCh 
. RD { )J .  �_;, g,v . UBCh 
Tr Mrs .  George McDearmon SSP 

























Lloyd S .  Adams, Jr . 
£ t<-j_ e n  e. K,,' Jz.. e. ..r  
R .  . Grace 
William Sadler 
R .  D .  Goodrich 
Marvin Hill 
Bill'y Stone 
Charles R .  Lewis 
Ben H .  Caldwell 
Rupert T .  James 
R .  C .  Mulliniks 






TOWN OF HENRY (Henry) -W- 283 F .Yr . 12 /30 Elec . 5/65 
Second Tuesday each month, 7 : 30 p . m . , at Town Hall 
Mayor ...!J:hama TayJ.or-.. � ci'��a,o} Ald 
Ald �asting.s l(, m, �uv>� CR 
Ald J, O. Ghand-le-r C ,U) ,  B� SWW 
Ald R. L. DH\widdie �� (i,�vMar 
TOWN OF HICKORY VALLEY (Hardeman) -W- 1 79 F . Yr .  
Meetings held on call 
Mayor John Oldham Ald 
V-May Thomas Fawcett Ald 
Ald Paul Woods Clk 
Ald Mar 
Ald J immie Chambers Atty 
*Address : Bo1 ivar , Tennessee 
Phone 
Zip Code 38231 
R.  D. McCoy /l ( · / d 1 ,R-.--M-r-J).U.lhunty- R. (Ji .  � 1(,{.u-ul..11-LU 
Marvin Wright 
-;:; JAJ) James R. Crews. � . cl. � tt.u.. 
Elec . Phone 
Zip Code 38042 
Stanton White, S r .  
W .  0 .  Davis 
Robert Haralson 
Emanuel Kel ley 
E .  G. Harris* 
C ITY OF HOHENWALD �Lewis2 -M- 22804 F . Yr . 6/30 Elec . 5 /67 Phone 796-3131 
First Tuesday each month, 7 : 00 p .m. , at City Hall Zip Code 
Mayor W.  C .  Keaton Eng W .  G.  Darden 
V-May Dol Willis FC E .  s .  Pol lock 
Coun Carlos Holland HO ff Dr . B. J .  Smith 
Coun Dr. I .  G .  Hur t ,  Jr . Mar W.  A. Bates 
Coun Clyde Black ss -sww R .  c .  Spann 
CR-TA R .  c .  Spann SG Hubert C .  Milan 
Atty D .  D .  Humphrey, J r .  CD R .  W .  Bouldin 
PCCh E .  M .  Adcox Clk Billy C .  Cothran 
TOWN OF HOLLOW ROCK (Carrol l) -W- 592 F . Yr . 6/30 Elec .  Phone 





� /Jhv d . 6Ji.l1M,V Ald 
-W. M. I>eva\H:-& w .  1$. )J6.tlttd-� Ald 
Philip Pru::k Rµ_ti1d( 1.:!){ J l J lt. • ;l':(:;, CR 
-W-..-lh-He-i=.a 9lln> t  � v  CP.v;t,unJ Atty 
re.. 













J .  Kenson Williams Ald 
'D, L. Bra:ckJ:�y lJCLJvtui,, ���d 
G-,-w-;--itayes � o..Ll c.wJ I:)� OAJ.d 
Dewey Darnell _ � CR 





TOWN OF HORNSBY (Hardeman -W- 228 F .Yr . 6  0 Elec .l 6 
\ 
First Thursday each month, 7 : 30 p .m . ,  at City Hall 
Mayor Robert W. Chandler Ald H .  S .  McClintock 
Ald Buford Kirk Ald Woodrow Herriman 
Ald Jinunie Baker Ald Joe Johnson 
Ald R .  H .  Hodge CR Buford Kirk 
Ald Clifford Crawford CoP Malcom Weaver 
CITY OF HUMBOLDT (Gibson) -W- 9,285 F .Yr .12/31 E!ec .12/65 Phone 784-2511 
Mayor Dan J .  Scott Atty 
Ald Ernest Griggs CoP 
Ald Joe Fly FC 
Ald Miss Annie Lou Cox ScS 
Ald Nathan E. Couch SS 
Ald Barthel Gray EMgr 
Sec-CD Joe Fly SG-SWW 
BI B.  H .  Shepard PCCh 
. RD { )J .  �_;, g,v . UBCh 
Tr Mrs .  George McDearmon SSP 

























Lloyd S .  Adams, Jr . 
£ t<-j_ e n  e. K,,' Jz.. e. ..r  
R .  . Grace 
William Sadler 
R .  D .  Goodrich 
Marvin Hill 
Bill'y Stone 
Charles R .  Lewis 
Ben H .  Caldwell 
Rupert T .  James 
R .  C .  Mulliniks 






TOWN OF HUNTLAND (Franklin) -M-· 500 F . Yr .6/30 Elec . 8/65 Phone 469-7702 -
Second Monday each month, 7 : 30 p . m. , at C i ty Hall Zip Code 37345 
Mayor Ray M. Johnson Ald Ge.i::.ooFH4>.g.Ye ..&J Jil� c.J  l� �y,�QJ ..q� 
Ald James Lm! /.bm.u..J Q.. D..Jo-yiW CR B0�9y-R�England �, ->u,cJ � ' f ) (!""' 
Ald --E..r.nest Stovat.J. � Gl . C...<JJ..V•v.vCoP-CD P±-uyd Jearts-
Ald ih G .  I::ree· �-u ... v .fl--� CP 0-ttee-G�� t L,, 
Ald 1..iAclsay-l>ena-Lds.an � '3 .  R_�rritf' . - FC.. )jo-LJu-� l<v..f r,_ ,u/fl-il f 
fowa_a_t f/unts v///o {.S co tL,) - L - _ -�T' ci.__ \g_ �--:-u.,'1it.."<' �u- R ) � $.q__*..i..___ 
'{f)lU..� Q_w..L e....xi-� V- m� 
� , 0. w�J 
1 ° 1 cu_c\. � Cf · � '  /Jvnt..� '\ w I • r"' 
().LtV ..WU. LJi..U� ..j,/(..ll') )f,<),tn\) 
TOWN OF IRON CITY Lawrence -M- 511 F . Yr. S/'i{ec . 5 66 �hone L �� I D  
First and third Tuesday each month, 7 : 00 p . m. , at  Roy J .  Hensley Bldg .  Zip Code 38463 




Jinnny Gi fford 
T .  A. Robinson 
W .  B .  Lumpkins , Sr . 
Clk Howard Lumpkins 
Mgr /Roy J .  Hensley 
CoP James Davis 
FC t_ Charles Gene E theredge 
t»f3�)l If u �· �l-d�r 
CITY OF JACKSON (Madison) -W- 35,027 F . Yr . 6/30 Elec . 6/67 Phone 427-5511 
Tuesday and Friday each week , 1 0 : 00 a .m . , at City Hall Zip Code 38301 
Mayor George Smith (CF, CFin, CP) DPZ Richard E .  Duncan 
V-May Ben Langford (CH, CE) Eng D .  W .  Allen 
Corran R .  E .  Bailey (CPW) FC Ben L .  We.rlick 
CR B .  F. Graves ScS c. J .  Huckaba fLuv Jkl� RD Duncan Demonbreun Lib -F'-r-atlGe.s-STM-&h ny.o · 
PC Ch Charles Stanfill TA Roy Davis 
HBCh Lowell Thomas BI-PI W. H. Hearn 
UBCh Bruce Bynum CD Otto Melsa 
EMgr Joe Exum DH Harry Thomas 
Atty Russell Rice , Sr . SG P .  F .  Falk 
CoP Harvey Marcom Jg Roger Minzes 
TOWN OF JAMESTOWN (Fentress) -M- 1,727 F . Yr . 6 /30 Elec . 1 1 /64 Phone 879-4315 










-Wi 11 iam-\Uu:.d. 
Woodrow Stinson 
Bob G. Ledbetter 
Arthur Dayhuff 
-Welter G<;>,ney l-4� I L '-'  �o.v..i.,>� 
Denton Bruden O 
TOWN OF JASPER Marion) -E- l 4 0 F .Yr . 6  0 Elec.12 64 
First Monday each month, 7 : 00 p .m . ,  at Town Office 






Joe E .  Brown 
Wm. S .  Dunwoody 
Buford Graham 
A .  C .  Condra, Jr . 














W. P .  Graham 
Paul Bozeman 
�>f)l' {2,1J{, 






C... D p 
pc..c.,h 
Lewis F .  Brown 
Paul Swafford 
Ralph W .  Piercy 
-C�B-l4ePe& 
1h M 11..'vv A t8 '- tA.Z;";J 
�Ofali.L-L C))_JJ.. �,J 
l Elec .  6 Phone 47 - 11 
Zip Code 377 0 
R� a . i. . JJ�v 
 ('LAd.,v (}...Ju.fJ 
John Provost --v , Rebert-�eagaa .}_1n t > r(f �,,) 
J .  Brice Wisecarver 
Fa6c W1'1f, 'Ct.irJ �rn.v-v ;Jiu, .1.f � · kl · rLu-<rn'-t:t-7J 
CITY OF JELLICO Cam bell -E- 2 210 F . Yr .12 l Elec .l  66 Phone ' 424-6 l 
First Thursday each month, 7 :30 p .m . ,  at City Hall 










Harold Moon Atty 
Cecil Brown CoP 
R .  O .  Cusick FC 
Maurice Reeves PBCh 
A. B. Forman SU 
Paul Harp SS 
Bill.y I., Eal:laF4 ti. f/. 1Jowne t/ CD 
Charles Douglas I RBCh 
J • Will-Tay-J.GF n,1. rYt.-i!,<.U Jj!(I. 1.J? J (> 11.,_ �- 7 PC� h 
Zip Code 377 2 
Herman Trammel 
Clarence King 
W .  C .  Duel 
J .  W .  Bealle 
J .  H .  Scott 
R .  O .  Cusick 
.J-:i:m Petrey Uhn . 
Harold Moon 9-· JJ I Jo -CV /Jo-;: '(ntvJ;;v 
Phone 
First and third Thursday each month, 7 : 30 p .m . ,  at City Hall 
Offices close. Saturday all day, all year 
Zip Code 
'(y\� Jlr ltf 
Mayorc.__ _?J Re&s-H.-&J}earsj-Jr·. BI-PI 
V-May�:::::.Edward N . • Backu
. 
s D ' 1 -GoP C l·�-----M--� J . o.'-A-omm •,.-., .--,·�,y .. ,v.,., Mc'J:)owl-:1.. 1 } J}�vJHBCh Connn Hal Li ttleford .J a -BH 
Comm Robert E .  Henry �EMgr 
Mgr D .  A. Burkhalter . ��c 
. __ Mgr A ' �10.-:F. l:IoJ.:bz 9-� 13 .  �HOff 
CR Calvin Guthrie PBCh 
Atty Walter Lee Price RBCh 
CD Col . Clarence W. Taylor PCCh 
Jg Stewart L .  Cannon ......-ScS 
L-ffD Howard Johnson ... SS 
Eng Bobby D .  Jobe SWW-SSP 
TA Carl A .  Johnson DPZ 
33 
Fred Weaver 
C .  E .  Mullenix 
Ma.ck P B�ll Q. · 
A. E • . Cornett 
Charles F .  Stine 
Edward D .  Seaton 
H .  B. Ceyp · t R\;'>b�SJ.1mmeEs �t)., ,,_; ...!.-, ' • ' 
John W .  Gillikin 1 
Mrs. Hunt W. � f.u)uJJ d-. 
C .  H .  Mccorkle -rn. a.< /Uh�\.L-J 
Dewey Kelly 
P .  B .  Therrell 
Jack B, &tr:i:e� P C .�..p 
TOWN OF HUNTLAND (Franklin) -M-· 500 F . Yr .6/30 Elec . 8/65 Phone 469-7702 -
Second Monday each month, 7 : 30 p . m. , at C i ty Hall Zip Code 37345 
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� , 0. w�J 
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Jinnny Gi fford 
T .  A. Robinson 
W .  B .  Lumpkins , Sr . 
Clk Howard Lumpkins 
Mgr /Roy J .  Hensley 
CoP James Davis 
FC t_ Charles Gene E theredge 
t»f3�)l If u �· �l-d�r 
CITY OF JACKSON (Madison) -W- 35,027 F . Yr . 6/30 Elec . 6/67 Phone 427-5511 
Tuesday and Friday each week , 1 0 : 00 a .m . , at City Hall Zip Code 38301 
Mayor George Smith (CF, CFin, CP) DPZ Richard E .  Duncan 
V-May Ben Langford (CH, CE) Eng D .  W .  Allen 
Corran R .  E .  Bailey (CPW) FC Ben L .  We.rlick 
CR B .  F. Graves ScS c. J .  Huckaba fLuv Jkl� RD Duncan Demonbreun Lib -F'-r-atlGe.s-STM-&h ny.o · 
PC Ch Charles Stanfill TA Roy Davis 
HBCh Lowell Thomas BI-PI W. H. Hearn 
UBCh Bruce Bynum CD Otto Melsa 
EMgr Joe Exum DH Harry Thomas 
Atty Russell Rice , Sr . SG P .  F .  Falk 
CoP Harvey Marcom Jg Roger Minzes 
TOWN OF JAMESTOWN (Fentress) -M- 1,727 F . Yr . 6 /30 Elec . 1 1 /64 Phone 879-4315 
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Woodrow Stinson 
Bob G. Ledbetter 
Arthur Dayhuff 
-Welter G<;>,ney l-4� I L '-'  �o.v..i.,>� 
Denton Bruden O 
TOWN OF JASPER Marion) -E- l 4 0 F .Yr . 6  0 Elec.12 64 
First Monday each month, 7 : 00 p .m . ,  at Town Office 






Joe E .  Brown 
Wm. S .  Dunwoody 
Buford Graham 
A .  C .  Condra, Jr . 














W. P .  Graham 
Paul Bozeman 
�>f)l' {2,1J{, 






C... D p 
pc..c.,h 
Lewis F .  Brown 
Paul Swafford 
Ralph W .  Piercy 
-C�B-l4ePe& 
1h M 11..'vv A t8 '- tA.Z;";J 
�Ofali.L-L C))_JJ.. �,J 
l Elec .  6 Phone 47 - 11 
Zip Code 377 0 
R� a . i. . JJ�v 
 ('LAd.,v (}...Ju.fJ 
John Provost --v , Rebert-�eagaa .}_1n t > r(f �,,) 
J .  Brice Wisecarver 
Fa6c W1'1f, 'Ct.irJ �rn.v-v ;Jiu, .1.f � · kl · rLu-<rn'-t:t-7J 
CITY OF JELLICO Cam bell -E- 2 210 F . Yr .12 l Elec .l  66 Phone ' 424-6 l 
First Thursday each month, 7 :30 p .m . ,  at City Hall 










Harold Moon Atty 
Cecil Brown CoP 
R .  O .  Cusick FC 
Maurice Reeves PBCh 
A. B. Forman SU 
Paul Harp SS 
Bill.y I., Eal:laF4 ti. f/. 1Jowne t/ CD 
Charles Douglas I RBCh 
J • Will-Tay-J.GF n,1. rYt.-i!,<.U Jj!(I. 1.J? J (> 11.,_ �- 7 PC� h 
Zip Code 377 2 
Herman Trammel 
Clarence King 
W .  C .  Duel 
J .  W .  Bealle 
J .  H .  Scott 
R .  O .  Cusick 
.J-:i:m Petrey Uhn . 
Harold Moon 9-· JJ I Jo -CV /Jo-;: '(ntvJ;;v 
Phone 
First and third Thursday each month, 7 : 30 p .m . ,  at City Hall 
Offices close. Saturday all day, all year 
Zip Code 
'(y\� Jlr ltf 
Mayorc.__ _?J Re&s-H.-&J}earsj-Jr·. BI-PI 
V-May�:::::.Edward N . • Backu
. 
s D ' 1 -GoP C l·�-----M--� J . o.'-A-omm •,.-., .--,·�,y .. ,v.,., Mc'J:)owl-:1.. 1 } J}�vJHBCh Connn Hal Li ttleford .J a -BH 
Comm Robert E .  Henry �EMgr 
Mgr D .  A. Burkhalter . ��c 
. __ Mgr A ' �10.-:F. l:IoJ.:bz 9-� 13 .  �HOff 
CR Calvin Guthrie PBCh 
Atty Walter Lee Price RBCh 
CD Col . Clarence W. Taylor PCCh 
Jg Stewart L .  Cannon ......-ScS 
L-ffD Howard Johnson ... SS 
Eng Bobby D .  Jobe SWW-SSP 
TA Carl A .  Johnson DPZ 
33 
Fred Weaver 
C .  E .  Mullenix 
Ma.ck P B�ll Q. · 
A. E • . Cornett 
Charles F .  Stine 
Edward D .  Seaton 
H .  B. Ceyp · t R\;'>b�SJ.1mmeEs �t)., ,,_; ...!.-, ' • ' 
John W .  Gillikin 1 
Mrs. Hunt W. � f.u)uJJ d-. 
C .  H .  Mccorkle -rn. a.< /Uh�\.L-J 
Dewey Kelly 
P .  B .  Therrell 
Jack B, &tr:i:e� P C .�..p 
'>-TOWN OF JONESBORO (Washington) -E - 1,148 F . Yr . 4/3D E le c . 4 /66 Phone 753-33ll 






Robert M. May 
Mitchell Broyles 
Lyle T. Haws 
Joe Humpston 







Zip Code 37659 
Clarence W. Taylor 
Hugh H. Campbell 
Norman C.  Francis 
Bav e-Bruyre s- (;JJJ..k.t.// ))u ... ,)1...J 
TOWN OF KENTON Obion) -W- 1,095 F . Yr . 6 /30 Elec . 6 /65 Phone 74 9-5 767 
First Tuesday each month, 7 : 00 p . m. , at C i ty Hall Zip Code 38233 







Ray Hollomon Ald 
Ralph Perryman CR 
R .  W. Newmon CoP 
J immie Smith FC 
L .  A .  Baucom 1 fkl.fl+..vJ SWW 
eart--W-;--Smi-th d.Lt--ii tv\.'1\,. 9� 
-re._c_h 
Joe M. Warren 
A. F. Newmon 
B .  L .  Mul l ins 
L. A . .  Baucom 
R. D .  S tory 
R. W.  Newmon � ��G 
KF s�' (ta 
TOWN OF *KIMBALL (Mar ion) -E - 716 F . Yr. 6/30 Elec . 1/65 Phone 837 -6075 
-
Second and fourth Thursday each month, 7 : 30 p . m . , at homes o f  aldermen Z ip Code 37347 
Mayor .co.uk>n-H-;-Ht-ri-;--J'r . -rJ-+•v �f d Jame s Sh�ok 
Ald Lawrence Hayne s · cµ:c:\ CYtt.u.L Ju_� � C\! u � 
*Addres s : R>&Ute J , J.a�e-r;-'Fen-ne-s-see. 1 13()'-f- d l i..j J .b tL.U.:C/t? <£J:Mlw_tdJ 
C ITY OF KINGSPORT (Sull ivan) -E - 33,334 F . Yr . 6 /30 E l ec . 5 /65 Phone 245-5131 
First and third Tue sday each month, 7 : 00 p . m . , at C i ty Hal l 
Offices close Saturday a l l  day, all year 
Zip Code 3 7660 
Mayor Dr . Hugh Rule (\ fF<l. dv A),  TA V -May
'-.. 
�en-M�B�wrr,-:tr-.'t 1J o(�.__ DPS-CD 
Ald � W .  Chamberlain Hale SSP 
Ald � Fred Gillette BI 
Ald J .  T. Parker FC 
Mgr C .  K .  Marsh Eng 
CR E .  L .  Shelor PCCh 
J Atty Will iam E .  Weber SS 
CoP Everette Dykes SWW 
VDPW M. L .  We st RBCh 
,,,,..scs 
DPZ 
Dr . Dana F .  Swick 





J .  A .  Godwin 
Robert Lee E i senbise 
R. L .  C o l l ins 
Fred Gri l l s  
C .  M .  Kenner 
S .  K .  Addington 
W. W .  Cawood 
Lewis Long 
F .  s . · Key 
Dr . Kirk Allen 
W. C .  McHorris 
Theo V. Mccown 
T .  Cal Hendrix 
First Tuesday each month, 7 : 30 p .m. , at Municipal Bldg . 
Offices close Thursday afternoon, all year 
Zip Code 377 3 
� '{;> ' ...}--<A-J -r::-f<1a,yor -R.-E.-B�kS:bank �o HOff 
v-MaY---::;:;.<�ohn W .  Brown, Jr . (Sf? 1 j FC 
Dr. Carolyn Beard 
Coun_.-- � -CR.a.-n.. ) rVl,,O. .  Jtf,f g 
Coun · A. H .  Honey (CH) .sg_ l)?vJ 
C. , C . -GaNr Miller 
W .  L. Harwell 
C �·Brashears 
Coun (DP2) ... wK. ;&,--l;,egert- W� Ct.. · R�4ul. WBCh 
Coun Harry P .  Templeton (�E, CP) CoP w. vJ. Ocu_�w � ,J Ray Gullett 
Coun (�n �-fePW) f\�, m� cD John Gower 
e. A. Reevee....J-� Jlu)_Jlt.4'r1 J Atty W. L. Harwell RBCh 
CR-SU R .  H .  Crowder RD Jack Whitten 
flt ·
W�gan- J..1-� <Yen Clk Mrs . Elizabeth Reeves BI 
Eng John Williams PCCh t:£c;;;L 
� 
CITY OF KNOXVILLE (Knox) -E- 179,973 F . Yr .12/31 Elec.ll/64 Phone 523-2151 
Every other Tuesday, 7 : 30 . p .m. , at Civic Auditorium-Coliseum Zip Code 37900 




















�ai:i .Li,onarJ R. l°?oj�rfScS Dr . Olin L. Adams, Jr . 
John W .  McCallie FC John P. Anderton 
Dwight W .  Kessel Eng James P .  ;Futrell 
Howard N .  Kesley PA Charles O .  Currier 
Cas Walker PCCh W .  E .  Cole 
Max Friedman �Lib Donald C .  Potter 
Milton E .  Roberts , Sr . Jg Charles G .  Kelley 
teefiard R. Rogers Ale-, J.Jafk'JA John R .  Boring 
Ralph Longmire SSP James W. Whisman, Jr . 
·R-;-Ir.--eross-J:ey n�na£1i ... ,,,. J), 1£!'D Maynard Glenn l!9_, &c-wt ..Re:�F¥'-:JV'll'flllllm"'t'l"r1dt--1'E�.--flOh:>'g"l-l""e�sey�tt..,,., N• rn<l.- ])PZ Wm. C .  McCannnon 
Roy I .  Gentry �v � f<, w, fl:. 1=2e.t�J:i;- . s;-rlwQ rdy 1), Kn'Pxv1.l1.e Utilities Board 
D .?no�o �--"��--".=..:..;;;.,..;;.;-....�...;;...:;.;;.;..;;.; r. J .  G .  Walls . Chm Thomas I .  Stephenson, Jr . 
�Hm-r±s· JJWIA{ GenMgr M.  B. Whitaker 
Leonard Dow Q EMgr C .  E:  Tarwater 
C .  M .  Long- SG P ,  B .  Winchel 
SWW Ernest D .  Hawkins 
�n. /!;,/� JluJ·1f..lv SAccts Edwin C .  Hoskins 
TOWN OF LAFAYETTE (Macon ) -M- 1 00 F .Yr . 6  0 Elec . 66 Phone 666-21 4 
First Tuesday each month, 7 : 00 p .m. , at City Hall 
Mayor Will Hall Sullivan 
�a-y��Free€lge. 
Coun Dr .  E .  M. Froedge 
Coun Dr . Jack Clark 
Coun Charles Gregory 








Zip Code 370 3 
Ralph Jent 
Dewey Jent 
C .  R .  Jent 
Hillous Hance 
Guy Carter 
F .  O .  Harris 
'>-TOWN OF JONESBORO (Washington) -E - 1,148 F . Yr . 4/3D E le c . 4 /66 Phone 753-33ll 
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Mitchell Broyles 
Lyle T. Haws 
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Bav e-Bruyre s- (;JJJ..k.t.// ))u ... ,)1...J 
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Mayor Dr . Hugh Rule (\ fF<l. dv A),  TA V -May
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DPZ 
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Robert Lee E i senbise 
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Fred Gri l l s  
C .  M .  Kenner 
S .  K .  Addington 
W. W .  Cawood 
Lewis Long 
F .  s . · Key 
Dr . Kirk Allen 
W. C .  McHorris 
Theo V. Mccown 
T .  Cal Hendrix 
First Tuesday each month, 7 : 30 p .m. , at Municipal Bldg . 
Offices close Thursday afternoon, all year 
Zip Code 377 3 
� '{;> ' ...}--<A-J -r::-f<1a,yor -R.-E.-B�kS:bank �o HOff 
v-MaY---::;:;.<�ohn W .  Brown, Jr . (Sf? 1 j FC 
Dr. Carolyn Beard 
Coun_.-- � -CR.a.-n.. ) rVl,,O. .  Jtf,f g 
Coun · A. H .  Honey (CH) .sg_ l)?vJ 
C. , C . -GaNr Miller 
W .  L. Harwell 
C �·Brashears 
Coun (DP2) ... wK. ;&,--l;,egert- W� Ct.. · R�4ul. WBCh 
Coun Harry P .  Templeton (�E, CP) CoP w. vJ. Ocu_�w � ,J Ray Gullett 
Coun (�n �-fePW) f\�, m� cD John Gower 
e. A. Reevee....J-� Jlu)_Jlt.4'r1 J Atty W. L. Harwell RBCh 
CR-SU R .  H .  Crowder RD Jack Whitten 
flt ·
W�gan- J..1-� <Yen Clk Mrs . Elizabeth Reeves BI 
Eng John Williams PCCh t:£c;;;L 
� 
CITY OF KNOXVILLE (Knox) -E- 179,973 F . Yr .12/31 Elec.ll/64 Phone 523-2151 
Every other Tuesday, 7 : 30 . p .m. , at Civic Auditorium-Coliseum Zip Code 37900 




















�ai:i .Li,onarJ R. l°?oj�rfScS Dr . Olin L. Adams, Jr . 
John W .  McCallie FC John P. Anderton 
Dwight W .  Kessel Eng James P .  ;Futrell 
Howard N .  Kesley PA Charles O .  Currier 
Cas Walker PCCh W .  E .  Cole 
Max Friedman �Lib Donald C .  Potter 
Milton E .  Roberts , Sr . Jg Charles G .  Kelley 
teefiard R. Rogers Ale-, J.Jafk'JA John R .  Boring 
Ralph Longmire SSP James W. Whisman, Jr . 
·R-;-Ir.--eross-J:ey n�na£1i ... ,,,. J), 1£!'D Maynard Glenn l!9_, &c-wt ..Re:�F¥'-:JV'll'flllllm"'t'l"r1dt--1'E�.--flOh:>'g"l-l""e�sey�tt..,,., N• rn<l.- ])PZ Wm. C .  McCannnon 
Roy I .  Gentry �v � f<, w, fl:. 1=2e.t�J:i;- . s;-rlwQ rdy 1), Kn'Pxv1.l1.e Utilities Board 
D .?no�o �--"��--".=..:..;;;.,..;;.;-....�...;;...:;.;;.;..;;.; r. J .  G .  Walls . Chm Thomas I .  Stephenson, Jr . 
�Hm-r±s· JJWIA{ GenMgr M.  B. Whitaker 
Leonard Dow Q EMgr C .  E:  Tarwater 
C .  M .  Long- SG P ,  B .  Winchel 
SWW Ernest D .  Hawkins 
�n. /!;,/� JluJ·1f..lv SAccts Edwin C .  Hoskins 
TOWN OF LAFAYETTE (Macon ) -M- 1 00 F .Yr . 6  0 Elec . 66 Phone 666-21 4 
First Tuesday each month, 7 : 00 p .m. , at City Hall 
Mayor Will Hall Sullivan 
�a-y��Free€lge. 
Coun Dr .  E .  M. Froedge 
Coun Dr . Jack Clark 
Coun Charles Gregory 








Zip Code 370 3 
Ralph Jent 
Dewey Jent 
C .  R .  Jent 
Hillous Hance 
Guy Carter 
F .  O .  Harris 
Phone 562-3731 -CITY OF LAFOLLETTE (Campbell) -E- 7,130 F . Y r . 9/30 Elec . 11 /65 










Dr . R. C. Pryse 
M. H. Scott (DFin) 
.J.&e H. Carden; �. 
R .  C .  Alley 
Hodge Stanfield 
J .  E .  Raleigh 
David B .  Rogers 
Ancil Douglas 












Alex Carson I I Churl B , ±ry"re ct..u 1�t l'.\.I t: . tJ� 
G .  H. Lovely l7l I. , �W\I id s. Mars f.MvJ._LJJ..; VfJ..Uf.VJ 
Curt Bibee 
Charles R. Wright , J r .  
Clyde Wol fenbarger 
Ml:-s. Glaays Wen�e-r I(� <! . <§���� 
�� ri:J �  d<1 
Jame N .  Loupe 
l tU<fl\A-tl.- i'?>aJla-fP 
Phone TOWN OF LAGRANGE (Fayette) -W- 217 F . Yr . 6/30 Elec . 






F .  M.  Parham 
w .  E .  Burch 
w .  B .  Franklin 






Tom R. Beasley 
John McNeil! 
T. W. Rives 
Dan Tal ley 
Phone 3838 TOWN OF LAKE CITY (Anderson) -E - 1,914 F . Yr . 12 /31 Elec . 10/65 










Loyall  W. Vandergri f f  
..J.&ck Elliott-
Robert H.  Gibbs 
�er En o� f/en·;,,, 
Donald R. Pemberton 
Harry L .  Watts 
Graydon H .  Lovely 
.....J .. l •• Rtggs 










T .  L .  Hollas 




Charles S tevens 
Charles Oldham 
Seigle Kitts 
Anna Lou Ayers 
CITY OF *LAKEWOOD Davidson -M- l 896 F . Yr . 6  30 Elec . 
First and third Thursday each month , 7 : 30 p . m . , at  City Hall 
O ffices close Saturday all day, all year 
Phone 84 7-2187 Nashville 





C .  L. Ferrell 








H. Phi l l ip Saddler 
Dr.  E .  B .  Rhea 
*Addres s :  City Hal l ,  P .  O .  Box 1 2 5 ,  Old Hickory, Tennessee 
**Addres s :  1807 Overton S t . , Old Hickory, Tennessee 
36 












Dr .  M.  L .  tumpkins 
o. C .  Graves 
William C .  Powell 
William E .  Boston 
Joe J .  Fisher 
John F .  Morrison 
Martha Potts 
R .  G .  Dunn 
M.  F .  Dugger 
Leonard Staggs 












Zip Code 3 
D .  H .  Truitt 
Oscar Bossham 
Dr . J .  W .  Danley 
Robert Hood 
J .  W .  Daniels 
Lloyd Comer 
Howard L .  Tabor 
John Roberts 
W.  F .  Alexander 
William C .  Powell 
CITY OF LEBANON Wilson -M- 11 l l F .Yr . 6  0 Elec.10 6 Phone 444-6 00 First and third Tuesday each month, 5 : 00 p .m. , at City Service Center Zip Code 370 7 
Mayor Charles D .  Loyd BI Ernest P .  Belcher, Jr . Ald John R .  Hatcher Eng W.  G .  Neal Ald Kenneth O .  Lester, Jr . HBCh Pierce Dodson Ald J .  C .  Johnson HOff Dr .  Kenneth Tilley Ald Frank Coles PC Ch John D .  Greer Atty Vincent Cason SP-RBCh George Williams Jg Jack Lowery sww John J .  Martin, Sr . CF in-CD Jack Bixler TA George Hodges CPW Jesse F .  Coe DH James Rhea Clemmons CoP-FC Maurice Young 











Guy F .  Tallent Atty 
Erskin Foshee CoP 
Fred Nelson ScS 
:Arnold Jenkins FC 
Nathan Tinder SU 
Don Kelley Lib 
Harry Wampler CD 
Henry C .  Foster RD 
Robert Proaps BI 
eurt-±s-Monge-:r: �. VJal:iiv ,!A.,( tJ 
?6t h 
37 
Thomas F .  Ingram 
Otis Brewer 
J .  Guy Buckner / 
'tr-.-� ;fl ,l 
Lester C .  Brabson 
Mrs . T .  E .  Mills 
Harold Duff 
Ralph Adams 
�wn· � 't l 
Phone 562-3731 -CITY OF LAFOLLETTE (Campbell) -E- 7,130 F . Y r . 9/30 Elec . 11 /65 
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C .  L. Ferrell 








H. Phi l l ip Saddler 
Dr.  E .  B .  Rhea 
*Addres s :  City Hal l ,  P .  O .  Box 1 2 5 ,  Old Hickory, Tennessee 
**Addres s :  1807 Overton S t . , Old Hickory, Tennessee 
36 
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o. C .  Graves 
William C .  Powell 
William E .  Boston 
Joe J .  Fisher 
John F .  Morrison 
Martha Potts 
R .  G .  Dunn 
M.  F .  Dugger 
Leonard Staggs 












Zip Code 3 
D .  H .  Truitt 
Oscar Bossham 
Dr . J .  W .  Danley 
Robert Hood 
J .  W .  Daniels 
Lloyd Comer 
Howard L .  Tabor 
John Roberts 
W.  F .  Alexander 
William C .  Powell 
CITY OF LEBANON Wilson -M- 11 l l F .Yr . 6  0 Elec.10 6 Phone 444-6 00 First and third Tuesday each month, 5 : 00 p .m. , at City Service Center Zip Code 370 7 
Mayor Charles D .  Loyd BI Ernest P .  Belcher, Jr . Ald John R .  Hatcher Eng W.  G .  Neal Ald Kenneth O .  Lester, Jr . HBCh Pierce Dodson Ald J .  C .  Johnson HOff Dr .  Kenneth Tilley Ald Frank Coles PC Ch John D .  Greer Atty Vincent Cason SP-RBCh George Williams Jg Jack Lowery sww John J .  Martin, Sr . CF in-CD Jack Bixler TA George Hodges CPW Jesse F .  Coe DH James Rhea Clemmons CoP-FC Maurice Young 











Guy F .  Tallent Atty 
Erskin Foshee CoP 
Fred Nelson ScS 
:Arnold Jenkins FC 
Nathan Tinder SU 
Don Kelley Lib 
Harry Wampler CD 
Henry C .  Foster RD 
Robert Proaps BI 
eurt-±s-Monge-:r: �. VJal:iiv ,!A.,( tJ 
?6t h 
37 
Thomas F .  Ingram 
Otis Brewer 
J .  Guy Buckner / 
'tr-.-� ;fl ,l 
Lester C .  Brabson 
Mrs . T .  E .  Mills 
Harold Duff 
Ralph Adams 
�wn· � 't l 
CITY OF LEWISBURG Marshall -M- 6 7
70 F . Yr . 6  30 
First Tuesday each month, 7 : 30 p .m. , at
 City Hall 
Elec . 5  65 Phone 359-1544 














Dr . J .  C .  Leonard 
James W .  Endsley 
Thurman Thompson 





::Chomas-H..-Lig�. tt �IJA,) 
Fel* Jnimb&J?-t \} • yn • :J Q 








James Bradford � $AL}j_;7c) .J.ee Caat:ee-1 -.:J� 
Aubrey Duncan Irl"'o"yd Eltl!!'i-dge 
Leonard Adams 
LL .  µ ,  w-.VJJ 
fl 
Curtis R.  Watters J /,Jt � '\ it.' ( ft 13.tl�c_kl>Jl I 
( '"P13C..h 
55 ·p  
F .  H. Minturn 
John Andrews , J r .  
W illL.t-.-. 1V 'fnro ui) 
J� . o. �e-�/J 
9 30 Elec . 9  65 Phone 968-2701 NGTON H derson -W- 4 4 7 7  F .Yr . d 38351 TOWN OF LEXI en h 7 JO p .m. , at  City Hall Zip Co e 
First Tue sday after firs t Monday each mo
nt , : 
Jack Hay CoP 
John Hicks Connally 
Mayor FC Wyatt Threadgill 
V-May Curry Sullivan Jg Jack Hay 
Ald Rex Pope ScS Paul Caywood 
Ald Edward Bailey SS Guy Hodgin 
Ald James Holcomb sww W .  P .  Veteto 
Ald L .  M. Powers ,  Jr.  Lester Warren EMgr 
Ald H. E .  Baker CD A. R.  Wallace , J r .  
Ald James T. Roberts WBCh L .  T .  Hay 
CR0Tr H. B .  Bagwell BI Truman Lewis ,  Jr . 
DPZ Gary Head PBCh James Holcomb 
SG John E .  Lewis 
SSP Sam A .  Lewis 
TOWN OF LIBERTY (DeKalb) -M- 336 F .Yr . Elec . 9 /64 Phone 
h h 7 ·. 00 p . m . , at Liberty Savings B
ank Zip Code 





C .  L .  Keith Ald 
Ald Ben Adamson 
Guy Mathis CR-Tr 
�-H�maR f?4�lu,cJ_ 0 {{� m--iQ-,J C R.  
E. D .  Givan 
Brown Murphy 
Brown Murphy 
� .  � .  KlLu-�tJ 
TOWN OF LINDEN (Perry} -W- 1,086 F . Yr . 12/31 Elec . 1 2 /65 
First Monday each month, 7 : 00 p .m . , at
 City Hall 
Phone 589-4581 








Jesse G. Tate 
'Eeft HM>n� o_.k 
W. J .  Edwards 
Harold Savage 
S .  B. Tatum 
James Tucker 
J .  R. Jordan 
Mar 













Harry Kirk 1 ,.J­QVV\ (j- Jj;J_)t- 1\.lVUt ,, AV 
(Ut..t'-yJ f..!. ,.). � ;, 1 • •  - ,, , ) 
37095 
TOWN OF LIVINGSTON Overton -M- 2 817 F . Yr . 8  1 Elec .9 64 Phone 82 -4400 
First Monday each month, 7 : 00 p .m . ,  at City Hall Zip Code 3 570 














Charles N .  Eley 
James P .  Kuykendall, Jr . 
J ,  T .  Poindexter 
lsa \t.-Qepe 









.MiJrla-l'd-V-r-0!tk:tey 2�v 7n, R� 
�a.in Pe1;e;p.:ma.n · 
Clallde Watkins c/'.M.J ftv j)� �Pe.� . �l<---�V p�-Ji"l, 
Bm:ns A;v:e'1'<&t--t- /:, • ..,5, Q/U. 6-·J 
Landsflord.-Dooree !( .... A._t � 1...�  
Johnnie Ringley 
·Vh-ofr.-Ma,s;l:;eJ;.S. �Yh.t J.-1 /J • �,J 
CITY OF LOBELVILLE (Perry) -W- 449 F .Yr .12/31 Elec . 6/65 Phone 593-4191 
First Monday each month, 7 : 30 p .m . ,  at City Hall Zip Code 37097 




Earl H .  Salhanye 
Ray W. Warren 
R .  N .  Cu1p 
Mgr 
CR 
Robert H .  Bates 
A .  W .  Ashton 
TOWN OF IJJOKOUT MOUNTAIN (Hamilton -E- 1 81 F .Yr . 7  1 Elec . 8  64 Phone 821- 1 1  







Charles W. Whela.nd 
Nick F .  Senter 
Pemberton Cooley, Jr . 
W. Layne Verlenden 
W .  G .  Raoul, Jr . 







Albert L .  Hodge 
Cecil Vaughn �nyea A, Green � ��1u 
Raymond Stamps 
*Address : Suite 115 Provident Bldg . ,  Chattanooga, Tennessee 
8 -54 4 
Second and fourth Wednesday each month, : 00 p .m . ,  at City Hall 
Offices close every afternoon, all year 




Dr .  M .  H .  Weathers 
0 .  S .  Beecham 
John Neidert 
Atty Boston, Harwell & Weatherford 
CR '--l?J,;z.,a. Adeline Fredebeil 
39 
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(Ut..t'-yJ f..!. ,.). � ;, 1 • •  - ,, , ) 
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Earl H .  Salhanye 
Ray W. Warren 
R .  N .  Cu1p 
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CR 
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A .  W .  Ashton 
TOWN OF IJJOKOUT MOUNTAIN (Hamilton -E- 1 81 F .Yr . 7  1 Elec . 8  64 Phone 821- 1 1  
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Nick F .  Senter 
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W. Layne Verlenden 
W .  G .  Raoul, Jr . 







Albert L .  Hodge 
Cecil Vaughn �nyea A, Green � ��1u 
Raymond Stamps 
*Address : Suite 115 Provident Bldg . ,  Chattanooga, Tennessee 
8 -54 4 
Second and fourth Wednesday each month, : 00 p .m . ,  at City Hall 
Offices close every afternoon, all year 




Dr .  M .  H .  Weathers 
0 .  S .  Beecham 
John Neidert 
Atty Boston, Harwell & Weatherford 
CR '--l?J,;z.,a. Adeline Fredebeil 
39 
CITY OF LOUDON (Loudon) -E - 4,269 F .Yr . 6 /30 Elec . 6 /65 
Second Monday each month , 7 : 00 p .m . , at City Hall . 
O ffices close Wednesday afternoon, all year 
Phone 458-2202 








Don P .  Smith Qo.L- ()') , C,� FC �r. F, Geor-ge-lAf� , SS 
&a�T-r=B;.-rk.}wH:Z•· J11,rvn� 5, R�WW 
Joe V .  Watkins CD 
Bud Sewell EMgr 
A .  M.  Fowler RBCh 
Bert Ratledge PCCh 
�BC..'1 
Charles Varner ,  Jr. 
Ray Lovin 
Otis Purdy 
"George Kile¥- � <f.dtj I .  H.  Watson 
R. T. Birkholz nA /\ !!,,,. ) -!h:=T Bi.x:khol.z- "fl"-Je.- (1-.·QJ.., l) . f. j��J 
TOWN OF LUTTRELL (Union) -E- 880 F . Yr . 3 / 1 7  Elec . 3 /65 Phone 9
92 -5550 
Meetings held at 8 : 00 p . m .  Zip Code
 37779 
Mayor Lloyd Needham CJi�v  J .  H. Wyrick 
�J ""/d""ct- �11 Hutsun J� hluJ � A-rd- �..Deaai:e- Conley 
� 'lttd- &a..1"l-SJ:OMe.i:.& ��vrJ l .  '7T)..tM.£fl CR Roy Shockley* 
1 � l"A-l-rl- Elmo Kitts �CoP �rl � ·  HillJ tL , fl -rt"". ···- . f ' 1 � 
*Address :  Box 5 1 ,  Luttre l l ,  ennessee 
TOWN OF LYNCHBURG (Moore) -M- 564 F . Yr . 7 /31 Elec . 8l64 Phone 
759-7743 
Zip Code 3.7352 Call meetings 






Max G. Ervin 
CoP 




Dr . F .  H. Booher 
Conner Motlow 
Quinn J .  Hil 1 
TOWN OF LYNNVILLE (Giles) -M- 362 F . Yr . 1 2 /31 Elec . 4 /65 
Phone 527 -3253 
First Thursday each month, .  7 : 30 p . m . , at Mayor ' s  O f fice 





�kdrir G r-aJ If f/e;;x} 
w. B. Capley- 'Pc,v_.,\ .Br t..t..m m'1 t; 





L E Mo� lv t.j /e s  L<..h. lls 
James H. Body 
Leroy Hanna 
CITY OF McEWEN (Humphreys) -M- 9 7 9  F . Yr . 5/31 Elec . 5 /65 
Second Tuesday each month , 7 : 00 p . m. , at City Hall 
O ffices close Thursday all day , all year 
Phone 582-6211 






Basil E .  Florencp1_ , • _ ;\ld 
James R. Buckner 
Deaeld B�rym&a � 17. /lj,v,Ulu.Vss N .  R .  Parchman 
Sam Abernathy CR E .  C .  Pullen 
�a>-H-R&ge.r.s. �U<J J. µ,�Mar-SWW-CD Doyle Brown 













Y. D .  Moore CoP 
Lawton Brush FC 
Boyd Blackburn, Jr . ScS T .  L .  Lewis Clk 
I.eon Chapman n , SWW 
Guy Fum9a.nks, J:.p., �1J J). TYJ�Jg 
Walter Trevathan CD 
W. R .  Stobbe HOff 
H .  B .  Brummitt Lib 
-.J, w Atk:i.ns.,-g;i: . Toe. u.Ja r d  BI 
SS 
. TOWN OF McLEMORESVILLE (Carroll) -W- 285 F. Yr . 6  O 





B. Clifton Blow 
Harold Blow 
*k�eK-i-nney 
Billy D .  Robinson 
52-2264 




W. H .  DinwiddiiJ 
�e-p.-Epe.wez:, rvn� .J.:iuf.4' 
Homer Bullock ' 
Mrs. Ruth Collins 
Dr .  J. T.  Holmes 
Mrs • Mary Hines 
Sam P .  Scarbrough 
Hollis Hopper 
1 
William E. 0 1 Neill 
James V .  Smith 




I ) TOWN OF McMINNVILLE (Warren)  -M- 9,851 F.Yr. 6/30 Elec.12/6J/ Phone lf 13 - ;>/.:)� 
Mayor Franklin P. Blue . � ,  V-May�J, G....Mye:t:s JJ�.J... 1/ .  
Ald./"' �Sam Martin, Jr . Ald Nestor Stewart 
Ald Aaron Durham 
Ald Charles Keplinger 
Ald J ,  C. Panter 
Atty C .  E .  Haston 
CR-Jg-Tr Robert A .  Elkins 
CoP H .  D. Mitchell 
CP Nestor Stewart 





















�o ii T?WN OF MADISONVILLE (Monroe ) -E- 1,812 F. Yr.9/6� Elec.21!:/± Phone 442-2622 
First Tuesday each quarter, 7 : 30 p. m. , at City Hall Zip Code 37354 











��&P'Fi.�11 R. C .  J!/rnbrtJilj/, 
Leon Harvey 




Joe Jim Richards 
W4111atn (Bill )narrin 
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�� �. o{!.uu�;) �a G. ;ga,�1eJd 9 . RJ. o{� 
Anderson Hatcher 
Dr . H .  M. McQuire 
Taylor Howard Q A -I­Dr. w. o. Iti"ggs AJ.olv R. � 
Leon Harvey 
Kenneth White 
tvv. R .  c. . ;/.-:,,Ju..6t'JV 
CITY OF LOUDON (Loudon) -E - 4,269 F .Yr . 6 /30 Elec . 6 /65 
Second Monday each month , 7 : 00 p .m . , at City Hall . 
O ffices close Wednesday afternoon, all year 
Phone 458-2202 








Don P .  Smith Qo.L- ()') , C,� FC �r. F, Geor-ge-lAf� , SS 
&a�T-r=B;.-rk.}wH:Z•· J11,rvn� 5, R�WW 
Joe V .  Watkins CD 
Bud Sewell EMgr 
A .  M.  Fowler RBCh 
Bert Ratledge PCCh 
�BC..'1 
Charles Varner ,  Jr. 
Ray Lovin 
Otis Purdy 
"George Kile¥- � <f.dtj I .  H.  Watson 
R. T. Birkholz nA /\ !!,,,. ) -!h:=T Bi.x:khol.z- "fl"-Je.- (1-.·QJ.., l) . f. j��J 
TOWN OF LUTTRELL (Union) -E- 880 F . Yr . 3 / 1 7  Elec . 3 /65 Phone 9
92 -5550 
Meetings held at 8 : 00 p . m .  Zip Code
 37779 
Mayor Lloyd Needham CJi�v  J .  H. Wyrick 
�J ""/d""ct- �11 Hutsun J� hluJ � A-rd- �..Deaai:e- Conley 
� 'lttd- &a..1"l-SJ:OMe.i:.& ��vrJ l .  '7T)..tM.£fl CR Roy Shockley* 
1 � l"A-l-rl- Elmo Kitts �CoP �rl � ·  HillJ tL , fl -rt"". ···- . f ' 1 � 
*Address :  Box 5 1 ,  Luttre l l ,  ennessee 
TOWN OF LYNCHBURG (Moore) -M- 564 F . Yr . 7 /31 Elec . 8l64 Phone 
759-7743 
Zip Code 3.7352 Call meetings 






Max G. Ervin 
CoP 




Dr . F .  H. Booher 
Conner Motlow 
Quinn J .  Hil 1 
TOWN OF LYNNVILLE (Giles) -M- 362 F . Yr . 1 2 /31 Elec . 4 /65 
Phone 527 -3253 
First Thursday each month, .  7 : 30 p . m . , at Mayor ' s  O f fice 





�kdrir G r-aJ If f/e;;x} 
w. B. Capley- 'Pc,v_.,\ .Br t..t..m m'1 t; 





L E Mo� lv t.j /e s  L<..h. lls 
James H. Body 
Leroy Hanna 
CITY OF McEWEN (Humphreys) -M- 9 7 9  F . Yr . 5/31 Elec . 5 /65 
Second Tuesday each month , 7 : 00 p . m. , at City Hall 
O ffices close Thursday all day , all year 
Phone 582-6211 






Basil E .  Florencp1_ , • _ ;\ld 
James R. Buckner 
Deaeld B�rym&a � 17. /lj,v,Ulu.Vss N .  R .  Parchman 
Sam Abernathy CR E .  C .  Pullen 
�a>-H-R&ge.r.s. �U<J J. µ,�Mar-SWW-CD Doyle Brown 













Y. D .  Moore CoP 
Lawton Brush FC 
Boyd Blackburn, Jr . ScS T .  L .  Lewis Clk 
I.eon Chapman n , SWW 
Guy Fum9a.nks, J:.p., �1J J). TYJ�Jg 
Walter Trevathan CD 
W. R .  Stobbe HOff 
H .  B .  Brummitt Lib 
-.J, w Atk:i.ns.,-g;i: . Toe. u.Ja r d  BI 
SS 
. TOWN OF McLEMORESVILLE (Carroll) -W- 285 F. Yr . 6  O 





B. Clifton Blow 
Harold Blow 
*k�eK-i-nney 
Billy D .  Robinson 
52-2264 




W. H .  DinwiddiiJ 
�e-p.-Epe.wez:, rvn� .J.:iuf.4' 
Homer Bullock ' 
Mrs. Ruth Collins 
Dr .  J. T.  Holmes 
Mrs • Mary Hines 
Sam P .  Scarbrough 
Hollis Hopper 
1 
William E. 0 1 Neill 
James V .  Smith 




I ) TOWN OF McMINNVILLE (Warren)  -M- 9,851 F.Yr. 6/30 Elec.12/6J/ Phone lf 13 - ;>/.:)� 
Mayor Franklin P. Blue . � ,  V-May�J, G....Mye:t:s JJ�.J... 1/ .  
Ald./"' �Sam Martin, Jr . Ald Nestor Stewart 
Ald Aaron Durham 
Ald Charles Keplinger 
Ald J ,  C. Panter 
Atty C .  E .  Haston 
CR-Jg-Tr Robert A .  Elkins 
CoP H .  D. Mitchell 
CP Nestor Stewart 





















�o ii T?WN OF MADISONVILLE (Monroe ) -E- 1,812 F. Yr.9/6� Elec.21!:/± Phone 442-2622 
First Tuesday each quarter, 7 : 30 p. m. , at City Hall Zip Code 37354 











��&P'Fi.�11 R. C .  J!/rnbrtJilj/, 
Leon Harvey 




Joe Jim Richards 
W4111atn (Bill )narrin 
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�� �. o{!.uu�;) �a G. ;ga,�1eJd 9 . RJ. o{� 
Anderson Hatcher 
Dr . H .  M. McQuire 
Taylor Howard Q A -I­Dr. w. o. Iti"ggs AJ.olv R. � 
Leon Harvey 
Kenneth White 
tvv. R .  c. . ;/.-:,,Ju..6t'JV 
CITY OF MANCHESTER (Coffee) -M- 3,,930 F .  Yr . 6/30  Elec . 5/65 Phone 728-2112 
First and third Tuesday each month, 7 : 30 p.m. , at City Hall Zip Cpde 37355 
Mayor -:B;i:a. Olarenee-ll�ar-1'8.� Cf:�;f.�FC Floyd Fetzer 
V-Ma Qftarle�'ife·a:l �LJ t.<AHOff Ralph Arnold 
Ald <Rt& ) ScS Clyde Evans Q f- Rll'7>.•J.J 
Ald Doyle Lewis , Atty -R±cha:rd Harri-son /JA� - -r-
Ald loyd McMahan, Jr . CD John R .  Collins, J
r . 
Ald Wann w .  Blackburn CoP B .  C .  Kendrick 
Ald Dr. Jessee Overall DPW Bud Winton 
CR-Jg-TA Ja,ek-J:Gne£ .S�rri Keele,. RBCh Wendell Becker 
Lib Betty Jackson SWW Charlie Turner n iµJ 
SSP Walter Sain PCCh 
Kennetih Winne'b't �v )Jrn 
WBCh Rober� Thompson 
,) ya-r It l .J _,/ w. ..211 ei 'I 'f',.Jb It./ 
CITY OF MARTINjWeakley) -W- 4.z.120 F.Yr .6Q9__;:::,El:::;,:e;.:;c:..:.·--Ph:..,;;.::o�n:.:;:,e�5;.;;.8.J-7-...;2�3:.�13�----










C .  E .  Weldon 
Willard Rooks 
Fred Wade 











N .  B. Williams 
Toro Winston 





First Tuesday each month, 7 : 30 p.m. , at Municipal Building 
Mayor �am li Rob<>:i;sGa I. � �  {CPwl:Off 
V-Ma�::>Ben-L� Gate teP±rr) � t?i. 'n\V1'*'.rw"�cS 
Comm ;:::>Luther M .  Kidd �eF, OP1 lJ;L Lib 
Comm ?H-1I-.--G;r:iee�'1CliL) }Jh...M,,\V- . SU 
Atty Hugh E .  Delozier 6 ca:, fl) UBCh 
CoP John R .  Bluford CD 
Eng-BI Herman Best SWW-SSP 
FC Stanley Hannah PCCh 
CR -05-'Tf" Lynn Shasteen 
Dr. Julian C .  Lentz 
J .  P .  Stewart 
Mrs . Frank Nance 
Frank Allen 
Frank McNutt 
Col. Merle Delaney 
v Joe B .  Irwin 
W .  C . Kennedy 
TOW:N/ OF MASON (Ti ton ) -W- 407 F .  Yr . 12 31 Elec . 4 65 Phone 
Second Monday each month, : 00 p .m . , at Mason Fire House Zip Code 3 0 9 
hyor J .  A .  Whitaker 
Ald C. E .  Nash 




sv.rw Ald Doyle Men'i"s J.J · c/. JJ� '/"" , 
Ald N ,  R .  Seay J Mar 
Ald B .  P. Atkins 
42 
Thomas Yarbrough 
Mrs . Laura P. O 'Kelly 
John Tipton 
C .  E. Nash 
E .  E .  Waddell 
TOWN OF MAURY CITY Crockett -W-
Last Friday each month, 7 : 00 p .m. , at City Hall 
Offices close Wednesday all day, �Mary;. through August 
Mayor Ben Buford � Ald 
Ald J .  M. Riddick CR-SWW 
- Ald B .  G .  Snider ScS 
Ald W. P .  Harper Mar 
Ald Charles Jetton SS 
TOWN OF MAYNARDVILLE Union 
First Thursday each month, : 00 p .m. , at Steiners 
Mayor Grader L. Johnson 
Comm E .  J .  Stiner 
.comm. V-fl\� Kermit Beeler 





TOWN OF MEDINA Gibson -W- 22 F . Yr .12 1 Elec . 







Moody J .  Mills 
Fred Johnson 









*Address : Humboldt, Tennessee 
1 ;l 111 




B .  G .  Snider 
Ha-t"v�@t.sea­
Cecil Turnage 
Hugh S .  Wise 
T .  L .  McDonald 
E .  J .  Ailor 
J .  H .  Collette 
Phone 






� -�� d ;)_. 
TOWN OF MEDON ' Madison -W- 7 F .  Yr .6  0 Elec . 6  66 Phone 42 -10 8 Jackson) 
First Monday each quarter, 7 : 30 p .m. , at Upton ' s  Store Zip Code 3 35 
Frank Upton 
Chester Holland 
Mrs .  P .  E .  Smith 




Iii B. Roene 
Mrs . Griff McDaniel 
Sammie Wilson 
CITY OF MANCHESTER (Coffee) -M- 3,,930 F .  Yr . 6/30  Elec . 5/65 Phone 728-2112 
First and third Tuesday each month, 7 : 30 p.m. , at City Hall Zip Cpde 37355 
Mayor -:B;i:a. Olarenee-ll�ar-1'8.� Cf:�;f.�FC Floyd Fetzer 
V-Ma Qftarle�'ife·a:l �LJ t.<AHOff Ralph Arnold 
Ald <Rt& ) ScS Clyde Evans Q f- Rll'7>.•J.J 
Ald Doyle Lewis , Atty -R±cha:rd Harri-son /JA� - -r-
Ald loyd McMahan, Jr . CD John R .  Collins, J
r . 
Ald Wann w .  Blackburn CoP B .  C .  Kendrick 
Ald Dr. Jessee Overall DPW Bud Winton 
CR-Jg-TA Ja,ek-J:Gne£ .S�rri Keele,. RBCh Wendell Becker 
Lib Betty Jackson SWW Charlie Turner n iµJ 
SSP Walter Sain PCCh 
Kennetih Winne'b't �v )Jrn 
WBCh Rober� Thompson 
,) ya-r It l .J _,/ w. ..211 ei 'I 'f',.Jb It./ 
CITY OF MARTINjWeakley) -W- 4.z.120 F.Yr .6Q9__;:::,El:::;,:e;.:;c:..:.·--Ph:..,;;.::o�n:.:;:,e�5;.;;.8.J-7-...;2�3:.�13�----










C .  E .  Weldon 
Willard Rooks 
Fred Wade 











N .  B. Williams 
Toro Winston 





First Tuesday each month, 7 : 30 p.m. , at Municipal Building 
Mayor �am li Rob<>:i;sGa I. � �  {CPwl:Off 
V-Ma�::>Ben-L� Gate teP±rr) � t?i. 'n\V1'*'.rw"�cS 
Comm ;:::>Luther M .  Kidd �eF, OP1 lJ;L Lib 
Comm ?H-1I-.--G;r:iee�'1CliL) }Jh...M,,\V- . SU 
Atty Hugh E .  Delozier 6 ca:, fl) UBCh 
CoP John R .  Bluford CD 
Eng-BI Herman Best SWW-SSP 
FC Stanley Hannah PCCh 
CR -05-'Tf" Lynn Shasteen 
Dr. Julian C .  Lentz 
J .  P .  Stewart 
Mrs . Frank Nance 
Frank Allen 
Frank McNutt 
Col. Merle Delaney 
v Joe B .  Irwin 
W .  C . Kennedy 
TOW:N/ OF MASON (Ti ton ) -W- 407 F .  Yr . 12 31 Elec . 4 65 Phone 
Second Monday each month, : 00 p .m . , at Mason Fire House Zip Code 3 0 9 
hyor J .  A .  Whitaker 
Ald C. E .  Nash 




sv.rw Ald Doyle Men'i"s J.J · c/. JJ� '/"" , 
Ald N ,  R .  Seay J Mar 
Ald B .  P. Atkins 
42 
Thomas Yarbrough 
Mrs . Laura P. O 'Kelly 
John Tipton 
C .  E. Nash 
E .  E .  Waddell 
TOWN OF MAURY CITY Crockett -W-
Last Friday each month, 7 : 00 p .m. , at City Hall 
Offices close Wednesday all day, �Mary;. through August 
Mayor Ben Buford � Ald 
Ald J .  M. Riddick CR-SWW 
- Ald B .  G .  Snider ScS 
Ald W. P .  Harper Mar 
Ald Charles Jetton SS 
TOWN OF MAYNARDVILLE Union 
First Thursday each month, : 00 p .m. , at Steiners 
Mayor Grader L. Johnson 
Comm E .  J .  Stiner 
.comm. V-fl\� Kermit Beeler 





TOWN OF MEDINA Gibson -W- 22 F . Yr .12 1 Elec . 







Moody J .  Mills 
Fred Johnson 









*Address : Humboldt, Tennessee 
1 ;l 111 




B .  G .  Snider 
Ha-t"v�@t.sea­
Cecil Turnage 
Hugh S .  Wise 
T .  L .  McDonald 
E .  J .  Ailor 
J .  H .  Collette 
Phone 






� -�� d ;)_. 
TOWN OF MEDON ' Madison -W- 7 F .  Yr .6  0 Elec . 6  66 Phone 42 -10 8 Jackson) 
First Monday each quarter, 7 : 30 p .m. , at Upton ' s  Store Zip Code 3 35 
Frank Upton 
Chester Holland 
Mrs .  P .  E .  Smith 




Iii B. Roene 
Mrs . Griff McDaniel 
Sammie Wilson 
CITY OF MEMPHIS (Shelb ) -W- 497 524 · F . Yr . 12 31 Elec .11 67 Phone 27.-6621 
Tuesday each week, 2 : 30 p . m . , at Shelby Cowity Courthouse Zip Code 3 100 
Offices close Saturday all day, all year 
Mayor William B .  Ingram/. Q1.1, 
V-May Claude A .  Armour ( CP, CF ) 
Comm Pete Sisson (CPW) 
Comm James W. Moore (CF in ) 
Comm Hunter Lane, Jr. 
Atty Patrick Johnson, Sr. 
CoP J .  C .  MacDonald 
Eng Thomas Maxson 
DPZ Jerrold A .  Moore 
SSP James Cole 
RD Marion Hale 
SP H .  S .  Lewis 
Lib Lamar Wallis 














Harry L. 'f'ho:ma'S �lnt..'J.-- � 
W. A .  Taylor (l 
E .  C .  Stimbert 1 1 , Beverl;)i Doushe ( City) fw.w� w� c......, 
John c. Colton ( City-traffic )  
Kenneth A .  Turner (Juvenile ) 
Ray w; . Churchill 
Harry Pierotti 
/U,,vn'\,().//-v �i� 1V (') • Col . J:elu'.J. F._som\n� W . .kJ. 11\.H.../.u.� 
L .  D .  Erwin 
SG W. A .  Ryan _L.;;;;i.1o1.gh;.;.t.;;..,�G...;;a;.;;.s_..;.;.&_v...;la;.;.t;.;e;.;;r_D.;;;i_v;.;.is;.;1;;.;· o;....n 
Compt C ,  u) ,  Gfie,:r� Crutchfield � • �res James Ray Morton 
HOff �P&¥e&. ilA. ,  ?)t-!J.v �8WW J .  J .  Davis 
�GGB-DH Walter S immon s EMgr C .  L .  Osenbaugh 
PA Walter Joyce SG H .  S .  Jones 
rcc h vx� � 
Fourth Monday each month, 7 : 00 p . m . , at Michie High School Zip Code 
Mayor 
Ald 





Mrs .  H .  Manuel 
CITY OF MIDDLETON (Hardeman -W- 461 F . Yr . 6  0 Elec . 3  6 Phone 76-2521 






Francis L. Simpson, Jr . 
Charles Yopp 




Zip Code 3 052 
Harry Shelly 
C .  M .  Campbell 
Second Tuesday each month, 7 : 30 p . m . , at City Hall Zip Code 3 35 












R .  C .  Frank n J- .  M. JoR� w . J. Y:b� 
Ri chard Burrow, Jr . 
J .  D .  Bullington 
Bennett Holmes 













He3±ana \1-a\iglH:i. �ll�...J.. A� 
W .  G .  Thomas � 1. .  J liEWa'I'd ['aylor �M""I� d  
Jesse R .  Douglas 
Paul Anderson 






'.['OWN OF MILLEOOEVILLE & McNair -1f. Phone 
Second Thursday each month , 7 : 00 p . m. , Zip Code 3 359 
Joe L .  Hutton 
H .  D .  Bridges 
Faye Harwell 





..£u::.s al in e lill gb e.s 
Roy McKinzie 
Russel Watson 
A .  E .  Hudson 
()}����� 
First Monday each month , : 00 p . m . ,  at City Hall Zip . Code 3 053 










Thomas F .  Hall 
c. C .  Hollingsworth 
Charles Baker 
Leonard Dunavant 
W. V. Fo!� /..., ' C. Vocks o"  
Gea:eman-Smi-i;h W • � , H o w a r  c\ 
C .  W .  Maley 











Mrs . Lois Uffelman 
James W. Watson 
Don Moncier 
Victor Pitts 
Charles W. Pruitt 
Thomas L .  Goin 
Thomas H .  Hall 
L .  W .  Miles 
Gordon Moffatt 
TOWN OF MITCHELLVILLE (Sumner) -M- 184 F . Yr . 6/30 Ele c . 10/64 Phone 






George Coker Ald 
� T, {), 0-l.eu-U>'-CR 
Robert Gilli�m CoP 
James-Keen ..(;; -«4, t L 7(/� C«1{6-... 4Clk 
Otho Wright O�r 
(Grundy & 
o. E .  Ausbrooks 
John Gari et t- b.-<.<..c.l'1 )i...J � 
Otho Wright 
Evelyn Suell 
J ,  L .  Hinton 
TOWN OF MONTEAGLE Marion -M- F . Yr . 6  0 Ele c . 8  64 Phone 924- 81 
First Tuesday each month , 7 : 00 p . m . ,  at Crownover Building 
Mayor W-;-It:-Temp:l:eton 9 · f; ?JcJ.L . .., 1%.d Grady Crownover 
Ald <°f'ttd'S'ert-C-l-a&S Mrs. Iva Wa llace CR Don Underhill 
TOWN OF MONTEREY (Putnam -M- 2 297 F . Yr . 12 l Elec . 12 6 
First and third Monday each month, 7 : 00 p . m . ,  at City Hall 
Offices close Wednesday all day, all year 
Mayor Robert L .  Cate '-/2, CR-CD-9-Ht:Tr W. J .  Pugh, Jr . 
Ald � "lcupm·x.L 'rnr.M'-Atty John Gill 
Ald A .  B .  Jackson FC Richard Milligan 
Ald Percy Gilmore Mar N .  K .  Matthews 
Ald A . P .  Mccrary SWW John L. Sampley 
Ald Dr . C .  A .  Collins WBCh W .  J .  Pugh, Jr . 
Ald Elmer Parsons SS Bill Vanderpool 
Ald Haskell Swallows PCCh Jim Robbins 
Ald J ,  E .  Walker , Jr . SSP James Whittaker 
BI-PI Morris Stamps TA Cordell Grimsley 
CITY OF MEMPHIS (Shelb ) -W- 497 524 · F . Yr . 12 31 Elec .11 67 Phone 27.-6621 
Tuesday each week, 2 : 30 p . m . , at Shelby Cowity Courthouse Zip Code 3 100 
Offices close Saturday all day, all year 
Mayor William B .  Ingram/. Q1.1, 
V-May Claude A .  Armour ( CP, CF ) 
Comm Pete Sisson (CPW) 
Comm James W. Moore (CF in ) 
Comm Hunter Lane, Jr. 
Atty Patrick Johnson, Sr. 
CoP J .  C .  MacDonald 
Eng Thomas Maxson 
DPZ Jerrold A .  Moore 
SSP James Cole 
RD Marion Hale 
SP H .  S .  Lewis 
Lib Lamar Wallis 














Harry L. 'f'ho:ma'S �lnt..'J.-- � 
W. A .  Taylor (l 
E .  C .  Stimbert 1 1 , Beverl;)i Doushe ( City) fw.w� w� c......, 
John c. Colton ( City-traffic )  
Kenneth A .  Turner (Juvenile ) 
Ray w; . Churchill 
Harry Pierotti 
/U,,vn'\,().//-v �i� 1V (') • Col . J:elu'.J. F._som\n� W . .kJ. 11\.H.../.u.� 
L .  D .  Erwin 
SG W. A .  Ryan _L.;;;;i.1o1.gh;.;.t.;;..,�G...;;a;.;;.s_..;.;.&_v...;la;.;.t;.;e;.;;r_D.;;;i_v;.;.is;.;1;;.;· o;....n 
Compt C ,  u) ,  Gfie,:r� Crutchfield � • �res James Ray Morton 
HOff �P&¥e&. ilA. ,  ?)t-!J.v �8WW J .  J .  Davis 
�GGB-DH Walter S immon s EMgr C .  L .  Osenbaugh 
PA Walter Joyce SG H .  S .  Jones 
rcc h vx� � 
Fourth Monday each month, 7 : 00 p . m . , at Michie High School Zip Code 
Mayor 
Ald 





Mrs .  H .  Manuel 
CITY OF MIDDLETON (Hardeman -W- 461 F . Yr . 6  0 Elec . 3  6 Phone 76-2521 






Francis L. Simpson, Jr . 
Charles Yopp 




Zip Code 3 052 
Harry Shelly 
C .  M .  Campbell 
Second Tuesday each month, 7 : 30 p . m . , at City Hall Zip Code 3 35 












R .  C .  Frank n J- .  M. JoR� w . J. Y:b� 
Ri chard Burrow, Jr . 
J .  D .  Bullington 
Bennett Holmes 













He3±ana \1-a\iglH:i. �ll�...J.. A� 
W .  G .  Thomas � 1. .  J liEWa'I'd ['aylor �M""I� d  
Jesse R .  Douglas 
Paul Anderson 






'.['OWN OF MILLEOOEVILLE & McNair -1f. Phone 
Second Thursday each month , 7 : 00 p . m. , Zip Code 3 359 
Joe L .  Hutton 
H .  D .  Bridges 
Faye Harwell 





..£u::.s al in e lill gb e.s 
Roy McKinzie 
Russel Watson 
A .  E .  Hudson 
()}����� 
First Monday each month , : 00 p . m . ,  at City Hall Zip . Code 3 053 










Thomas F .  Hall 
c. C .  Hollingsworth 
Charles Baker 
Leonard Dunavant 
W. V. Fo!� /..., ' C. Vocks o"  
Gea:eman-Smi-i;h W • � , H o w a r  c\ 
C .  W .  Maley 











Mrs . Lois Uffelman 
James W. Watson 
Don Moncier 
Victor Pitts 
Charles W. Pruitt 
Thomas L .  Goin 
Thomas H .  Hall 
L .  W .  Miles 
Gordon Moffatt 
TOWN OF MITCHELLVILLE (Sumner) -M- 184 F . Yr . 6/30 Ele c . 10/64 Phone 






George Coker Ald 
� T, {), 0-l.eu-U>'-CR 
Robert Gilli�m CoP 
James-Keen ..(;; -«4, t L 7(/� C«1{6-... 4Clk 
Otho Wright O�r 
(Grundy & 
o. E .  Ausbrooks 
John Gari et t- b.-<.<..c.l'1 )i...J � 
Otho Wright 
Evelyn Suell 
J ,  L .  Hinton 
TOWN OF MONTEAGLE Marion -M- F . Yr . 6  0 Ele c . 8  64 Phone 924- 81 
First Tuesday each month , 7 : 00 p . m . ,  at Crownover Building 
Mayor W-;-It:-Temp:l:eton 9 · f; ?JcJ.L . .., 1%.d Grady Crownover 
Ald <°f'ttd'S'ert-C-l-a&S Mrs. Iva Wa llace CR Don Underhill 
TOWN OF MONTEREY (Putnam -M- 2 297 F . Yr . 12 l Elec . 12 6 
First and third Monday each month, 7 : 00 p . m . ,  at City Hall 
Offices close Wednesday all day, all year 
Mayor Robert L .  Cate '-/2, CR-CD-9-Ht:Tr W. J .  Pugh, Jr . 
Ald � "lcupm·x.L 'rnr.M'-Atty John Gill 
Ald A .  B .  Jackson FC Richard Milligan 
Ald Percy Gilmore Mar N .  K .  Matthews 
Ald A . P .  Mccrary SWW John L. Sampley 
Ald Dr . C .  A .  Collins WBCh W .  J .  Pugh, Jr . 
Ald Elmer Parsons SS Bill Vanderpool 
Ald Haskell Swallows PCCh Jim Robbins 
Ald J ,  E .  Walker , Jr . SSP James Whittaker 
BI-PI Morris Stamps TA Cordell Grimsley 
TOWN OF MORRISON (Warren ) -M- 294 F . Yr . 6/30 Elec .  Phone -Zip Code 37357 First Monday each month, 7 : 30 p .m . ,  at Fire Hall 




H. C. Jacobs, Jr . 







Charles Ware ' 
U. Jt. Rigsby U)J.1..Lt_� /. ._Z�Lc..-u 
Elbert Woods 
TOWN OF MORRISTOWN Hamblen -E- 21 32 F . Yr . 12 31 Elec .11 64 Phone 586-5 4 
First and third Tuesday each month, :00 p .m . ,  at City Hall Zip Code 37 13 














C .  Frank Davis Eng-� 
�ke UJ�v fl. -7�,9zfc 
John Henderson PCCh 
W. A .  Thorm ScS 
Coy E .  Purkey SP 
W. V. Ricker BI-PI-HI 
Charles E .  Smith HI-BI 
E. H .  Winstead TA 
James K. Miller /1 .  , , , Lib 
-R, W-:-�ctm:PG. 9· 'J.) · � j;v HBCh 
Herbert S .  Wa±ters f2 · J, a_,,)µ1 ' SS 
Dr .  Y. A. Jackson CD 
Wayne N .  Handsard ])PZ-
Earle E. Missing 
J .  E. Burke 
Seymour Gerson 
Carl T .  Vance 
Horace Quinton 
Dick Bireley 
Carr E .  O ' Dell 
W. D. Carver 
Mrs .  John H .  Butler 
Lon Price 
Ea?"le E. Miss:i:ng C .  � · � 
I .  W. Hale 
P.; JJ.J._, . �-w 
TOWN OF MOSCOW (Fa ette) -W- 68 F .Yr .12 1 Elec . 
First Friday each month, :OO p .m. , at City Hall 
Phone 






Mrs .  Cloteal G.  
R .  S .  Hurdle 
J .  R .  Morton 
S .  A. Browning 
Morton 
o('�l3. cA�� 
Ald Hewold F, As8g.GJ>Q. 
Ald Henry Boswell 
Sec E. C. Oliver 
Tr-SWW- S5P S .  A .  Browning 
FC.. l( .<A. � 







Charles A. Kelly 
Charles Messick 
Thomas E .  Dean, Jr. 
...E, l? Elld:eLt, Jr-. 'J.;nH 1 .:1  
Hubert L .  Reynolds 




J)cw1 ' BI 
RD 
RB Ch 
Paul J, Parker 
Henry Hurd 




*Address : R .F .D .  5, Church Hill, Tennessee 
46 
Third Tuesday each month, 7 : 30 p .m . ,  at City Hall 
Offices close Saturday all day, all year 
Mayor Webb Williams 
Conun George W. Brown I 
Comm J-ehA Pet.tit- H · m . /)-tyi.�ty 
.cemm- Y- n1'� J. w. Short r-0 ...J-Comm 0 -G-:-M-:-MeGaw R �z.:_.,_,, a . 7/.L4V 
Mgr-CR W. C .  Loden 
Atty W .  C .  Loden 
CoP Homer Copeland 









6 uJ 0  
J .  E .  Hardison 
Raymond Sims � Jooi.::i. Petty- c.i�t-G-<.-/ 
Burgess Ralston 
W.  B .  Ralston 
Herman Hill 
Harry G.  Paul 
Jack Li��foot 
£. � .  µ� 
TOWN OF MOUNTAIN CITY Johnson) -E- 1 478 F . Yr . 6  0 Elec. 6 





Lewis W. May 
Chester F .  Blevins 







T .  W. Wilson 
W.  R .  Mutter 
Hill Ward 
First Monday each month, 7 : 30 p .m. , at Munford Union Bank 
tJ, �. @(,.;_}.� 
Mayor Gee�,..-J.p.. 
Ald E .  C .  Pritchett 
Ald J .  R .  Bibb 
Ald George Baddour 
Ald Edward Haddad 










A.  S .  Witherington 
Harry Sutphin 
Harry Woodberry 
CITY OF MURFREESBORO (Rutherford) -M- 18,991 F .Yr .12/31 Elec .4/66 Phone 893-5210 
Thursday each week, 7 : 30 p .m . ,  at City Hall Zip Code 37130 













-A�da: ,-J-r. IJ), f/. lJe.:,/ /.ii ro.l� Atty 
Herman O .  Jones CoP 
w, fl�H-s-Westbrooks EMgr 
Robert Scales FC 
'John R. .  Rucker PBCh 
Edward E .  Miller PCCh 
Ewing Smith, Jr. ScS 
E. C .  Fite, Jr . SWW 
Albert Williams TA 
Chas . H .  Smotherman CD 
Raymond L .  Duffy WBCh 
Charles J .  Raper RBCh 
l)Pz_ 
47 
A. B .  Huddletson 
William I .  Chambliss 
W. E .  Landers 
B .  B .  Qualls 
Herman O.  Jones 
Donald M .  Wiseman 
8· E .  Hobgood 
Joe W.  Lovell 
John D.  Barber 
H .  Miller Lanier I q · -Jh--M...-JJe��ey �<tu., :1 .tJnJ.11(..,, 1 
John Dixon U 
� . � .  UJ-J-d-J 
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*Address : R .F .D .  5, Church Hill, Tennessee 
46 
Third Tuesday each month, 7 : 30 p .m . ,  at City Hall 
Offices close Saturday all day, all year 
Mayor Webb Williams 
Conun George W. Brown I 
Comm J-ehA Pet.tit- H · m . /)-tyi.�ty 
.cemm- Y- n1'� J. w. Short r-0 ...J-Comm 0 -G-:-M-:-MeGaw R �z.:_.,_,, a . 7/.L4V 
Mgr-CR W. C .  Loden 
Atty W .  C .  Loden 
CoP Homer Copeland 
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Lewis W. May 
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Ald George Baddour 
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A.  S .  Witherington 
Harry Sutphin 
Harry Woodberry 
CITY OF MURFREESBORO (Rutherford) -M- 18,991 F .Yr .12/31 Elec .4/66 Phone 893-5210 
Thursday each week, 7 : 30 p .m . ,  at City Hall Zip Code 37130 













-A�da: ,-J-r. IJ), f/. lJe.:,/ /.ii ro.l� Atty 
Herman O .  Jones CoP 
w, fl�H-s-Westbrooks EMgr 
Robert Scales FC 
'John R. .  Rucker PBCh 
Edward E .  Miller PCCh 
Ewing Smith, Jr. ScS 
E. C .  Fite, Jr . SWW 
Albert Williams TA 
Chas . H .  Smotherman CD 
Raymond L .  Duffy WBCh 
Charles J .  Raper RBCh 
l)Pz_ 
47 
A. B .  Huddletson 
William I .  Chambliss 
W. E .  Landers 
B .  B .  Qualls 
Herman O.  Jones 
Donald M .  Wiseman 
8· E .  Hobgood 
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H .  Miller Lanier I q · -Jh--M...-JJe��ey �<tu., :1 .tJnJ.11(..,, 1 
John Dixon U 
� . � .  UJ-J-d-J 
CITY OF NASHVILLE (Davidson ) -M- 250,887 F . Yr . 6/30 Ele c . 8/66 Phone 747-4321 
F'irst and third Tuesday each month, 7 : 30 p . m. ,  at Courthouse Zip Code 37200 
-



































Beverly C .  Briley 







Miss Frances Doyle Coun 
Tom G. Deford Coun 
Harold Boguskie Coun 
Robert E. Lillard Coun 
David Scobey () 11 , 1 Clk 
�&F '1'4-,1..u(!i. c.V�oP 
Arch M .  Carney DPW-Eng 
Glenn Ferguson RD 
James E .  Bates DPZ 
John A .  Wilson Atty 
E arl Shacklett Jg 
Tandy Wilson, III FC 
A .  Pat Patterson, Sr . PA 
Frank Griffin ScS 
Ewin Warmack PBCb 
\ Sherman Hunt 
t.Harold Love 
Paul G. Blankenship 
Robert E .  Norris 
Thurman F .  Brooks 
G. C .  Warren 
z. Alexander Looby 
Don O ' Guin 
Richard w. Jenkins 
Carlton B. Tarkington 
Robert A. Arning 
Richard D .  Taylor 
Charles A .  Howell, III 
Mansfield Douglas, III 
















TOWN OF NEW JOHNSONVILLE 




















M .  R .  Bess 
H .  A. Bartlett 
James R .  Tuck 
Kenneth L. Miller 
A .  T .  Hessey 
Robert Reasoner 
H .  Porter Smith 
John L. Driver 
W. M .  Carr, Jr . 
Hubert 0 .  Kemp 
Karl B. Stallings 
John J ,  Spore, Jr . 
� J� a 1t  . . ,,, 
Neill S .  Brown . ·� 
Andrew Doyle 
Russell Campbell (Acting) 
E .  Douglas White J ' . ' 1 
� ��v fJ·  �  
Leon Gilbert 
F .  W .  Pickens 
W .  F .  Burton 
Leonard Sisk 
Joe E .  Torrence , 
Q� fh . !8�J D�n Hicks 
Thomas P .  Kennedy J 9v · 
R .  L .  Lawrence, Jr . 
Marshall Stewart 
Robert L .  Walker 
A. W.  Mc Cloud 
Irwin McKay 
Clifford Allen 
George Karsch rr� · 
Camilla Caldw�ll 
66 Phone LE 
Zip Code 
Bobby Coleman 
Mrs . Doris Schneider 
Scott Porch 
Arthur L. Schneider 
Charles Webb 
J .  C .  Hall 
TOWN OF NEW TAZEWELL Claiborne ) -E- 808 F . Yr . 6  0 Elec . 12 64 Phone 626-4261 
Second Tuesday each month , 7 : 30 p . m . ,  at Masonic Hall 
Offices close Saturday al.l day, all year 



















C .  A .  Torbett, Jr . 
William R .  Stanifer 
TOWN OF NEWBERN D er -W- 1 81 F . Yr . 12 1st Tuesda Elec . 11 6 Phone 627- 221 












Murray Fl att 
Elmer Moore 
Billy E .  Jones 
CR M .  n . · Fry 
Atty John M .  Drane , .  Sr . 
re W. H .  R�ertsoo 
£e£-:-.,.., .. ---J-ee-bou:i:s-Mul:l"'hl.s 
SWW-EMgr C .  Burt Hicks 
PCCh John M .  Drane, Jr . 
SG-SS Robert Pledge 
C..o'P Fd u;;iJ/e r Adm r l<enne-1. h TJe ve ro 
TOWN OF NEWPORT (Cocli;:e) -E- 6,448 F . Yr . 6/30  Elec . 12/64 Phone 623-732a 
Second Thursday each month, 7 : 30 p . m . , at City Hall Zip Code 37 21 












� c � c 1'/  
Joe Kyker 
James Haynes 
Reber t H r.H.- :Tam� !:> 
Edward Hurd 
Bill Lillard 
Dr . Hobart Ford 
CoP 
FC 
Ta 1f fr, Y- ScS 
sww 






J .  Lacey Vinson 
Hugh Gray 
Jay McGaha 
Edward Walker, Jr . 
uaY'f\e.5 .:S .  F� a n k'. 'ii 
C . L .  Boley It , U1.�M.lLaJ' R.Ju8?�; y..v · 
CITY OF NICYI'A McMinn ) -E- 679 F . Yr . 6  0 Elec . 10 64 Phone 
Second Monday each month, 7 : 30 p . m . , at City Hall Zip Code 37 2 






Eugene S .  Collins Conun 
A:r-thur-14-:i:eks ..5a Yh Ve s-L 0 I SWW 
Addie Sheppard ( c�i12)  / CR-Jg 
0..--.M-BrakebH*-{-GH-) {1,.J_ .J_,,,,,�'t 
1\rthm Hiclm /� o{11� 
Sam-lioods--(.GF,--&P...)Jf' . fJ ft ff oe ss 
Bill.-Sn.y.der J.v e w I s L:ltJ n:1, r � A tty 
*Address : Athens, Tennessee 
49 
Ogle Wattenbarger • 
..auJ. Snyder � ...}._._.,,../..(.-<--1,-
Kenneth Higgins* I 
CITY OF NASHVILLE (Davidson ) -M- 250,887 F . Yr . 6/30 Ele c . 8/66 Phone 747-4321 
F'irst and third Tuesday each month, 7 : 30 p . m. ,  at Courthouse Zip Code 37200 
-
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66 Phone LE 
Zip Code 
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Scott Porch 
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Charles Webb 
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TOWN OF NEW TAZEWELL Claiborne ) -E- 808 F . Yr . 6  0 Elec . 12 64 Phone 626-4261 
Second Tuesday each month , 7 : 30 p . m . ,  at Masonic Hall 
Offices close Saturday al.l day, all year 



















C .  A .  Torbett, Jr . 
William R .  Stanifer 
TOWN OF NEWBERN D er -W- 1 81 F . Yr . 12 1st Tuesda Elec . 11 6 Phone 627- 221 












Murray Fl att 
Elmer Moore 
Billy E .  Jones 
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Atty John M .  Drane , .  Sr . 
re W. H .  R�ertsoo 
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SG-SS Robert Pledge 
C..o'P Fd u;;iJ/e r Adm r l<enne-1. h TJe ve ro 
TOWN OF NEWPORT (Cocli;:e) -E- 6,448 F . Yr . 6/30  Elec . 12/64 Phone 623-732a 
Second Thursday each month, 7 : 30 p . m . , at City Hall Zip Code 37 21 
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Edward Hurd 
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CoP 
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Ta 1f fr, Y- ScS 
sww 
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Hugh Gray 
Jay McGaha 
Edward Walker, Jr . 
uaY'f\e.5 .:S .  F� a n k'. 'ii 
C . L .  Boley It , U1.�M.lLaJ' R.Ju8?�; y..v · 
CITY OF NICYI'A McMinn ) -E- 679 F . Yr . 6  0 Elec . 10 64 Phone 
Second Monday each month, 7 : 30 p . m . , at City Hall Zip Code 37 2 






Eugene S .  Collins Conun 
A:r-thur-14-:i:eks ..5a Yh Ve s-L 0 I SWW 
Addie Sheppard ( c�i12)  / CR-Jg 
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*Address : Athens, Tennessee 
49 
Ogle Wattenbarger • 
..auJ. Snyder � ...}._._.,,../..(.-<--1,-
Kenneth Higgins* I 
TOWN OF NORMANDY (Bedford) -M- 119 F .Yr . 6/15 Elec .11/64 Phone 




CITY OF NORRIS Anderson ) -E-
Zip Code 3B60 
·P·;-W-.-PriB�ct ! � ,#�u 
�s. Alafair Ga.;i..ther 
'llM ,  0 1  I; 1 t?;rq 
Elec . 11 64 Phone 7645 
Second and fourth Tuesday each 
Offices close Saturday all day, 









R .  G. Crossno CoP 
Drew Hammond FC 
Paul D .  Neumann PCCh 
Charles L. Gouffon WBCh 
M.;i,J.o ];}y-:WH:fteH W.IJJ,i�v /j. )jutJ<../U Jg 
Armond Arnurius TA 





Je.e.k li Crouch I  amu �ua-
*Address : Clinton, Tennessee 
Virgil McKamey 
Robert Schnell, Sr . 
James o. Artman 




CITY OF *OAK HILL (Davidson) -M- 4,490 F . Yr . 6/30  Elec , 5/66 Phone 297- 6153 





Paul C .  Simpson 
Albert P .  Rose 
George M .  Green, Jr. 





F .  E.  Kent 
F .  E .  Kent 
Andrew D .  Tanner** 
Granbery Jackson, Jr . 
*Address :  West Melrose Building, 2535 Franklin Road, Nashville 





CITY OF *OAK RIDGE & Roane 
First and third Thursday each month, : 00  p .m. , 
Offices close Saturda\Y' all day, all ye� 
Mayo
�· Robert A .  McNees �-
�
� ' PW 
V-Ma " �. R, Li,.y4R'f!;&tea,  \) PA 
Coun 5'G. Norman Hildreth -Fe 
Coun W .  C .  Tunnell · Atty 
Coun . K .  Bissell Eng 
Coun John C .  Holt Jg 
Coun John Griess, Jr . Clk 
Coun Harry C .  Francke ·CoP 
Coun ..Haxol.d._Culpe-pper L lo i;J /! 'r-rc)('I", RD ..._,... 
Coun H .  Clifton Savage · HOff 
Coun WaeMng.ton-B\:.\Y;e-�r . OJ.�,,. ·$cS 
Coun Bert M. Kelly �·�r ... w '  """fl"':r,ib 
Mgr Carleton E .  McMullin CD 
-5pz A.l-examlEW-�i BI 
vDFin Charles H .  Oakley PI 
-..15 p 
1<·Address : Municipal Bun1fng, 
Phone 48 - 671 
Courtroom 
Zip Code 37830 
i.J O .  K .  Rickni.an 
W • i..J . ... w"T'. Withers 
Troy Richardson 
Luther Reed 
M .  C .  Allgood 
���e- AJle.. n J6 'dAJe.-ll 
Louise E .  Murphy 
C .  T .  Vettel 
Carl Yearwood 
Edward Puscas . 
Dr• :Sdwar d L. Wh±gham �k r/! -#�� 
f?1-J,-Ev- Postell 




TOWN OF OAKDALE Mor an -E- 4 0 F .Yr . 12 1 Elec .  






Louis T .  Mills Ald 
Henry Watson Ald 
Elmer Byrd 7 A .L Mar !;['� R� 7n�"'-&S-Jg 
Elbert Gilreath -..5'S 
TOWN OF OAKLAND (Fa ette -W- 06 F . Yr .12 1 Elec . 
Second Tuesday each month, 7 : 30 p .m. , at Town Hall 
Mayor H .  L .  Mewborn Ald 
Ald Ernest Houston Clk 
Ald Gordon Tomlin Atty 
Ald �e IIinee 
51 
W .  F .  Engert 
W. L .  Headrick � D. J. Northern � 
E .  C .  Leopper / 
U) I d )ju..� 
65 Phone 
Zip Code 3 0 0 
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i.J O .  K .  Rickni.an 
W • i..J . ... w"T'. Withers 
Troy Richardson 
Luther Reed 
M .  C .  Allgood 
���e- AJle.. n J6 'dAJe.-ll 
Louise E .  Murphy 
C .  T .  Vettel 
Carl Yearwood 
Edward Puscas . 
Dr• :Sdwar d L. Wh±gham �k r/! -#�� 
f?1-J,-Ev- Postell 




TOWN OF OAKDALE Mor an -E- 4 0 F .Yr . 12 1 Elec .  






Louis T .  Mills Ald 
Henry Watson Ald 
Elmer Byrd 7 A .L Mar !;['� R� 7n�"'-&S-Jg 
Elbert Gilreath -..5'S 
TOWN OF OAKLAND (Fa ette -W- 06 F . Yr .12 1 Elec . 
Second Tuesday each month, 7 : 30 p .m. , at Town Hall 
Mayor H .  L .  Mewborn Ald 
Ald Ernest Houston Clk 
Ald Gordon Tomlin Atty 
Ald �e IIinee 
51 
W .  F .  Engert 
W. L .  Headrick � D. J. Northern � 
E .  C .  Leopper / 
U) I d )ju..� 
65 Phone 
Zip Code 3 0 0 
w .  G .  Pierce 
T .  w. Tomlin 






First and third Wednesday each month, 7 : 00 p . m. , at City Hall Zip Code 
38240 -
Offices close Saturday all day, all year 
Lawrence Fox CR 
Dale Glover Atty 
Mrs . Jinuni-e-Btlr-r {), � · LJ � 









::�:�:�ipsen- JJ� � ;� 
Dr: r. B.-s.irnons  SWW 
Jl�T. �. Pl� 6. /.,v SG 
-J;)Ed:e Glev>&P 
daeste�mpaon �cJ 4Jr;;:J 
John R .  Huffstutter 0 
Homer Oakes 
(Anderson 
TOWN OF OLIVER SPRINGS & Roane -E- 1 16 F . Yr . 5  
First Thursday each month, 7 : 30 p .m. ,  at City Hall 
Offices close Tuesday afternoon, all year 
0 Elec . 5  
() � , ) 
Mayor Jl��'tml'l �,u /.)). wa,tW CR -9� �& 'f ' Ii') , �  
Ald Hm-o3:d-M":-HuclS'on With� V: C. a.AN, Fc U Neil Simmons 
Ald CL ."zi:l:stin Ba:tt� � itlft(l.J,t;,tfliar Charles H .  Seiber 
Ald ��l:'e's �1,_;v R. 'K'_�ss Elijah Vann · 
Ald Jee-Hart �tu./ 5J · �'1- CD G .  A .  Bailey 
Ald James-E1�ah-btl" ClP-/1-(.;1Uk. I.. 9 SWW S .  J.  VanHooks 
Ald Ralph Roberts · vMV>v Tr Mrs . Maxine Harvey 
Atty 'Wed.t�uJ.J.e;x: Gw�e...- 1 ���1 �----"'U,"'f",..,,f..,.fT'),--"6i;;..,,:..,\5�;s"""& .... n """1) l u O''b"�) * .J 
'"'t �', 6) Jl..I £�u/ �VIV • 
TOWN OF ONEIDA (Scott) -E- 2,480 F .Yr . 9/30  Elec .ll/65 Phone 269-4295 























C .  L. Watters 
J .  H .  Terry 
Arlie M . . Lay 
Vester E .  Blevins , A & � .J.-. e. E!aTre'lrt. ,€ n� ' 
Millard Seabolt 
-�S C.7\ • 




James W .  Barnes 
Ruth Smith 
E. a. �� (/'O-C Ci . · , -a-
52 
Elec .  Phone -
Zip Code 37364 
CR Ruth Smith 
Mar Andy Smith 
CD W. T .  Goff 
First Monday each month, 7 : 30 p .m . ,  at City Hall Zip Code 3 2 2 
Mayor Richard L. �lap, Jrn_ Atty V-MaJ\.�- Paul Newman y()...Jz- (<., 'd-'nt-'-",,) PBCh 
Comm -' �:reme-Gla.xton - PCCh 
Comm -LaWi!'enee-K.iRg- 13-/v.J.-o..n, ('.U)m\°FC-BI 
Comm Rainey Reynolds CoP 
Mgr O .  T .  Keenan ScS 
CR .Milton Brown SS 
RBCh Maurice E .  Field SU 
b. b YriM · (}2�7/a 1Ltlif lV Tr 
Hugh McLean 
Alex Ellis , 
. Iwm-Re� l<J6"� 'flJ .  n� 
John C .  McClure (�) 
F .  F .  Wells, Jr . , 
w. a ;r,aman 9.. . J. n1...J..i-J 
Jake Marr 
James Huffman 
H .  Grady Richardson 




Charles F .  Barger 





*Address :  Newport, Tennessee 
Fred Hixon 
J .  C .  Mcsween, Jr .* 
George Blazer 
TOWN OF PARSONS Decatur ) -W- 2 1 F .Yr .8  1 Elec . 6  66 Phone 847- 761 
First Monday each month, 7 : 00 p .m. , at City Hall Zip Code 3 3 3 
Offices close Wednesday all day, April thru October 15 
Mayor Madison Scott Atty Edw4n-'llewne�<i- �i� }.j • �� 
V-May Melvin King CoP .Jame·B-Bl:lke ,!;�� C , turJO"'J._.., 
Ald Dr .  J ,  C .  Davis (CH) FC-CD Jack French . /'. 
Ald SS Jack Maxwell 
Ald 'w. B .  Moore ( CP) SWW -H':C Je-p.p.y-� d-.u . I A 1.q w.li..Ld:: 
Ald James Goff (CPW) SG J. L. Lancaster 
Ald Jack Rushing WBCh 
Ald Ralph Smith RD 
CR-Jg-�7'� Olan Davis �-BI 
DH Muriel Gibson PCCh 
'5e c.. Ckevt.4-tt.v CA� . SSP 0 k, b 
53 










First and third Wednesday each month, 7 : 00 p . m. , at City Hall Zip Code 
38240 -
Offices close Saturday all day, all year 
Lawrence Fox CR 
Dale Glover Atty 
Mrs . Jinuni-e-Btlr-r {), � · LJ � 
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(Anderson 
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Atty 'Wed.t�uJ.J.e;x: Gw�e...- 1 ���1 �----"'U,"'f",..,,f..,.fT'),--"6i;;..,,:..,\5�;s"""& .... n """1) l u O''b"�) * .J 
'"'t �', 6) Jl..I £�u/ �VIV • 
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E. a. �� (/'O-C Ci . · , -a-
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Zip Code 37364 
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Mar Andy Smith 
CD W. T .  Goff 
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Mayor Richard L. �lap, Jrn_ Atty V-MaJ\.�- Paul Newman y()...Jz- (<., 'd-'nt-'-",,) PBCh 
Comm -' �:reme-Gla.xton - PCCh 
Comm -LaWi!'enee-K.iRg- 13-/v.J.-o..n, ('.U)m\°FC-BI 
Comm Rainey Reynolds CoP 
Mgr O .  T .  Keenan ScS 
CR .Milton Brown SS 
RBCh Maurice E .  Field SU 
b. b YriM · (}2�7/a 1Ltlif lV Tr 
Hugh McLean 
Alex Ellis , 
. Iwm-Re� l<J6"� 'flJ .  n� 
John C .  McClure (�) 
F .  F .  Wells, Jr . , 
w. a ;r,aman 9.. . J. n1...J..i-J 
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Charles F .  Barger 





*Address :  Newport, Tennessee 
Fred Hixon 
J .  C .  Mcsween, Jr .* 
George Blazer 
TOWN OF PARSONS Decatur ) -W- 2 1 F .Yr .8  1 Elec . 6  66 Phone 847- 761 
First Monday each month, 7 : 00 p .m. , at City Hall Zip Code 3 3 3 
Offices close Wednesday all day, April thru October 15 
Mayor Madison Scott Atty Edw4n-'llewne�<i- �i� }.j • �� 
V-May Melvin King CoP .Jame·B-Bl:lke ,!;�� C , turJO"'J._.., 
Ald Dr .  J ,  C .  Davis (CH) FC-CD Jack French . /'. 
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'5e c.. Ckevt.4-tt.v CA� . SSP 0 k, b 
53 




First Monday each month, 7 : 30 p .m. , at Town Hall 
(Marshall 







J. L. Scott 













Harry Alder�ice (I 111 . 1_ . 
� 'Cf • w .  �u.aru 
Bruce Wells 
John Johnson , 1 
&� �<:>('. iJJ.,.;) 
First and third Thursday each month, : 00 p .m. , at City Office Zip Co
de 
Offices close Saturday all day, January through November ,t\ • .J.. .... {-. (�J �� Q ,  ��rv-
Mayor Robert Pickel ,, t, ! Mgr "'·(f ..--Genner 
V-Ma� �v.enJ>0-i:.t lJ� l�w FC Lloyd Suttles 
Comrn �iafFea G,Jlllal.ey � YY\� CR Charles C .  Clabo 1 
CoP �d-Pi:eJ:>ee PCCh �imam � 00\ \Yv\AA..ll\) 
TOWN OF PIKEVILLE Bledsoe -E- 1 284 F .Yr . 6  0 Elec.12 64 Phone 447-4545 
Second and fourth Monday each month, 7 : 00 p.m. , at City Hall Zip Code 
373 7 









Dr .  R.  S .  Morgan 
Alden Boynton 
C .  E. McCollum 
Cecil Morgan 
Fred Rackley 














Mrs . Beatrice Welch 
John Therrell 
Oscar Wheeler 
Proctor Upchurch � / rl . 
fJv I (j)� J!J .  � 
Edgar Stewart 
James W. Conlin 
Fred Rackley 
First Monday each month, 7 : 30 p .m. , at City Hall 









Harold Wilkinson CR 
Billy Johns Atty 
Melvin Briley FC 
Robert L.  Shannon SS 
Paul D .  Gossett SWW 
,�est � � CoP 
Dr .  R .  W. Siminton • . , 1 , Tr 
Eve.Pet.te Al de.re.on tu� Eng 
(CC.. L 
*Address : Gallatin, Tennessee 
S .  W. Dorris 
Thomas Boyers* 
Harold Austin 




Lewis Meffrie �o-lf'U-0) �r 
CITY OF PULASKI Giles -M- 6 616 F . Yr .12 1 Elec.11 6 Phone 












Dr. Aymett Garner 
Parmenas Cox 
John Rayburn 
John T .  Church 




W. M. Rainey 
Carol B. Lanier 

















Richard L.  CrV}, �a . 1Ald J -w-;-:Partt&x:. �..I f.lAV CR , I Milton Smith Mar 




W .  R .  Abernathy 
W .  Howell Forrester 
W. L. Anderson 
T .  Wayne Harris 
Kermit Smith 
James Tredwell 
B. W .  Rackley 
� . A . �� 
Phone 247-4 62 
Zip Code 3 251 
Barcall R .  Doran 
C .  H .  Parks, Jr . 
Taylor Owens 









L. G .  Vaughan 
First Monday each month, 7 : 30 p .m. , at Town Hall 
(Marshall 







J. L. Scott 













Harry Alder�ice (I 111 . 1_ . 
� 'Cf • w .  �u.aru 
Bruce Wells 
John Johnson , 1 
&� �<:>('. iJJ.,.;) 
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Comrn �iafFea G,Jlllal.ey � YY\� CR Charles C .  Clabo 1 
CoP �d-Pi:eJ:>ee PCCh �imam � 00\ \Yv\AA..ll\) 
TOWN OF PIKEVILLE Bledsoe -E- 1 284 F .Yr . 6  0 Elec.12 64 Phone 447-4545 
Second and fourth Monday each month, 7 : 00 p.m. , at City Hall Zip Code 
373 7 









Dr .  R.  S .  Morgan 
Alden Boynton 
C .  E. McCollum 
Cecil Morgan 
Fred Rackley 














Mrs . Beatrice Welch 
John Therrell 
Oscar Wheeler 
Proctor Upchurch � / rl . 
fJv I (j)� J!J .  � 
Edgar Stewart 
James W. Conlin 
Fred Rackley 
First Monday each month, 7 : 30 p .m. , at City Hall 









Harold Wilkinson CR 
Billy Johns Atty 
Melvin Briley FC 
Robert L.  Shannon SS 
Paul D .  Gossett SWW 
,�est � � CoP 
Dr .  R .  W. Siminton • . , 1 , Tr 
Eve.Pet.te Al de.re.on tu� Eng 
(CC.. L 
*Address : Gallatin, Tennessee 
S .  W. Dorris 
Thomas Boyers* 
Harold Austin 




Lewis Meffrie �o-lf'U-0) �r 
CITY OF PULASKI Giles -M- 6 616 F . Yr .12 1 Elec.11 6 Phone 












Dr. Aymett Garner 
Parmenas Cox 
John Rayburn 
John T .  Church 




W. M. Rainey 
Carol B. Lanier 

















Richard L.  CrV}, �a . 1Ald J -w-;-:Partt&x:. �..I f.lAV CR , I Milton Smith Mar 




W .  R .  Abernathy 
W .  Howell Forrester 
W. L. Anderson 
T .  Wayne Harris 
Kermit Smith 
James Tredwell 
B. W .  Rackley 
� . A . �� 
Phone 247-4 62 
Zip Code 3 251 
Barcall R .  Doran 
C .  H .  Parks, Jr . 
Taylor Owens 









L. G .  Vaughan 
CITY OF *RED BANK-WHITE OAK Hamilton -E- 10 77 F . Yr . 6  0 Elec . 6  6 Phone 877-6 50 
First and third Tuesday each month; 7 : 30 p . m. ,  at City Hall Zip Code 37 00 
Offices close Saturday all day, all year 
V-Ma ;>Joe H.  Godsey DFin. Lowell H .  Bishop 
Connn T.  H. Collins Jg Ralph E .  Vineyard 
May
�
a. R. IAJ.Ba�s �v 1J].Sk Mgr-CR�.James- L.-Juhl, 
Co :>John Slaten , , � A AA • .  Atty 
Gus D. Hatfield, Jr. ** 
Connn Mari on E gea�--e R� nv�·JcoP Clyde Morgan BI Q .rt" . h�u ,:J 
*Addres s :  3005 Dayton Boulevard, Chattanooga 5 ,  Tennessee 
**Addres s :  Suites 202-204, Professional Bldg . ,  Chattanooga 3, Tenn . 
CITY OF RED BOILING SPRINGS (Macon ) -M- 597 F . Yr . 6/30  Elec . 5/65 Phone 699�3025 . 
First Thursday each month, 7 : 00 p .m. , at City Hall Zip Code 37150 
= 
Mayor Heba-�l&Pk !vXL w� Atty e. R. J-enib- -R� i..,) +- R_..JA� 
V-MaY'---..._ . �. C .  Witcher /J A � J. 1 Clk W. P .  Biles ii /J ' J..k , 
Coun -,eee'\Tt-Weed /Jo.b.,Ui fC • t..:.LM.IV CoP He-l?±en-GeK- �v f'I • !(..,U,U,V 
Coun �o�� //\� ,cl-'-1...r;{W FC Charles Jord�n 0 
Coun CE.:eft&-W.:b-t-elle.r w� K-ri.1.'.,,,,.(,J ... : SWW F .  E .  Parkhurst 
Coun W. A .  Moss Q . Jg J.a.rnes-E.--Wi.tGhe� C! .  i. g� 
Coun J.  P .  Driver 
TOWN OF RICHARD CITY (Marion) -E- 224 F . Yr . 6/30  Elec . Phone 837-7332 
First Friday each month, 3 : 30 p . m. , at Penn Dixie Office 
Offices close Saturday all day, all year 




F .  C .  Crumbliss CR 
M .  Kilgore _} 
CD 
'.Pro�TS O)� �. TY)u-� 
Miss Viola Johnson 
Wells Wilkinson 
TOWN OF RIDGELY Lake -W- l 464 F . Yr . 6  0 Elec . 6  6 Phone 264- 182 
First Tuesday each month, 7 : 30 p . m. , at City Hall 















73J . ·1 A 
c_.f(_ 
Zip Code 3 252 
I 
¥'f\r\A. �.Lu. � µ.Jv.i.b'liJ �est··cr 
Noel Hugh Riley 
H .  G .  Thurmon 
Aubrey Wood 
Horace Phebus 1 1 _ 112 '.Ha.t'.QJ.�eJie- ..}t.t. � 
Orbie L. Hickman 
"{r\o_l_ .(_ �YI.; c j, '..,.. • I 1..J 
� �yt,U/t_) W .  /3. ll-CAU 
CITY OF *RIDJESIDE Hamilton -E- 448 F . Yr . 10 1 Elec . Phone 
Third Tuesday each quarter, 7 : 00 p.m. , at Chairman ' s  Home Zip Code 37 00 
Chm P .  B .  Sheperd Sec 
Tr 
*Address : Chattanooga, Tennessee 
(Davidson & 
John G .  Kain 
William Eubanks 
TOWN OF RIDJETOP Robertson ) -M- 72 F . Yr . 6  30 Elec . 7  65 Phone 859-2293 (Goodletts-
















Mrs .  Nancy Brake 
TOWN OF RIPLEY Lauderdal.e -W- 82 F .Yr . 1 Elec . 4  66 Phone 10 
First Monday each 'month, 7 : 30 p . m . ,  at City Hall Zip Code 









James R .  Fitzhugh Atty 
Richard Douglas EMgr 
Rufus Smith FC 
Charles Fisher Jg 
Rozelle Criner CoP 
;J.ie0n-Hapgeo'I;;& /. d�e- ./JM/lc.vL-SS 
lfai-WH.-sen �..;  1JI: SG 
Scott Dunav� t -{7" PCCh-CD 
1'&..h 
Joe Walker, Jr . 
Oneal Weaver 
John Kennedy 
James R .  Fitzhugh 
Bob White 
J ,  W .  Best 
William Fitzhugh 
Joe M. Tucker, Jr . 
}· � /�r.V-� 
TOWN OF RIVES Obion -W- 2 l F .Yr .l 1 Elec . l  66 Phone 






Druie Black, Sr.  
J.  M .  Fisher 
Carlton Crigger 









M. V .  Robinson , /3 � -:B. A. Hime � �jaAvV 
C .  Bonner {} 
J .  M .  Fisher 
CITY OF *RED BANK-WHITE OAK Hamilton -E- 10 77 F . Yr . 6  0 Elec . 6  6 Phone 877-6 50 
First and third Tuesday each month; 7 : 30 p . m. ,  at City Hall Zip Code 37 00 
Offices close Saturday all day, all year 
V-Ma ;>Joe H.  Godsey DFin. Lowell H .  Bishop 
Connn T.  H. Collins Jg Ralph E .  Vineyard 
May
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a. R. IAJ.Ba�s �v 1J].Sk Mgr-CR�.James- L.-Juhl, 
Co :>John Slaten , , � A AA • .  Atty 
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Connn Mari on E gea�--e R� nv�·JcoP Clyde Morgan BI Q .rt" . h�u ,:J 
*Addres s :  3005 Dayton Boulevard, Chattanooga 5 ,  Tennessee 
**Addres s :  Suites 202-204, Professional Bldg . ,  Chattanooga 3, Tenn . 
CITY OF RED BOILING SPRINGS (Macon ) -M- 597 F . Yr . 6/30  Elec . 5/65 Phone 699�3025 . 
First Thursday each month, 7 : 00 p .m. , at City Hall Zip Code 37150 
= 
Mayor Heba-�l&Pk !vXL w� Atty e. R. J-enib- -R� i..,) +- R_..JA� 
V-MaY'---..._ . �. C .  Witcher /J A � J. 1 Clk W. P .  Biles ii /J ' J..k , 
Coun -,eee'\Tt-Weed /Jo.b.,Ui fC • t..:.LM.IV CoP He-l?±en-GeK- �v f'I • !(..,U,U,V 
Coun �o�� //\� ,cl-'-1...r;{W FC Charles Jord�n 0 
Coun CE.:eft&-W.:b-t-elle.r w� K-ri.1.'.,,,,.(,J ... : SWW F .  E .  Parkhurst 
Coun W. A .  Moss Q . Jg J.a.rnes-E.--Wi.tGhe� C! .  i. g� 
Coun J.  P .  Driver 
TOWN OF RICHARD CITY (Marion) -E- 224 F . Yr . 6/30  Elec . Phone 837-7332 
First Friday each month, 3 : 30 p . m. , at Penn Dixie Office 
Offices close Saturday all day, all year 




F .  C .  Crumbliss CR 
M .  Kilgore _} 
CD 
'.Pro�TS O)� �. TY)u-� 
Miss Viola Johnson 
Wells Wilkinson 
TOWN OF RIDGELY Lake -W- l 464 F . Yr . 6  0 Elec . 6  6 Phone 264- 182 
First Tuesday each month, 7 : 30 p . m. , at City Hall 















73J . ·1 A 
c_.f(_ 
Zip Code 3 252 
I 
¥'f\r\A. �.Lu. � µ.Jv.i.b'liJ �est··cr 
Noel Hugh Riley 
H .  G .  Thurmon 
Aubrey Wood 
Horace Phebus 1 1 _ 112 '.Ha.t'.QJ.�eJie- ..}t.t. � 
Orbie L. Hickman 
"{r\o_l_ .(_ �YI.; c j, '..,.. • I 1..J 
� �yt,U/t_) W .  /3. ll-CAU 
CITY OF *RIDJESIDE Hamilton -E- 448 F . Yr . 10 1 Elec . Phone 
Third Tuesday each quarter, 7 : 00 p.m. , at Chairman ' s  Home Zip Code 37 00 
Chm P .  B .  Sheperd Sec 
Tr 
*Address : Chattanooga, Tennessee 
(Davidson & 
John G .  Kain 
William Eubanks 
TOWN OF RIDJETOP Robertson ) -M- 72 F . Yr . 6  30 Elec . 7  65 Phone 859-2293 (Goodletts-
















Mrs .  Nancy Brake 
TOWN OF RIPLEY Lauderdal.e -W- 82 F .Yr . 1 Elec . 4  66 Phone 10 
First Monday each 'month, 7 : 30 p . m . ,  at City Hall Zip Code 









James R .  Fitzhugh Atty 
Richard Douglas EMgr 
Rufus Smith FC 
Charles Fisher Jg 
Rozelle Criner CoP 
;J.ie0n-Hapgeo'I;;& /. d�e- ./JM/lc.vL-SS 
lfai-WH.-sen �..;  1JI: SG 
Scott Dunav� t -{7" PCCh-CD 
1'&..h 
Joe Walker, Jr . 
Oneal Weaver 
John Kennedy 
James R .  Fitzhugh 
Bob White 
J ,  W .  Best 
William Fitzhugh 
Joe M. Tucker, Jr . 
}· � /�r.V-� 
TOWN OF RIVES Obion -W- 2 l F .Yr .l 1 Elec . l  66 Phone 






Druie Black, Sr.  
J.  M .  Fisher 
Carlton Crigger 









M. V .  Robinson , /3 � -:B. A. Hime � �jaAvV 
C .  Bonner {} 
J .  M .  Fisher 
CITY OF ROCKWOOD {Roane) -E- 5,799 F .Yr . 6/30  Elec . 6/65 
Second Thursday each month, 7 : 30 p .m. ,  at City Hall 
Offices close Saturday all day, all year 
Phone 354-0163 








� IJ . o>� Rue sell E, S fl'S' EMgr 
John H .  Albertson, Jr . / (\ FC 
�en IJ.M/IA.l t; . �l.JT"J?BCh 
Howard Butler , . 0 WBCh 
.t. G MGCl.uan f:J.u.L �...A.Jt-w SS 
Dr .  R .  S .  Hicks 0 ScS 
Alden Tiller RBCh 
SSP-SWW 
C .  A .  Harmon r. ,{),·---' �ed-.Ea.chu�P.· /,J+w-o.A,.)}.J I� 
J. H. Albertson, Sr . 
Hollus L. Knight !A u.� � . � . . J \ W�H±ar�ttmm /'O. (j  
Donald P. Yates 
Ned C. Monger 
Willard Wilson 
Second Tuesday each month, 7 : 30 p .m . ,  at City Hall Zip Code 37 57 












W, F .  (Bill) Phipps Atty 
Hugh Holdway CoP 
Cg;L Frarrlr-"M. Snu. rn BI 
Dr. C .  C .  Johnson FC 
Bill Hawkins ScS 
Reed ���rx_ ss Dr .  . eff'yOLyons I � ·- t- c�&vlW ..J Ma.y� t'l\....A,.6 Q>,.c,)..ly .b-t.&-.1.M. u:;D 
I .  D. Price , Ch Lib 





L. L. Barker 
Noah Britton, Jr. 
Ben A .  Cunningham 
�n.. R ... u.-&... .2Wlu­
F .  H .  Farris - . -q ' 
Fred A.  Berry 
Mrs .  J .  M. Summers 
.Bi.J.l l)a;iri: e• 
First Friday each month, :OO p .m. , at Rossville Savings Bank 
Offices close Thursday afternoons,  January through August 
Mayor A. K. Morrison Ald s .  R.  Bulle 
Ald J. w .  Boyd Ald M. L. Baker 
Ald H.  H .  Farley Ald w. J .  Frazier 
Ald E .  P .  Waller Clk M .  L. Baker pcc.h . !;, t,1--dl-->t-'V' 13-'-zth-v 






TOWN OF RUTLEDGE Grain er -E- F ,  Yr , 6 0 Elec .  













Phone TA 8- 111 
Zip Code 37 1 
9'.reea-A..-Da.Mel. lier� rt 11. ma/,,,., 
W. I .  Daniel 
Harry J ,  Lawrence 
Lee E .  · cate 
TOWN OF SALTILLO (Hardin -W- F .Yr . 6  0 Elec . Phone 













TOWN OF SAMBURG (Obion -W- 4 l F .Yr .11 1 Elec . 
L .  E .  Willis 
Cecil Smith 
J .  J ,  Rippy 
Phone 















TOWN OF SARDIS Henderson )  -W- 274 F .Yr .6  0 Elec . 8  64 Phone 
First Friday each month, 7 : 30 p .m. , at City HaJ.1 Zip Code 3 371 
Mayor Riley Stanfill Ald J. A. Hanna 
Ald Charles Creasy CR-TA J .  H .  Jones 
Ald Claude Phillips Atty Joe C .  Davis 
Ald G .  M .  Stanfill CoP 
Ald Van Smith 
TOWN OF SAULSBURY Hardeman -W- 141 F .Yr .l  1 Elec . Phone 
No regular meetings held Zip Code 3 0 7 
Mayor w .  E.  Floyd Ald E .  J .  Cox 
Ald c .  E. Cox Ald 
Ald u .  c .  Daniel CR c .  E. Cox 
Ald w. B. Wells 
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CITY OF ROCKWOOD {Roane) -E- 5,799 F .Yr . 6/30  Elec . 6/65 
Second Thursday each month, 7 : 30 p .m. ,  at City Hall 
Offices close Saturday all day, all year 
Phone 354-0163 








� IJ . o>� Rue sell E, S fl'S' EMgr 
John H .  Albertson, Jr . / (\ FC 
�en IJ.M/IA.l t; . �l.JT"J?BCh 
Howard Butler , . 0 WBCh 
.t. G MGCl.uan f:J.u.L �...A.Jt-w SS 
Dr .  R .  S .  Hicks 0 ScS 
Alden Tiller RBCh 
SSP-SWW 
C .  A .  Harmon r. ,{),·---' �ed-.Ea.chu�P.· /,J+w-o.A,.)}.J I� 
J. H. Albertson, Sr . 
Hollus L. Knight !A u.� � . � . . J \ W�H±ar�ttmm /'O. (j  
Donald P. Yates 
Ned C. Monger 
Willard Wilson 
Second Tuesday each month, 7 : 30 p .m . ,  at City Hall Zip Code 37 57 












W, F .  (Bill) Phipps Atty 
Hugh Holdway CoP 
Cg;L Frarrlr-"M. Snu. rn BI 
Dr. C .  C .  Johnson FC 
Bill Hawkins ScS 
Reed ���rx_ ss Dr .  . eff'yOLyons I � ·- t- c�&vlW ..J Ma.y� t'l\....A,.6 Q>,.c,)..ly .b-t.&-.1.M. u:;D 
I .  D. Price , Ch Lib 





L. L. Barker 
Noah Britton, Jr. 
Ben A .  Cunningham 
�n.. R ... u.-&... .2Wlu­
F .  H .  Farris - . -q ' 
Fred A.  Berry 
Mrs .  J .  M. Summers 
.Bi.J.l l)a;iri: e• 
First Friday each month, :OO p .m. , at Rossville Savings Bank 
Offices close Thursday afternoons,  January through August 
Mayor A. K. Morrison Ald s .  R.  Bulle 
Ald J. w .  Boyd Ald M. L. Baker 
Ald H.  H .  Farley Ald w. J .  Frazier 
Ald E .  P .  Waller Clk M .  L. Baker pcc.h . !;, t,1--dl-->t-'V' 13-'-zth-v 






TOWN OF RUTLEDGE Grain er -E- F ,  Yr , 6 0 Elec .  













Phone TA 8- 111 
Zip Code 37 1 
9'.reea-A..-Da.Mel. lier� rt 11. ma/,,,., 
W. I .  Daniel 
Harry J ,  Lawrence 
Lee E .  · cate 
TOWN OF SALTILLO (Hardin -W- F .Yr . 6  0 Elec . Phone 













TOWN OF SAMBURG (Obion -W- 4 l F .Yr .11 1 Elec . 
L .  E .  Willis 
Cecil Smith 
J .  J ,  Rippy 
Phone 















TOWN OF SARDIS Henderson )  -W- 274 F .Yr .6  0 Elec . 8  64 Phone 
First Friday each month, 7 : 30 p .m. , at City HaJ.1 Zip Code 3 371 
Mayor Riley Stanfill Ald J. A. Hanna 
Ald Charles Creasy CR-TA J .  H .  Jones 
Ald Claude Phillips Atty Joe C .  Davis 
Ald G .  M .  Stanfill CoP 
Ald Van Smith 
TOWN OF SAULSBURY Hardeman -W- 141 F .Yr .l  1 Elec . Phone 
No regular meetings held Zip Code 3 0 7 
Mayor w .  E.  Floyd Ald E .  J .  Cox 
Ald c .  E. Cox Ald 
Ald u .  c .  Daniel CR c .  E. Cox 
Ald w. B. Wells 
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First Friday each month, 7 : 30 p . m. , at City Hall 










JameS-J:eI:J:Olds I(.� R1vrJ:.w FC 
Grady'tttad.-ioa f.JA�.._t.U,t.; �vCD 
A .  R .  Neighbors 
· , PCCh 
R-r-Wa�ste& � .. )t- 6 .  m�}4),,J1 Eng-SU 
D • .  · Rayburn Tyler WBCh 
John J .  Ross SS 





J-1 W. Mc€or�,.J d.J� 
Perry-Mullen �(... ,J.,,_l l,  ,�· 
Robert Wilkerson 
(Decatur & 
TOWN OF SCOTrS HILL Henderson -W- 2 8 F .  Yr . 6 0 Elec . Phone 






. µ . � �  
�t.on Ald 
P .  T .  Clenney Ald 
Carey Johnson Ald 
Glenn Helms 1 L Atty 
-E�usse!" OJ..t.w. j.1, V/�01\ICR 
R .  C .  Perkins 
Bill Snider 
.Samu�ek:- . tuJ. µ...v., 
Fred Hughes 
%< "' ' ) A, C, Ta:i;tJ..tGR f+. , Q)�
Friday after first Monday each month, 7 : 00 p . m. , at City. Hall 









Ted Smith FC 
Charles Boone PCCh 
T. E .  Buford SS-Tr 
Bobby Kinchen SWW 
Lee Jones CD 
H .  G. Wood CoP 
Harry H .  Hickman , RBCh 
Lou�- �v tJ .A-ct:lu-u.J 
TOWN OF SEVIERVILLE Sevier -E- 2 890 F . Yr . 12 
Second and fourth Monday each month, 7 : 00 p .m. , at 









Roy C .  Newman 
J.  Cliff Davis 
Dr. R .  A .  Broady 
Hugh E . . Trotter 
Freel C . lawson 
Joe W .  Dockery 
E .  T .  King 









C .  D. Ammons 
� 
T .  E .  Buford 
Arch Whitaker 
J. h:Jals Adams 
S .  T .  Berry 
.w� 
Manson L .  Ogle 
Rex Ingle 
K.  Rawlings, Jr. 
H .  c. Blair �- rn � �-Gwn� (Jr'fl� f ' J ' 
Fred C .  Lawson 
Gene Catlett 
First Monday each month, 7 : 30 p .m. � at City Hall 





Russell Jones Ald 
Rufus Morris . CR 
Eugene Gord on.. c.J"-1.h tt-m. W . R.l�ar 
Russell Fisher CD 
-p Ct C..h 
Dr. Robert Moore 




CITY OF SHELBYVILLE (Bedford -M- 10 466 F . Yr . 8  l Elec . 8  65 Phone 684-2691 












William D .  Copeland 
O .  Lee Blanton 
Howard B .  Nichols 
Lloyd L .  Payne 
Fred J .  Taylor 
Shields W .  Rambo, Jr . 
John A .  Boutwell 
Albert W .  Moulder 
Roy C .  Womble 
Eli. Cooper / 
' 











'Pc c.. h  
Clark Robinson 
John C . Shofner . 
Clarence A .  Wheeler 
John W .  Foster 
Theron A .  Bracey 
Bobby Locke 
Hixson Pugh 
J .  E .  Rowe 
V .  A. Cline 
Wayne Cartwright 
�iv ..J. l'�t L-d-
�fN OF SIGNAL MOtm'rAIN (Hamilton) -E- 3,�·13 F .  Yr . 9/30 Elec .5/67 Phone 886-2177 
Second Monday each month, T :45 p . m . ,  at 'rown Hall Zip Code 37377 







C .  A .  Thomas 
) Alfred. E .  Smith (. C � - C 'JI 
Eugene Glaze, Jr . 
Calvin Baird 
Neal C .  Bennett 





sww ,.1 -frPW-- 5"-F' · 
Tr 
Joseph C .  Wagner 
James F .  Neal 
Milton c .  Zeiser 
Alfred B .  Ba.11 
Robert A .  Bass 
John L .  Evans 
Calvin Baird 
TOWN OF SII,ERTON (Hardeman ) -W- 84 F . Yr . 6/30 Elec . l/65 Phone 








J .  R .  Fitts 
J .  S .  Mc Ca.rm 
J .  L .  Beshiers 
James W .  Cupplies 







o .  J .  Hopper 
A .  E .  Fitts 
A .  E .  Fitts 
c .  P .  Siler 
J .  B. Weaver 
First Friday each month, 7 : 30 p . m. , at City Hall 










JameS-J:eI:J:Olds I(.� R1vrJ:.w FC 
Grady'tttad.-ioa f.JA�.._t.U,t.; �vCD 
A .  R .  Neighbors 
· , PCCh 
R-r-Wa�ste& � .. )t- 6 .  m�}4),,J1 Eng-SU 
D • .  · Rayburn Tyler WBCh 
John J .  Ross SS 





J-1 W. Mc€or�,.J d.J� 
Perry-Mullen �(... ,J.,,_l l,  ,�· 
Robert Wilkerson 
(Decatur & 
TOWN OF SCOTrS HILL Henderson -W- 2 8 F .  Yr . 6 0 Elec . Phone 






. µ . � �  
�t.on Ald 
P .  T .  Clenney Ald 
Carey Johnson Ald 
Glenn Helms 1 L Atty 
-E�usse!" OJ..t.w. j.1, V/�01\ICR 
R .  C .  Perkins 
Bill Snider 
.Samu�ek:- . tuJ. µ...v., 
Fred Hughes 
%< "' ' ) A, C, Ta:i;tJ..tGR f+. , Q)�
Friday after first Monday each month, 7 : 00 p . m. , at City. Hall 









Ted Smith FC 
Charles Boone PCCh 
T. E .  Buford SS-Tr 
Bobby Kinchen SWW 
Lee Jones CD 
H .  G. Wood CoP 
Harry H .  Hickman , RBCh 
Lou�- �v tJ .A-ct:lu-u.J 
TOWN OF SEVIERVILLE Sevier -E- 2 890 F . Yr . 12 
Second and fourth Monday each month, 7 : 00 p .m. , at 









Roy C .  Newman 
J.  Cliff Davis 
Dr. R .  A .  Broady 
Hugh E . . Trotter 
Freel C . lawson 
Joe W .  Dockery 
E .  T .  King 









C .  D. Ammons 
� 
T .  E .  Buford 
Arch Whitaker 
J. h:Jals Adams 
S .  T .  Berry 
.w� 
Manson L .  Ogle 
Rex Ingle 
K.  Rawlings, Jr. 
H .  c. Blair �- rn � �-Gwn� (Jr'fl� f ' J ' 
Fred C .  Lawson 
Gene Catlett 
First Monday each month, 7 : 30 p .m. � at City Hall 





Russell Jones Ald 
Rufus Morris . CR 
Eugene Gord on.. c.J"-1.h tt-m. W . R.l�ar 
Russell Fisher CD 
-p Ct C..h 
Dr. Robert Moore 




CITY OF SHELBYVILLE (Bedford -M- 10 466 F . Yr . 8  l Elec . 8  65 Phone 684-2691 












William D .  Copeland 
O .  Lee Blanton 
Howard B .  Nichols 
Lloyd L .  Payne 
Fred J .  Taylor 
Shields W .  Rambo, Jr . 
John A .  Boutwell 
Albert W .  Moulder 
Roy C .  Womble 
Eli. Cooper / 
' 











'Pc c.. h  
Clark Robinson 
John C . Shofner . 
Clarence A .  Wheeler 
John W .  Foster 
Theron A .  Bracey 
Bobby Locke 
Hixson Pugh 
J .  E .  Rowe 
V .  A. Cline 
Wayne Cartwright 
�iv ..J. l'�t L-d-
�fN OF SIGNAL MOtm'rAIN (Hamilton) -E- 3,�·13 F .  Yr . 9/30 Elec .5/67 Phone 886-2177 
Second Monday each month, T :45 p . m . ,  at 'rown Hall Zip Code 37377 







C .  A .  Thomas 
) Alfred. E .  Smith (. C � - C 'JI 
Eugene Glaze, Jr . 
Calvin Baird 
Neal C .  Bennett 





sww ,.1 -frPW-- 5"-F' · 
Tr 
Joseph C .  Wagner 
James F .  Neal 
Milton c .  Zeiser 
Alfred B .  Ba.11 
Robert A .  Bass 
John L .  Evans 
Calvin Baird 
TOWN OF SII,ERTON (Hardeman ) -W- 84 F . Yr . 6/30 Elec . l/65 Phone 








J .  R .  Fitts 
J .  S .  Mc Ca.rm 
J .  L .  Beshiers 
James W .  Cupplies 







o .  J .  Hopper 
A .  E .  Fitts 
A .  E .  Fitts 
c .  P .  Siler 
J .  B. Weaver 
TOWN OF SLAYDEN (Dickson ) -M- 101 F . Yr . 6  30 Elec . 4  
65 Phone 3418 Marion) 
Second Tuesday each month, 7 : 30 p . m. , at Mayor ' s  Offic
e Zip Code 371 5 
Mayor Max Davenport Coun Verlie Suggs 
Coun Carl Finch CR A .  V.  Schmittou 
Coun Loyd Potts CD Odie 
Proctor 
TOWN OF SMITHVILLE DeKalb -M- 2 48 F . Yr . 6  30 Ele c . 2  6 
First and third Thursday each month, 7 : 30 p . m. , at City Hall
 










Hobert Hendrixson A . A . . -;t:, Hoyte Gdem -.)� �- , / , 
J .A. ;i;lef>.&Qn u w� 
W.  H .  Smith, Sr . 








B. E .  Thomas (fl k-rrJ E .  L .  Mar� LL;cu 
G ,  D .  Hendrix�;; 0 
Billy Hooper 
Ralph Wood 
Second Tuesday each month, 7 : 30 p . m. , at City Hall 







John S .  Ridley 
Silas Coleman 
Thurman Francis 
W. R. Culbertson 







Howard L. Coleman 
Robert Joyner 
W. E.  Carter 
Eugene Odom 
Whitney Stegall 
TOWN OF SNEEDVILLE (Hancock). -E- 799 F . Yr . 6/30  Elec . 6/65 Phone 2241 -
Second Tuesday each month, 7 : 00 p . m . ,  at Turner ' s  Drug Store 
Zip Code 37869 
Mayor Charles W. Turner CR Mr•· Arkie..J:..-6ea1 J...lw b-.J, 
V-May E .  O .  Parkey CoP te�s4;ead d.� �rJ 
Ald Truett H .  Pierce Jg Paul: Campoe:t-1 9= • C. · �:J:) . l 
Ald �, 4J?Me L. Sea.a. &hh,�,...., �Atty Howard W.  Rhea I A�" 
Ald Howard W .  Rhea };� FC A:h in Y. ':PtlI:"i:te'!' /�-<...U..,.J /..J.., 
Ald Dean Jones 7v-
TOWN OF SOMERVILLE (Fayette ) -W- 1 820 F . Yr . 6  1 Elec . 5  66 Phone 465-3 79 
Second Monday each month, 7 : 30 p .m . ,  at Somerville Bank Building Zip Code 3 O 
Offices close Thursday all day, aJ.l year 
Mayor I .  P .  Yancey SU 
Ald J, P .  Morton CoP 
Ald Jrunes W. Freeland FC 
Ald Lebert Howse CR 
Ald R .  c .  Harris WBCh 
Ald W .  B.  Wilkinson CD 
Ald Jesse Price 
T?WN OF SOUTH CAR'fHAGE (Smith) -M- 615 F . Yr . 7/31  
Fir�t Thursday each month, 7 : 30 p .m. , at City HaJ.1 
Offices close Wednesday aJ.l day, aJ.l year 
--r: .jr, Mayor 'Melvin-Hewrt'b- vohn {'.  W1:J7tJ11t'(AJ..d 
Ald Leslj.e Proff'i tt · Ald 
Ald James Rigsby Clk 
f_o-p 
D .  D. Parsons 
Clay Mccarley 
Hugh Starks 
J .  T .  Greer, Jr . 
Dr . J .  W .  Morris 
B .  Haddad 
Elec . 8/65 Phone 735-2727 
Zip Code 37030 
CITY OF SOUTH FULTON·* ( Obion) -W- 2 12 F . Yr . 6  0 Elec . 12 6 Phone 116 
First Monday each month, 7 : 00 p . m . , at City Hall Zip Code 20 1 
Mayor MH-t;·e-n-Ge�� R'-'4-- � Atty R0ee-:F-t...F� t.. lt"-d-t ,.1 _d.1Jd,v 
�� �.,-yvr'>""\ W • W • C;ka.�orn C\ .. .  L..,, £�CR Mr s .  Emily Dame Geun- Cc1)1vn-1 JG�ee-mcm 1.J.�£:,;-� £ ' : o11 .--.. ..,,,; -1L..D """" " . - . I  • -vor- --E.l:me.�sfi eJ.d... C� ..B .. �.J9rtes_ ""Fe=-B-� - Ne01<1-GJ,.i"fl&l':'d 
Co Re�- dale SG Jones Dickerson 
�un 
-�  · . !atthews CD �� f<°(J .JA,1.-tf� . 
-a·"1'. n- B and 
. 
tnt;r-· 'fiv,v� IJ,M.-w;v1 Y� . . 
·X·Form of Government changed to Council-Manager by election August 3 ,  1964; 
new Council to be elected September 22, 1964 . 
1> rs 1,1...� rn�v.> ' P 
f!,:t:" � R_,_/µ_,_, 
JU... �� • IHML.) 
CITY OF SOUTH PITTSBURG Marion ) -E- 4 1 0 F .Yr . 9  O Elec .12 64 Phone 8 7- 11 











L .  W .  Loyd 
Paul Braden (CH )  
Leonard Wynne (CFin ) 
Dr . Wm. Headrick (CP, CF) 




Clayton W .  Watts 











R .  R .  Carter 
E .  D .  Burrow 
Russ Hawk 
Mrs . Joe Kirkpatrick 
W. H .  Graham 
R .  C .  (Buddy) Long 




TOWN OF SLAYDEN (Dickson ) -M- 101 F . Yr . 6  30 Elec . 4  
65 Phone 3418 Marion) 
Second Tuesday each month, 7 : 30 p . m. , at Mayor ' s  Offic
e Zip Code 371 5 
Mayor Max Davenport Coun Verlie Suggs 
Coun Carl Finch CR A .  V.  Schmittou 
Coun Loyd Potts CD Odie 
Proctor 
TOWN OF SMITHVILLE DeKalb -M- 2 48 F . Yr . 6  30 Ele c . 2  6 
First and third Thursday each month, 7 : 30 p . m. , at City Hall
 










Hobert Hendrixson A . A . . -;t:, Hoyte Gdem -.)� �- , / , 
J .A. ;i;lef>.&Qn u w� 
W.  H .  Smith, Sr . 








B. E .  Thomas (fl k-rrJ E .  L .  Mar� LL;cu 
G ,  D .  Hendrix�;; 0 
Billy Hooper 
Ralph Wood 
Second Tuesday each month, 7 : 30 p . m. , at City Hall 







John S .  Ridley 
Silas Coleman 
Thurman Francis 
W. R. Culbertson 







Howard L. Coleman 
Robert Joyner 
W. E.  Carter 
Eugene Odom 
Whitney Stegall 
TOWN OF SNEEDVILLE (Hancock). -E- 799 F . Yr . 6/30  Elec . 6/65 Phone 2241 -
Second Tuesday each month, 7 : 00 p . m . ,  at Turner ' s  Drug Store 
Zip Code 37869 
Mayor Charles W. Turner CR Mr•· Arkie..J:..-6ea1 J...lw b-.J, 
V-May E .  O .  Parkey CoP te�s4;ead d.� �rJ 
Ald Truett H .  Pierce Jg Paul: Campoe:t-1 9= • C. · �:J:) . l 
Ald �, 4J?Me L. Sea.a. &hh,�,...., �Atty Howard W.  Rhea I A�" 
Ald Howard W .  Rhea };� FC A:h in Y. ':PtlI:"i:te'!' /�-<...U..,.J /..J.., 
Ald Dean Jones 7v-
TOWN OF SOMERVILLE (Fayette ) -W- 1 820 F . Yr . 6  1 Elec . 5  66 Phone 465-3 79 
Second Monday each month, 7 : 30 p .m . ,  at Somerville Bank Building Zip Code 3 O 
Offices close Thursday all day, aJ.l year 
Mayor I .  P .  Yancey SU 
Ald J, P .  Morton CoP 
Ald Jrunes W. Freeland FC 
Ald Lebert Howse CR 
Ald R .  c .  Harris WBCh 
Ald W .  B.  Wilkinson CD 
Ald Jesse Price 
T?WN OF SOUTH CAR'fHAGE (Smith) -M- 615 F . Yr . 7/31  
Fir�t Thursday each month, 7 : 30 p .m. , at City HaJ.1 
Offices close Wednesday aJ.l day, aJ.l year 
--r: .jr, Mayor 'Melvin-Hewrt'b- vohn {'.  W1:J7tJ11t'(AJ..d 
Ald Leslj.e Proff'i tt · Ald 
Ald James Rigsby Clk 
f_o-p 
D .  D. Parsons 
Clay Mccarley 
Hugh Starks 
J .  T .  Greer, Jr . 
Dr . J .  W .  Morris 
B .  Haddad 
Elec . 8/65 Phone 735-2727 
Zip Code 37030 
CITY OF SOUTH FULTON·* ( Obion) -W- 2 12 F . Yr . 6  0 Elec . 12 6 Phone 116 
First Monday each month, 7 : 00 p . m . , at City Hall Zip Code 20 1 
Mayor MH-t;·e-n-Ge�� R'-'4-- � Atty R0ee-:F-t...F� t.. lt"-d-t ,.1 _d.1Jd,v 
�� �.,-yvr'>""\ W • W • C;ka.�orn C\ .. .  L..,, £�CR Mr s .  Emily Dame Geun- Cc1)1vn-1 JG�ee-mcm 1.J.�£:,;-� £ ' : o11 .--.. ..,,,; -1L..D """" " . - . I  • -vor- --E.l:me.�sfi eJ.d... C� ..B .. �.J9rtes_ ""Fe=-B-� - Ne01<1-GJ,.i"fl&l':'d 
Co Re�- dale SG Jones Dickerson 
�un 
-�  · . !atthews CD �� f<°(J .JA,1.-tf� . 
-a·"1'. n- B and 
. 
tnt;r-· 'fiv,v� IJ,M.-w;v1 Y� . . 
·X·Form of Government changed to Council-Manager by election August 3 ,  1964; 
new Council to be elected September 22, 1964 . 
1> rs 1,1...� rn�v.> ' P 
f!,:t:" � R_,_/µ_,_, 
JU... �� • IHML.) 
CITY OF SOUTH PITTSBURG Marion ) -E- 4 1 0 F .Yr . 9  O Elec .12 64 Phone 8 7- 11 











L .  W .  Loyd 
Paul Braden (CH )  
Leonard Wynne (CFin ) 
Dr . Wm. Headrick (CP, CF) 




Clayton W .  Watts 











R .  R .  Carter 
E .  D .  Burrow 
Russ Hawk 
Mrs . Joe Kirkpatrick 
W. H .  Graham 
R .  C .  (Buddy) Long 




TOWN OF SPARTA (White) -M- 4,510 F � Yr . 4/30  Elec . 4/65 Phone 
836-3535 
First and third Friday each month, 7 : 00 p . m. , at City Hall 
Zip Code 38583 
-











� Hor�IJ {lflc.seJ ..51,;.,s CoP 
\U.. ·· D. Caarier Dr. Ro loe.r-6 F. lJ.;)J!e.'fPC 
Alvin Carter HOff 
Jim Floyd . , scs 
�rownWtlli CIM m. JD /1_n!:.o n SS 
R .  L .  Crosslin TA 
Charlie V .  Thompson CD 
Lucius Camp RBCh 
Gleason Officer RD 





Dr .  Charles A. Mitchell 
Charles Golden 
Paul Thompson 
T .  Stanton Hale , f. 
EB:Je1 t Htll Elllei> !Um , t-LlUA1 ft� 
Clure Brown 0 · 
Dee Harris
E J� O. 
� 
kJ;� �MU 
i� mg �� 
TOWN OF SPENCER (Van Buren )  -M- 870 F �Yr . 6/30  Elec .5/65 Phone 






Shelby A.  Rhinehart, Jr . (\_ Ald 
Wall.ace Ma±-t4n � . C., .  JJ;�, '(v •Ald 
Clyde Measles Mar 
Tom Yates CR-CD 
Atty 
Burton Delong 
J.  H .  Ward 
Curtis Templeton () , H--;- L. Holiingsw�h � 'f' � 
Richard Lykens 
TOWN OF SPRING CITY (�hea) -E- 1,800 F . Yr . 6/30  Elec .7f65 Phone 365-
6441 
First Thursday each month, 7 : 30 p . m. , at Municipal Building Zip Cod
e 37381 
Offices close Wednesday afternoon, all year 
Mayor Allen W .  Boles 
V-Ma� ked En�� Comm � W.  C .  Robinson 
CR-Mgr Glenn Metts 
FC W. P. Lyons 





A. w. Jf � 
TOWN OF SPRING HILL Maur -M- 689 F .  Yr . 12 1 
First Tuesday each month, 7 : 30 p . m. , at City Hall 
Offices close Saturday all day, all year 
Mayor ..ft. B • 'l)Qone. Q.. /)) · IJ� Ald 
Ald Wilson Daniels Ald 
Ald Billy Evans Ald 
Ald Dr . B .  H .  Woodard Q +.-� J CR 
Ald W, B1 De.Pit- Ui--(,1.ALiaJ �,,._. FC-CD 
Ald �affs �,v cAo,-nfrMar-SWW 
64 
C .  P.  Swafford 
Raymond Powers 
Perry Ferguson 
J .  B .  Torbett 
H .  R .  Fowman 
I..�mpson 
.MPs, Joe B-'l'oP9e-t.t-
"" M  1 �· �'f1d-
65 Phone HU 6-22 2 
Zip Code 3717 
Ben Andrews , Jr . 
J;Iermai;.i ql.Reift!>tten- }')\.�� �R (Y��>'l- , 
J. B.  Grimes 0-
Ed Whitwell 
bu Lller nart�n 
CITY OF SPRINGFIELD Robertson -M­
Second and fourth Tuesday each month 















J .  Travis Price ( CFin,CP )  
Richard Roark (CPW CF) 
E .  M. Beck (CE, CH) 
Ernest M. Dillard 
W.  P .  Bryant, Jr. 
C .  H. Hancock, Jr . 
Tom English 
W. Boyce Smith 














*Address : Lawrenceburg, Tennessee 
L .  S .  McCool, Sr . 
Edward M.  Manus 
W .  E .  Bedford 
Harry Simmons 







W. Royce Williams 
Mrs' Elizahe.th..C. Jol:lng911 bao?ce· ' ,f Sue D .  Taylor Brac.e- 1 
Earl Burrow 
Dr . Jack Gunn 
Fred H .  Schott 
Raleigh Weaver 
Pm±i"i"Irl3�. 
.w. Ji J;,a,akt-0-� � � 
Phone 
Zip Code 3 




Edward M.  Manus 




Mrs . Mary Lou Manus 
1 
TOWN OF SURGOINSVILLE Hawkins -E- 1 24 F Yr 6 
First Monday each month, 7 : 30 p.m. , at City H










G. A. Golden 










-X·Address : Rogersville, Tennessee 
J. L. Mauk 
J ,  L.  Mauk 
J .  E .  Taylor 
Winfield B .  Hale, Jr . -i<· 
�el."nlS'" QI  I) •  f;J&-ult.-J 
Carroll Raines 
Henry Greene 
TOWN OF SPARTA (White) -M- 4,510 F � Yr . 4/30  Elec . 4/65 Phone 
836-3535 
First and third Friday each month, 7 : 00 p . m. , at City Hall 
Zip Code 38583 
-











� Hor�IJ {lflc.seJ ..51,;.,s CoP 
\U.. ·· D. Caarier Dr. Ro loe.r-6 F. lJ.;)J!e.'fPC 
Alvin Carter HOff 
Jim Floyd . , scs 
�rownWtlli CIM m. JD /1_n!:.o n SS 
R .  L .  Crosslin TA 
Charlie V .  Thompson CD 
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Edward M.  Manus 
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-X·Address : Rogersville, Tennessee 
J. L. Mauk 
J ,  L.  Mauk 
J .  E .  Taylor 
Winfield B .  Hale, Jr . -i<· 
�el."nlS'" QI  I) •  f;J&-ult.-J 
Carroll Raines 
Henry Greene 
First Monday each month, 7 : 00 p .m. , at City Hall 
1l a:;C/uv;v N. JJ� Mayor "11elford l>, .Lo.wry, M.ll. CR 
V-May Thomas R .  Haun Atty 
Comm C .  A. Waymier (CFin) BI 
Comm D .  N .  McQuiddy ,, � ' 1 • . 1 FC Comm B, JI. Se:H:el' IMGLA- �� SG-SWW 
Comm J-. -E. W�ae . (CF, CP) d��·i- t . PCCh 
ScS E. c. Dougherty «M� EMgr 
CoP Joe R .  Wilson PBCh 
Zip Code 37 7 





S , J .  Randall 
Glenn Mason 
TOWN OF TAZEWELL Claiborne -E- l 02 F .Yr . 6  0 Elec .12 64 Phone 626- 6 






E • .  I• .llaa.:M�-H H�k W, l;.k)c.A Ald 
�-:WeJ-eh £. . J", Har C! ,· ., ) 11I' Ald 
James C .  McMurray CR 
Delbert W, Brooks CD-Atty 
Dr .  William N. Smith PCCh 
TOWN OF TELLICO PLAINS Monroe -E-





















William R.  Stanifer 
La"\;'II'ence Duncan 
Elec . Phone - 0 0 
Zip Code 373 5 
-B. L. Wrr.tte I/. Ross B•f � Y\  
J .  D .  Lee* 
�ea.?' �� �)wJ 
Ruben Buckner 
James Hooper 
TOWN OF TENNESSEE RIDGE (Houston) -M- 324 F . Yr .6/30 Elec .8/65 Phone 289-3228 












TOWN OF TIPI'ONVI;LLE Lake ) -W- 2 o68 F ,  Yr . 6 30 Elec ;6 65 Phone 253-7182 
66 





A .  E .  Smith 
E .  F .  Murdaugh 
C .  M.  Foote 




Luther P .  Smith 
J .  L .  Jones 
TOWN OF TOWNSEND Blount -E- 28 F .Yr .12 1 Elec . 6 Phone HI 8-2260 





John Wilson Comm 
S .  W. Henry CR 
Alex Webb O � CoP �s /J �r>t- /J 'f-
Roy Lindsey 
S .  P .  McNeill 
Ralph Lindsey 
Phone 
Second Monday each month, 7 : 30 p .m. , at City Hall 









Fritz L.  Flury 




Byron D .  Mayes 







John H .  Marable 
L. C .  Sanders 
Carl Crisp 
Everette J .  Hampton 
Hollie Brown 
Earl Geary 










Dennis E .  Page 
Qlen Hurt 
Clyde Page 
Dr .  W. H .  Fortner 
Harold Nowell 
Edward C .  Tilghman 
Luther Coble 
Evelyn W. Harwood 
Robert P .  Adams 
Eng-EMgr- a:L W. Y .  Howell 
FC Horace May 
HOff Dr .  M. D .  Ingram 
PBCh-TY" Glen Hurt 
SS Clyde Page 
Lib Mrs . Naomi Bunch 
CD -Ben-�..,.--.k-. 
PCCh Joe H .  Wilson 
� c.-t  Q..cu..'l J  � .  00&-u 'Vft � � 
67 
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67 
TOWN OF TREZEVANT Carroll -W- 44 F .  Yr . 10 Elec • 
Second Tuesday each month, 7 : 30 p . m. , at City HaJ.1 















R .  G. Presson 
Blain Akins 





81 F .Yr . 8  1 Elec .8  6 
Chester Harris 
John Asbridge 
E.  K. Pope 
Leonard Baker 
Drue Dotson 
J. R .  Donnell 
Billy H .  Mooney 










H .  J.  Coffer 
Drue Dodson 
Claude Tho:ropson, Jr. 
CITY OF TROY (Obion) -W- 662 F . Yr . 6/30  Elec .5/65 Phone 932-3521 
First Thursday each month, 7 : 30 p .m. , at City HaJ.1 Zip Code 38260 







W. G .  Scott 
Wilbur Canova 
o. C .  Berry 
Charles Bright 
Jake Pryor 







c. W. Hart 
J. 0 .  Clark 
H .  L.  Vaughn 
w. G. Scott 
Everett Watson 
Robert Fowlkes 
CITY OF TULLAHOMA (Coffee) -M- 12,242 F . Yr . 6/30  Ele c .8/64 Phone 455-2648 -












.. t>r.-Je;ck-T-r-F-arrar f/" t/j /1 ,;fr;,., ;/ DPW-BI 
James H, Peteps- c-'J. � '/AJ�U 
E. C .  Matthews CoP 
E. Lillard Stone FC 
T .  L. Fletcher HOff 
o. B.  Carroll ScS 
G. Nelson Forrester PBCh #�e-B_ei:i;y;. rnrs, fn<>n/ f. PCCh 
Charles F .  Hickerson L -. n i/ RBCh 
��r±de-� . R1'ci1a.d C, Brow,; c;t- .  (da,,.,,ilal -Ju.d c Iv 
68 
Grady E.  McBride 
A. H .  ,,Sanders 
Paul Stockton 
Frank E.  Norman 
Dr . Elizabeth Kirby-Smith 
Dr .  Ralph Evans 
L .  L. Poe 
Jll. J, Dander s III­
F .  A .  Greene, Jr . 
£ITY OF TUSCULUM Greene ) -E- l 804 F . Yr .7  1 Elec . 6  6 











CITY OF UNION CITY Obion -W- 1 8 F . Yr . 6  0 Elec .11 64 Phone 
First and third Tuesday each month, 7 : 00 p .m . , at City Hall 















Dixon Williams ScS 
Hollis Oseman FC 
Charles H .  Adams SS 
�� Th u.rN\a,, .S a5 0  Jg 
Dr .  Alfred M.  Creswell »PWa��TA-BI 
W. B .  Robinson (Yl o o  r e.-EMgr 
W .  David Frizzell SWW 
Miss Mildred Roberts SSP 
George c .  Cloys CD 
John King DH 
T .  W. J erniga.n P13C.)\ 
TOWN OF VANLEER Dickson -M- 2 4 F . Yr . 12 1 
Fourth Monday�ch month, 7 : 30 p . m . ,  at Peoples 
'//1.,U).,I {)_, • fl .J-1... /Z.4� Mayor · . ·ee--A.¥e-:rffie JJ A.ld 
Ald R. L. S?ffi::l;b cAu.-0 il;'d/ZM? Ald 
Ald R .  H .  Bateman Tr-Jg 
Ald Goff McGee 
Elec . 
Bank 
Claude Yarbroughr{ Jr , M. L. P:tnkston 't •  1-J, I<� 
Charles Quillin 






J .  T .  Witherspoon 9-· lf�v 7/�....v 
Phone 2 
Zip Code 
Oliver Cunningham , 
Ja.meo A, Cooks�y <}ru-lt..- nw...JJ.tw-a.,,,,v/ Billy Averitte 
TOWN OF VIOL/\ 0i,_arren) -M- 206 F .  Yr. 7/1 Elec . Phone M�; 5 .. 2991 
Fourth Friday ea.ch month, 7 :  00 p .  m. , at Viola Hardware Building Zip Code 37394---
Mayor W.  c .  Gaffin 
V-May Drannon Sain 
Ald Ellis Fults 
Ald Carlos Maxwell 
� Yo /\) o c� (f1?911 (Q.�2 - £-
AJ.d Drannon Sain 
Ald Bill Swann 
Ald Forrest Gonder 
CR 9ertl±i.rWomaek �/ ».JJ.kw 
_lnSd..Lf.P..t-a-leL. &i .  , ;;�t,, J-_ rm1y.Ilf-:.8Jde.c-av.) n �rfY\ 1 &-() t/h , 
TOWN OF WARTRACE (Bedford) -M- 569 F .Yr .11/30 Elec . Phone 
Second Saturday each month, 7 : 00 p . m . ,  at Town HaJ.l Zip Code 37183 






Roscoe L .  Stephens 
James W. Ayers 
Ben McCullough 
Gust Johnson 





R D  
9: 69 Wi3 � h  
5 w w  
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R D  
9: 69 Wi3 � h  
5 w w  
CITY OF WATAUGA Carter -E- 0 F .  Yr. 1 Elec • Phone 
CITY OF WATERTOW N Wilson -M- l F . Yr.12 1 Elec. 12 6 
FirSt Friday each month, 7 : 30 p. m. , at Cit y Hall 
Offices close Wednesday afternoon, all year 
Mayor--__ �G;r;.;tt;C.:i,,th 
Ald � dsel Floyd 
Ald James Oakley 
Ald Mitchell Robertson 
Ald Carl Johnson 
A ld J. H. Chumbley 
A ld H arold Loftis 
CR Anna Mathis 
Mar 












Edsel F loyd 
J. H .  Chumbley 
R. c .  Vantrease 
Phone. 2 6-210l. 









Dr .  James Powers 
Paul E. Johnson 
Victor D. Asbury 
David Spencer 
R. P. Wh ite 
Lloyd McNeil 
T. E. Bowman 
D. Scott Porch, Jr. 








James T. Porch 
Bruee-w..i.�ms 




A. H. Conrad 
Zip Code 






Joe H .  Sevi er, Jr. 
R. D. Beatty 
M. L. Haggard 
Joel R. Morrison 





F C  
TA 
Harvey Bailey 





TOWN OF WESTMORELAND Sumner - M- 86 F.Yr.6 0 Elec. Phone 644-2 71 
Third Monday each month, 7 : 00  p. m. , at Cit y Hall 
Offices close Friday afternoon, Sat urday all day, all year 
Z1p Code 371 
Mayor Gee-pge--Ge.T-ter .C. /.�. cvl:-, Coun 
Coun �emas- CaI:-te� l)JJ.,.,tl c R  
Coun G-, A. Ha:mmGa.k�>•l.4.I a), i v �-�1l!lar 
Coun James Law - SS-CD 
Coun Kayo May Jg 
-Gttthrie Holmes- � /6Afrw � 
Mrs. Earlene Darris 
Eugene ·Keen . 
-�� ld�wf-,1 �ttiv 
\Lir.g-i.J"-W .. i-l,J,.:i:anis Gr� �� 
TOWN OF WHITE BLUFF (Dickson) -M- 486 F. Yr. 6/30 Elec.5/65 Phone 9174 
Fi rst Tuesday each month, 7 : 00 p. m. , at City Hall Zip Code 37187 






TOW N  OF \'lliITE PIN E (Jefferson - E- 1 0 F. Yr. 6 
Fi rst Tuesday each month, 7 : 30 p. m. , at City Hall 
Mayor <:Tim Wood;y S.5 · �(� CoP 
Ald Boyd Chandler \\, \ 1 , . I./)�!. Jf C 
Ald G-lyde-Beer±rrg �.,._._, K ... -n�y: · o "Sww 
Ald '.Pem-GaI:-ter�--K/t- �1vb� l1cl1l.13s 
Ald Jeff Fox "f'V• CD 
CR W. R. McNabb 
0 Elec. 6 6 Phone 674-2 78 
Zip Code 37 90 
Richard Reed, Jr. 
Carl Snodderly 
Dale Snodgrass 
J. A .  Fox 
Henry Surrett 
TOWN OF WHITE VILLE Hardeman - W- 7 7 F . Yr.1 1 Elec. 1 6 Phone 4121 
First Monday each month, : 00 p. m. , at City Hal l  






Al d  
R .  P. Bass, Jr. 
A. C. Sammons 
W. T. Crowder 
Dr. C. C. F reelan d 
Otis Dowdy 






*Address: Bolivar, Tennessee 
71 
Zip Code 3 075 
E. C. Williams 
J. W. Griffi n  
E. J. Harris·X· 
Sam D owney 
W. H. Wiles 
CITY OF WATAUGA Carter -E- 0 F .  Yr. 1 Elec • Phone 
CITY OF WATERTOW N Wilson -M- l F . Yr.12 1 Elec. 12 6 
FirSt Friday each month, 7 : 30 p. m. , at Cit y Hall 
Offices close Wednesday afternoon, all year 
Mayor--__ �G;r;.;tt;C.:i,,th 
Ald � dsel Floyd 
Ald James Oakley 
Ald Mitchell Robertson 
Ald Carl Johnson 
A ld J. H. Chumbley 
A ld H arold Loftis 
CR Anna Mathis 
Mar 












Edsel F loyd 
J. H .  Chumbley 
R. c .  Vantrease 
Phone. 2 6-210l. 









Dr .  James Powers 
Paul E. Johnson 
Victor D. Asbury 
David Spencer 
R. P. Wh ite 
Lloyd McNeil 
T. E. Bowman 
D. Scott Porch, Jr. 








James T. Porch 
Bruee-w..i.�ms 




A. H. Conrad 
Zip Code 






Joe H .  Sevi er, Jr. 
R. D. Beatty 
M. L. Haggard 
Joel R. Morrison 





F C  
TA 
Harvey Bailey 





TOWN OF WESTMORELAND Sumner - M- 86 F.Yr.6 0 Elec. Phone 644-2 71 
Third Monday each month, 7 : 00  p. m. , at Cit y Hall 
Offices close Friday afternoon, Sat urday all day, all year 
Z1p Code 371 
Mayor Gee-pge--Ge.T-ter .C. /.�. cvl:-, Coun 
Coun �emas- CaI:-te� l)JJ.,.,tl c R  
Coun G-, A. Ha:mmGa.k�>•l.4.I a), i v �-�1l!lar 
Coun James Law - SS-CD 
Coun Kayo May Jg 
-Gttthrie Holmes- � /6Afrw � 
Mrs. Earlene Darris 
Eugene ·Keen . 
-�� ld�wf-,1 �ttiv 
\Lir.g-i.J"-W .. i-l,J,.:i:anis Gr� �� 
TOWN OF WHITE BLUFF (Dickson) -M- 486 F. Yr. 6/30 Elec.5/65 Phone 9174 
Fi rst Tuesday each month, 7 : 00 p. m. , at City Hall Zip Code 37187 






TOW N  OF \'lliITE PIN E (Jefferson - E- 1 0 F. Yr. 6 
Fi rst Tuesday each month, 7 : 30 p. m. , at City Hall 
Mayor <:Tim Wood;y S.5 · �(� CoP 
Ald Boyd Chandler \\, \ 1 , . I./)�!. Jf C 
Ald G-lyde-Beer±rrg �.,._._, K ... -n�y: · o "Sww 
Ald '.Pem-GaI:-ter�--K/t- �1vb� l1cl1l.13s 
Ald Jeff Fox "f'V• CD 
CR W. R. McNabb 
0 Elec. 6 6 Phone 674-2 78 
Zip Code 37 90 
Richard Reed, Jr. 
Carl Snodderly 
Dale Snodgrass 
J. A .  Fox 
Henry Surrett 
TOWN OF WHITE VILLE Hardeman - W- 7 7 F . Yr.1 1 Elec. 1 6 Phone 4121 
First Monday each month, : 00 p. m. , at City Hal l  






Al d  
R .  P. Bass, Jr. 
A. C. Sammons 
W. T. Crowder 
Dr. C. C. F reelan d 
Otis Dowdy 






*Address: Bolivar, Tennessee 
71 
Zip Code 3 075 
E. C. Williams 
J. W. Griffi n  
E. J. Harris·X· 
Sam D owney 
W. H. Wiles 
CITY OF WHITWELL Marion -E- 1 8 7 F . Yr . 6  0 E
le c . 11 64 Phone 6 8- 210 
Second and fourth Tuesday each month, 7 : 00 p . ro. ,
 at City Hall Zip Code 37397 
Offices close Thursday all day, all year 
Mayor Paul M .  Dykes 




CITY OF WINCHESTER Franklin -M- 004 F . Yr . 8  l 
Ele c . 8  6 








Clinton Swafford 0 j 1 . Atty 
Jam&s-Don-HaJ,l CY� � CoP 
George Huber EMgr 
John Scott FC 
Lynn Bean SWW 
Howard Hall PCCh 
Parker Scharber UBCh BI 
Tuesday after first Monday each month, 7 : 00 p .m. , at 
City Hall Zip Code 37190 
Mayor Willia1:n H .  Bryson Ald 
�ngs � T. � 
Ald �k Ald 'l"homas H .  Bratten, Jr . 
Ald , l i  1 CR-SWW F .  M .  Lester 1 . -· l 
A1d � � f .J.<1 .. .t) .. .uO CoP Colll-R-s-Me!T111ml Cl ,/. W� 
Ald Waldon Watson CD Whyte Pa'tir:l:clt [U:JIAJ../ 6 ,  
TOWN OF YORKVILLE (Gibson) -W- 218 F . Yr .  
<lo rn m. g S .  ii eerJ1an 
f on, ,,, if. Jv .  /,ih�!C/ 
1�•/o/i U, /) (}c } I  ti 
72 
Ele c .  Phone 
Zip Code 38389 · 

